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Foreword
The	COVID-19	pandemic	has	emerged	in	a	global	
context of widespread and deepening racialised, classed, 
gendered and geopolitical inequalities. Contemporary 
power imbalances are shaped by neocolonialism, 
neoliberalism	and	new	forms	of	imperialism	(masked	as	
globalisation),	and	by	rising	and	intersecting	ideologies	
of	hatred.	Undoubtedly,	the	pandemic	has	also	amplified	
and illuminated these inequalities and the patterns that 
underlie them. In this monograph, Pinheiro and Kiguwa 
speak	powerfully	to	this	historically	significant	moment.

Gender and Germs provides a careful, textured analysis of 
South	Africa’s	response	to	the	COVID-19	pandemic,	through	
an analysis of presidential speeches addressed to the South 
African public. It thus highlights pivotal moments in the 
South	African	political	response	to	this	historically	significant	
moment.		A	key	contribution	of	the	monograph	is	that	it	
adds	an	important	psycho-social	perspective	to	the	now	
extensive	global	medical	and	health	knowledge	base	on	
COVID-19.	This	psycho-social	reading	is	ever	more	important	
at a time where global inequalities have deepened in ways 
that amplify the polarisation of identities. In this era too, a 
reading that focuses on the human and social dimensions 
of global moments of “disruption” and how these amplify, 
deepen or obscure particular oppressions is essential. 

The	authors’	psycho-social	and	decolonial	feminist	reading	
of South Africa’s militarised, hegemonically masculine 
response	to	the	COVID-19	pandemic	is	ever	timelier	in	a	
context in which the gendered inequities illuminated by 
the	pandemic	have	produced	immeasurable	difficulties.	
The	gendered	impact	of	the	pandemic	is	intensified	across	
contexts in which men, in the main, are shaping public and 
political discourse by drawing on militarised, masculine 
rhetoric that obscures and deepens power imbalances. 

vi
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The	gendered	patterns	illuminated	during	the	COVID-19	
pandemic	include	the	work	of	“frontline”	workers	in	diverse	
settings,	care	work	that	is	intensified	in	homes	as	families	
re/enter	into	lockdown,	“working	from	home”,	as	children	
require “home schooling” and as family members become ill 
and require supplementary care. We also see these gendered 
inequities	deepened	through	acknowledgement	of	how	men	
in	academia	are	more	likely	than	women	to	have	published	
and continued their research programmes relatively 
uninterrupted.	Women’s	roles	in	academic	spaces	are	likely	
also increasingly burdened with the additional demands 
that students bring from their own struggles, related both to 
mental health and the challenges of having to continue their 
studying from home. “Private” spaces are characterised by 
the same structural inequities that feature in society at large, 
and so the pandemic has been especially challenging for 
women and LGBTQIA+ populations. 

This monograph, a powerful and timely contribution on 
South Africa’s militarised ideological responses to the 
pandemic and its consequences, will be of interest to 
the general public, students, teachers and civil society 
organisations interested in gender and its intersections 
with	embedded	inequities,	masculinities,	gender-
based violence, rhetoric and discourse, pandemics and 
their associated political and societal responses. 

At its core, Just Gender, the project from which this 
monograph	flows,	seeks	to	question,	disrupt	and	interrupt	
the	status	quo,	inviting	readers	to	engage	with	counter-
discourses and alternative evidence in the stories that 
are told about gender and development. It is with a 
critical feminist voice that the authors support not only 
the epistemological imperatives of Just Gender, but also 
wider	calls	to	think	critically	about	the	entanglements	
between “gender” and contemporary power relations.

Prof Floretta A. Boonzaier 
(Department	of	Psychology,	University	of	Cape	Town)	
April 2021 

The Case for Critical 
Psycho-Social Analyses 
of Infectious Disease 
Pandemics

1  In epidemiological terms, the word “outbreak” refers to a sudden and sharp 
increase in the number of cases of a specific infectious disease, within a particular 
setting.
2  In epidemiological terms, the word “pandemic” refers to an episode of infectious 
disease that affects a large number of people and that is spread across multiple 
countries.

In December of 2019, a 
novel	Coronavirus	(COVID-19	
or	SARS-CoV-2)	outbreak1 
was detected in the city of 
Wuhan, which is located in 
the Hubei Province of China. 
The	COVID-19	virus	is	one	
member of a larger family of 
zoonotic infectious diseases, 
which are transmitted 
from animal species to 
humans. Coronavirus 
pathogens are generally 
spread via the exchange 
(mainly	through	coughing,	
sneezing	and	inhalation)	of	
microorganisms in tiny water 
droplets that are present in 
the respiratory systems of 
infected people. Diseases 
within the Coronavirus family 
are	known	to	cause	a	range	

of	deleterious	health	effects,	
from	mild	flu-like	symptoms,	
to major respiratory illness 
and complications in other 
areas of the body, including 
pneumonia,	kidney	failure	
and even death. 

The 2019 emergence of 
COVID-19	followed	two	other	
Coronavirus	outbreaks	in	
recent history, each from 
within the same family of 
infectious diseases. First 
reported in 2002, the Severe 
Acute Respiratory Syndrome 
(SARS-CoV)	pandemic2 
infected	8098	people	across	
17	different	countries,	
eventually	killing	744	people.	
One decade later, in 2012, 
Middle Eastern Respiratory 
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Syndrome	(MERS-CoV)	spread	
throughout 21 countries, 
resulting	in	more	than	2500	
infections	and	860	deaths.	

On 11 March 2020, the World 
Health	Organisation	(WHO)	
officially	declared	that	the	
world was experiencing 
a	COVID-19	“pandemic”.	
Within	a	few	weeks	of	this	
announcement,	the	COVID-19	
virus had spread throughout 
213	countries	worldwide,	with	
67 460 016	cases	of	infection	
and	a	total	of	1 543 021	
deaths.3 At the time of writing 
this	monograph	(between	
June	and	December	2020),	
most of the world’s citizens 
were living in varying degrees 
of	“lockdown”	conditions,	
which involved stringent 
limitations to personal and 
social mobilities, and aligned 
with global imperatives to 
remain at home in order to 
“flatten	the	curve”	(Arora,	
Jafferany,	Lotti,	Sadoughifar	&	
Goldust,	2020).

In an increasingly globalised 
world, pandemics of 
infectious disease present 
unique and rich scholarly 
opportunities. Periods of 
viral	outbreak,	including	
3  These statistics reflect the status of the COVID-19 pandemic at the time of 
writing. For updated statistical information and live updates related to the 
pandemic, refer to: https://www.worldometers.info/coronavirus/

the	current	COVID-19	era,	
are generally considered 
to be the territory of 
microbiologists, scientists, 
virologists and other 
practitioners in the spheres 
of medical and public health. 
As	a	result	of	scientific	
and medical primacy in 
responding to health 
crises, the role of critical 
social and psychological 
research in the study and 
management of pandemics 
has been questioned. 

The “tyranny of the urgent” 
– a classic response to 
natural	disasters,	outbreaks	
of infectious disease and 
other humanitarian and 
health crises – means that 
the immediate response of 
many state institutions, in 
cases	of	viral	outbreak,	is	to	
prioritise viral containment in 
an attempt to halt potential 
threats to people’s health 
and to the stability of global 
economies	(Davies	&	Bennett	
cited	in	Smith,	2019).	In	
scholarly spaces, the “tyranny 
of the urgent” pattern also 
means that research tends 
to prioritise epidemiological 
imperatives: the development 
of	pathogenic	profiles,	

the collection, recording 
and analysis of statistical 
information, and the 
establishment	of	key	
health and safety protocols 
centred around the 
management of disease. 

However, we would argue 
that the “tyranny of the 
urgent” response, and 
particularly its embeddedness 
within medicine and science, 
reveals only a fraction of 
the full story narrating the 
ways	in	which	people	make	
sense of global situations 
that destabilise the everyday. 
Aside from attending to 
“urgent”	biological	threat(s)	
posed by global health 
problems, there is a parallel 
need to consider critically 
the ways in which societies 
organise themselves in 
relation to these phenomena. 
The	COVID-19	pandemic	
is clearly one of the most 
significant	episodes	in	the	
modern history of human 
societies, with patterns and 
processes	that	shape	(and	
are	shaped	by)	people’s	lives,	
societal relationships and 
overarching structures. 

Considering a historical 
view of infectious disease 
pandemics, it is clear that 

people and pathogens 
have shared enduring 
relationships for centuries, 
the origins of which can 
be	traced	back	as	far	as	
430	B.C	when	the	earliest	
recorded pandemic occurred 
during the Peloponnesian 
War. As the world becomes 
increasingly globalised, 
with	ever-escalating	levels	
of foreign trade and travel, 
diseases	are	more	likely	
to spread beyond borders 
and thus catalyse major 
shifts in human populations 
and	histories	(Dingwall,	
Hoffman,	&	Staniland,	2013;	
Weitz,	2016).	The	ways	in	
which global systems of 
power	are	configured	have	
also reinforced naturalised 
structural dynamics that 
are replete with privileges 
and	oppressions,	taking	for	
granted the dominance of 
particular institutions over 
otherised others. 

An	over-reliance	on	medicine	
and science – institutions 
which have, for centuries, 
privileged	particular	kinds	
of	knowledge	(embedded	
primarily within Eurocentric, 
heteropatriarchal	systems)	–	
has constrained possibilities 
for critical interrogations 
of health and disease in 
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relation to global structures 
and power relations that are 
naturalised. Particularly in a 
postcolonial4 world, and as 
we write from the country of 
South	Africa	(SA),	our	work	as	
critical social psychologists is 
thus positioned to critique the 
ways in which health research 
itself has long functioned 
to maintain the status quo, 
specifically	by	regulating	the	
boundaries	of	knowledge	
economies and reproducing 
problematic power relations 
that disenfranchise particular 
groups	of	people	(Kessi	&	
Boonzaier,	2018).			

A critical sociological 
gaze	invites	us	to	make	
contributions towards the 
re-imagining	of	societal	
configurations,	institutions,	
policies and practices 
when our biological and 
ecological environments 
4  A note on terminology: Throughout this monograph, particular terms (such as 
“postcolonial” and “postapartheid”) have not been hyphenated. This serves to 
emphasise that coloniality and apartheid legacies persist in socio-political spheres, 
often competing with liberatory, democratic and egalitarian discourses. Thus, 
whilst “postapartheid”, for example, alerts us to the fact that the present era is not 
apartheid in the de jure sense, it also reminds us of the enduring and complex 
nature of colonial power relations and nationalist postcolonial heteropatriarchies 
that are also racialised.
Moreover, it should be noted that the term “postcolonialism” has contested and 
antagonistic definitions. In this work, we use the term to signal the idea of studying 
cultural coding and common (archival) historical experiences that emerged in 
colonial power arrangements, shaping both identities and knowledge systems, 
and problematising the ways in which racial identities (and their intersections 
with other strands of identities) continue to be represented in prevailing colonial 
discourses and social configurations that still circulate in societies and spaces that 
were European colonies historically (see, e.g. Hall, 1990; 1996).

change	(Dingwall	et al.,	2013;	
Weitz,	2016).	This	lens	also	
reveals that pandemics 
constitute moments of 
profound instability, 
amplifying particular 
features of normalised social 
arrangements	and	offering	
insight into how social 
configurations	shape	not	only	
the biology of our bodies, but 
also	of	the	planet	holistically;	
pandemics	affect	not	only	the	
physical body, but the social 
body	too	(Weitz,	2016).	

Fundamentally, health and 
illness are social institutions 
that are coordinated within 
the	contours	of	specific	
social organisations, 
and by actors that have 
been socially recognised 
as suitable practitioners 
within particular divisions 
of	labour.	Stakeholders	
within the realms of health 

and illness are mandated, 
socially and rhetorically, to 
govern the systems that 
have been charged with the 
oversight and protection 
of	people’s	health	(Harris	
&	White,	2019).	Owing,	at	
least partly, to variations 
between the strategies and 
imperatives characterising 
these	networks,	and	
because of persistent global 
structural disparities along 
numerous	axes	(racial,	
economic, gendered, 
sexual,	etc.),	inequalities	in	
health	and	disease	are	(re)
produced constantly. In 
situations where there is 
disruption to everyday life, 
such	as	during	outbreaks	
of infectious disease, 
these social matrices and 
relationships are rendered 
transparent, and the opacity 
of naturalised social realities 
is	ruptured	(Dingwall	et 
al.,	2013;	Weitz,	2016).	

During global health crises, 
such	as	COVID-19,	critical	
sociological theories are thus 
positioned to comment on 
the coordination of pandemic 
response	by	networks	of	
national governments, 
healthcare systems and 
5  Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV), which attacks somatic cells responsible for 
immune defense against other infections and diseases, can develop into Acquired 
Immunodeficiency Syndrome (AIDS).

multilateral organisations. 
More broadly, sociological 
perspectives also consider 
systems, inequalities and 
structural and transnational 
forces that organise and 
manage pandemic response, 
offering	insights	into	
persistent societal features 
and a more nuanced 
understanding of pandemics 
and other humanitarian 
crises	(Dingwall	et al.,	2013).	

Where the global epidemic of 
HIV/AIDS5 is concerned, for 
example, critical sociological 
research has surfaced a 
broad	range	of	key	issues	
that	have	been	influenced	by	
the health emergency created 
by the virus, from social 
structures and inequalities, 
to cultures and organisations 
as	these	pertain	to	macro-
level	stakeholders	and	forces	
(Harris	&	White,	2019).	

We would also argue, 
however, that a purely 
sociological view, whilst 
important for analyses of 
the social structures and 
institutions governing 
health and illness, may be 
limiting in its unidimensional 
perspective of human 
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problems and our responses 
to them. For these reasons, 
critical social psychologists 
continue to advocate for the 
application of psycho-social	
approaches to cultivate 
deeper understandings of 
societies and subjectivities, 
specifically	in	ways	that	
mediate the psychic and 
social states characterising 
people’s realities. 

In her critiques of pure 
post-structuralism,	for	
example,	Hollway	(2004)	
agrees that realities are 
constituted socially and 
discursively, but goes on to 
present a more nuanced 
account of the profound 
ways in which these realities 
are multiply-mediated to 
produce	particular	affectual	
economies and subjectivities. 
Exploring the role of the 
psychic as a mediator of 
social processes and realities, 
Hollway’s	(2004)	perspective	
offers	sophisticated	insight	
into	the	psycho-social	
impetus for discourses to 
be	resisted	and	overtaken,	
particularly where psychic 
processes	(especially	affect,	
ambivalence	and	conflict)	
reveal rich information about 
people’s inner worlds. 

Bringing texture to a purely 
sociological perspective, 
psycho-social	work	thus	
privileges modalities 
that allow critical social 
psychologists to hold space 
for, and expose ourselves 
to, multiple possible realities 
and ambivalent “truths” 
(Hollway,	2004).	Particularly	
in the postcolonial era, 
where coloniality pervades 
almost every aspect of 
social-psychic	existence,	
accommodating pluralistic 
perspectives	becomes	ever-
more pertinent, especially 
as	we	work	towards	
dismantling Eurocentric, 
heteropatriarchal	knowledge	
regimes and epistemological 
dehumanism and imperialism 
(Nkenkana,	2015).	

In	the	psycho-social	sphere,	
a useful vignette can be 
identified	in	qualitative	
research that was conducted 
by	Soskolne,	Stein	and	
Gibson	(as	cited	in	Hollway,	
2004),	who	worked	with	
the idea of ambivalence in 
relation to the subjectivities 
of	a	group	of	HIV-positive	
women in SA. The processes 
through which these women 
made meaning of their 
positive HIV status were 
mediated both socially and 

psychically, characterised 
heavily	by	internal	conflict	
in relation to social stigma 
against the virus. 

For many of the women in 
the	study,	conflict	manifested	
in the form of coping 
mechanisms	(especially	the	
classic defence mechanism of 
denial)	in	the	face	of	intense	
social	stigma;	cultural	silence	
about HIV/AIDS meant that 
they	were	more	likely	to	deny	
their positive HIV status, 
which reinforced stereotypes 
about infection and living 
with the disease. 

However, with the emergence 
of antiretrovirals, several 
of the women expressed 
being	able	to	take	up	a	more	
positive identity discourse 
(thereby	resisting	social	
processes).	This	exemplar	
echoes	Hollway’s	(2004)	
assertion that subjectivities 
are	always	already	psycho-
social:	anxieties,	conflicts	
and desires have biographies 
of being expressed through 
socially	and	psychically-
mediated meanings. It also 
illustrates	effectively	some	
of	the	ways	in	which	psycho-
social dynamics operate 
dialectically in the arena of 
health and illness.

A considerable body of 
sociological literature 
has been developed that 
offers	critical	psycho-social	
analyses of pandemics and 
our responses to them. 
In earlier writings, Strong 
(1990),	for	instance,	noted	
that a “distinctive collective 
psychology” tends to 
accompany	outbreaks	of	
infectious disease. Alongside 
somatic infection, collective 
psycho-social-affectual	
pandemics	(such	as	fear,	
stigmatisation, panic, 
uncertainty	and	suspicion)	
are established as calls are 
made for the containment of 
pathogenic threat.

Simply put, the moral panics, 
anxieties and investments 
in particular group 
configurations	that	have	
been shown to arise during 
moments of crisis cannot be 
read simply as sociological or 
psychological phenomena. 
Instead, a sophisticated 
account of pandemics as 
psycho-social	ruptures	entails	
a mindfulness of the ways in 
which subjectivities amount 
to far more than “the sum 
total of positions in discourse 
since	birth”	(Walkerdine	as	
cited	in	Hollway,	2004).
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Keeping in mind the 
need to “attend to the 
hyphen” in psycho-social 
research,	Hollway’s	(2004)	
call for greater alertness 
and sensitivity to the 
dialectical ways in which 
psychodynamic processes 
continue to intervene in 
the social, and vice versa, 
is perhaps more important 
during	the	COVID-19	era	
than ever before in living 
memory. In this reading, 
then, our analyses of “social” 
occurrences and processes 
(such	as	pandemics	and	
our	responses	to	them)	will	
be	significantly	simplistic	if	
we neglect to account for 
the profound ways in which 
the social is entangled with 
intra-psychic	processes,	and	
how,	in	turn,	intra-psychic	
processes are nuanced 
by	a	society’s	historical-
political, social and cultural 
idiosyncrasies. 

Through this lens, the 
COVID-19	pandemic	may	
thus be understood as a 
critical	psycho-social	moment	
in world history, and in the 
evolution of health and 
disease as social systems 
involving connections 
between policy, practice, 
people and their myriad 

subjectivities. The virus, and 
the responses of local and 
global crisis management 
networks	to	the	threats	that	
it poses, will impact the very 
social	order	that	configures	
our daily realities. In the 
era	of	COVID-19,	people	are	
thus vulnerable not only at 
biological levels, but also to 
the ways in which particular 
responses to infectious 
disease	outbreaks	are	
coordinated and managed 
(Dingwall	et al.,	2013).	

In the opening commentary 
of this monograph, we 
have presented a case for a 
critical	psycho-social	reading	
of	the	COVID-19	pandemic	
as a historical moment of 
rupture and destabilisation 
that is at once profoundly 
social and psychic. With the 
insights	of	critical	psycho-
social theory in mind, 
serving as a broad guiding 
framework	in	our	thinking	
about this global health crisis, 
we	turn	now	to	the	specific	
questions and curiosities 
with which we engaged in the 
development	of	this	work.

Gendering Germs: 
Questions and Curiosities 
in the COVID-19 Era
The questions and ideas 
that we explore in this 
monograph pivot around 
shared curiosities that arose 
during the early months of 
the pandemic, during which 
we began documenting and 
reflecting	on	COVID-19	and	
its	psycho-social	dimensions.	
Of particular interest were 
possibilities for a critical 
psycho-social	analysis	of	the	
pandemic	response	to	offer	
insights into naturalised 
social arrangements and 
collective subjectivities. 

As highlighted in the opening 
chapter,	these	configurations	
weave together to form the 
fabric of everyday social and 
psychic realities that are 
rendered transparent – and 
even	amplified	–	in	moments	
during which the everyday is 
destabilised. As critical social 
psychologists with foci in 
the spheres of gender and 

sexualities, we watched and 
worked	from	our	homes	
as the crisis unfolded. We 
were	interested	specifically	
in questions around what 
the pandemic, and emerging 
responses to it, might surface 
about the overarching 
gender orders and power 
relationships characterising 
contemporary societies, 
given our understandings 
of “gender” as profoundly 
psycho-social.	

“Gender” itself is a social 
structure	and	psycho-
social practice that arises 
in history and politics, 
constituting	a	key	organising	
feature of social worlds 
that materialise over time. 
Because gender is social and 
psychological, it constitutes 
part of the everydayness and 
mundanity of naturalised 
social economies that 
delineate sociocultural 
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points of reference for living 
(Butler,	1988;	Connell,	2012).	
Moreover, gender identities 
also	operate	as	psycho-social	
and material resources and/
or constraints that are located 
at the nexus of various 
identity	markers	within	social	
sites, including relationships, 
families, neighbourhoods 
and communities, and 
in social institutions 
such as legal, medical, 
economic, educational 
and environmental 
systems	(Connell,	2012;	
Crenshaw,	1991).	

People have “gendered 
subjectivities”, replete with 
un/conscious understandings 
of the self in relation to 
others and to the world 
(Weedon,	1987).	We	also	
inhabit “gendered bodies”, 
which	are	not	split	off	
from our subjectivities, but 
rather, come to embody and 
perform gendered selves and 
material realities: bodies with 
unique discursive functions 
that transcend the biological 
(Butler,	1988;	Mankayi,	2008).		

According to this reading, 
health and disease 
themselves thus constitute 
patterned sites of gendered 
practice, which, historically 

and in contemporary terms, 
are delineated predominantly 
along Eurocentric, 
heteropatriarchal	axes	(Weitz,	
2016).	Given	that	underlying	
hierarchies, organising 
mechanisms and their 
impacts are generally made 
more salient during periods 
of collective instability, we 
were	curious	as	to	the	kinds	
of learning opportunities that 
might be presented by the 
COVID-19	crisis,	particularly	
in relation to the gendered 
ways in which our realities 
are constituted, and the 
gendered axes along which 
many modern societies 
continue to function. 

The	psycho-social	dimensions	
of the pandemic were evident 
even during its embryonic 
stages: underlying contextual 
factors	(including	issues	
relating to gender and other 
identity	vectors),	embedded	
in histories, cultures, 
economics, politics, etc. 
meant	that	different	groups	
of people were experiencing 
the situation in profoundly 
variable	ways;	transmission	
was biological and relatively 
equal across social 
groups, but experiences 
and consequences of 
infection were intimately 

connected to structural 
vulnerabilities in particular. 

Moreover,	different	groups	
of people experienced state 
response and health and 
safety protocols in plural 
ways, with privileged groups 
being far more capable of 
“locking	down”	and	remaining	
in the safety of their homes 
(Baldwin-Ragaven,	2020).	
For women and LGBTQIA+6 
populations, periods of 
“hard”	lockdown,	and	the	
COVID-19	pandemic	more	
broadly, have been especially 
and disproportionately 
difficult	(Matambanadzo,	
2020;	Twala,	2020).	

By early April of 2020, several 
international countries 
had	experienced	their	first	
“waves”	of	COVID-19,	with	
particular	“peak”	points	where	
the highest viral infection and 
death rates were recorded. In 
6  Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender, Queer/Questioning, Intersex, Asexual and 
Allies is a broad term that intends to increase awareness of the diverse range of 
sexual and gender identities adopted by people worldwide. It is important to note 
that we use these terms not to represent homogenous or “flat” groups of people 
and/or identities. Rather, in line with the overarching theoretical framework of 
the monograph (decolonial feminist), these terms are instead used to alert us 
to the ways in which specific groups of people have experienced the pandemic; 
however, we emphasise a mindfulness of the plurality, fluidity and multiplicity 
of the identities and people represented therein. Intersectionality theory (see, 
e.g. Crenshaw, 1991; Kessi & Boonzaier, 2018; Moreau, 2015; Pinheiro & Harvey, 
2019) offers a particularly useful lens through which to understand these issues.
7  GBV is a multi-dimensional and complex phenomenon. A detailed overview 
of GBV does not fall within the scope of this particular monograph. However, 
detailed information can be found in Centre for the Study of Violence and 
Reconciliation (CSVR), 2016 and in Interim Steering Committee, 2019.

SA, local state actors began 
to plan and coordinate a 
response to the pandemic, 
taking	their	lead	from	the	
ways	in	which	viral	outbreak	
had been managed globally. 
As academics, we consumed 
and collected extensive 
amounts	of	pandemic-
related information in the 
forms of news and media 
reports, journal articles, 
personal/experiential 
accounts and government 
addresses to the public. 

In doing so, we noted 
two curious trends in the 
discursive framing of this 
historic moment. Firstly, at 
local and global levels, the 
reality of the health crisis was 
constructed with repeated, 
heavy reliance on war frames, 
and secondly, the increased 
levels	of	Gender-Based	
Violence	(GBV)7 characterising 
the pandemic were also 
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framed	with	significant	
dependence on the idea of 
a “shadow war” against GBV. 
Just	as	we	were	“fighting”	
against anthropomorphised 
viral “enemies”, we seemed, 
simultaneously, to be 
“fighting”	a	“secondary	
pandemic” in which gendered 
violence was causing 
increased injury during the 
pandemic to women and 
LGBTQIA+ people particularly. 

Frames, which saturate 
everyday	talk	and	modern	
media, function to construe 
specific	approaches	and	
responses to that which 
is	defined	(through	the	
discursive act of framing 
itself)	as	a	coherent	and	
familiar	psycho-social	
problem	(Nerlich	&	
James,	2009).	With	their	
characteristic reliance on 
persuasive language and 
discourse metaphors, 
frames also inform social 
action, shaping the policies 
and practices that guide 
responses to a given issue 
(Entman,	1993).	

The dominance of the war 
frame during the early 
stages	of	the	COVID-19	
pandemic thus presented 
an area of particular 

curiosity, especially given 
the complex relationships 
between wartime, militaristic 
ideologies and gender, 
which	find	their	roots	
mainly in colonial histories 
of systematic violence and 
the discipline and ordering 
of bodies according to 
racist, androcentric and 
heterosexist gendered 
matrices	(Enloe,	1993;	
Foucault,	1976;	Posel,	2005).	

As the pandemic unfolded, 
and especially when SA 
entered its initial period of 
“hard”	lockdown	in	early	
April of 2020, we thus noted 
a series of exploratory 
questions that came to 
serve as anchoring points in 
the conceptualisation and 
write-up	of	this	work:	In	SA’s 
“War on COVID-19”, what 
kinds	of	social	worlds	have	
been	(re)enacted,	and	in	
what ways are these worlds 
gendered? Did the war frame 
response expose particular 
features of SA’s gender 
order? If pandemic responses 
(and	their	accompanying	
frames)	generate	particular	
psycho-social,	political	and	
affective	economies,	then	
who	are	the	key	social	actors	
in this war, and how are 
their voices legitimised? 

Concurrently, which social 
actors are silenced, and in 
what ways? Finally, what 
does the primacy of the war 
frame suggest about the 
potential ways in which SA 
(operating	within	a	global	
system of white capitalist 
heteropatriarchy)	continues	
to	experience	the	effects	
of nationalist postcolonial 
heteropatriarchy? 

In	this	work,	we	thus	engage	
with possible answers to 
these questions, within 
a scope of analysis that 
focalises the militaristic 
response	(and	war	frame)	
that the South African 
state	(in	line	with	several	
international	states)	used	
to manage the initial 
stages of the pandemic. 
The relationship between 
gender and war/militarisation 
(including	masculinist	political	
responses to humanitarian 
and	health	crises)	is	
complex,	with	wide-ranging	
implications for people and 
their everyday realities. 

Fundamentally, military 
systems remain organised 
according to violent colonial 
and heteropatriarchal 
ideologies and machinations, 
the legacies of which 
continue to play out in 

many postcolonial countries 
(Nkenkana,	2015).	Especially	
in SA, pervasive levels of 
GBV evince the persistence 
of the country’s violent and 
traumatic history as a colony, 
and then as an apartheid 
state in which nationalism 
was heavily racialised. It is 
no secret that, during each 
of these historical epochs, 
hegemonic gendered and 
sexual	configurations	
constituted just one of the 
violent corollaries embedded 
within systematic racial 
oppression – in which 
the state and its military 
wings played extensive 
roles	(Posel,	2005).	

Whilst	we	adopt	a	specific	
scope	of	analysis	(SA’s	
militarised response to 
the	COVID-19	crisis;	the	
state	and	its	entities),	
we	also	acknowledge,	
and are mindful of, the 
connections and dialectical 
relationships between military 
ideologies and the broader 
everyday manifestations 
of heteropatriarchy that 
continue to disenfranchise, 
marginalise and injure 
women and LGBTQIA+ people. 

Military ideology, with 
its insistence on the 
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performance of aggressive 
and hegemonic forms of 
masculine gender identities, 
can be considered as 
representing	a	(hyperbolised)	
microcosm of wider, generic 
gendered power relations: 
the gendered architecture of 
militarised	responses	reflects,	
and is informed by, but is 
also informative of, gender 
hierarchies and inequalities 
that extend beyond the 

level of the state. We thus 
work	to	locate	militarised	
gender discourses within the 
broader	systems	that	define	
them, and vice versa. With 
the above questions, and 
this analytic scope in mind, 
we now provide an account 
of the broader theoretical 
framework	that	has	been	
used	to	scaffold	and	give	
shape to this publication. 

Building a Theoretical 
and Analytic Framework
Decolonial Feminist Theories 
In this monograph, we 
have	engaged	specifically	
with questions around the 
psycho-social	and	gendered	
implications of war frames 
and militarisation. Therefore, 
a wealth of feminist literature 
has also been consulted 
that attends to the complex 
connections between gender 
and military institutional 
cultures. In this regard, 
we draw explicitly from 
research that centres the 
idea of the gendered body, 
explored in relation to 
military	heterosexism	(e.g.	
Mankayi,	2008;	Shefer	&	
Mankayi,	2007).	Because	it	
is concerned primarily with 
military–gender relationships 
in SA, surfaced in the 
everyday but during the 
COVID-19	crisis	in	particular,	
our	work	is	also	necessarily	
located within a decolonial 
feminist paradigm. 

In the contemporary context 
of a postcolonial world, where 
Eurocentric approaches to 
knowledge-making	continue	
to be privileged, decolonial 
feminist	work	has	not	yet	
been mainstreamed. Rather, 
and	perhaps	as	a	reflection	
of	wider	socio-political	
arrangements, histories and 
knowledge	politics,	coloniality	
continues to pervade 
institutions and disciplines 
including psychology and 
sociology, which have been 
complicit	in	maintaining	(even	
bolstering)	systemic	racism	
and a white, heteropatriarchal 
status quo for centuries. 

Arguably, coloniality 
presents one of the foremost 
challenges for the global 
majority	(especially	women	
and	LGBTQIA+	people)	who	
are living during an era of 
disparate globalisation and 
neoliberalisation	(Macleod,	
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Bhatia,	&	Liu,	2020).	
Coloniality “permeates all 
aspects of social existence” 
and	flourishes	in	spaces	
and	institutions	(especially	
academia)	that	continue	to	
operate from male memory 
(Nkenkana,	2015,	p.	51).	In	
academic literature, many of 
the stories that are told about 
women situate themselves 
firmly	within	a	white	Western	
hegemony, often constructing 
women	(especially	black8 
women)	in	the	global	south	
as homogenous, exotic, 
non-agentic,	passive	and	
victimised	(Macleod	et al., 
2020;	Makama,	Helman,	
Titi,	&	Day,	2019).

In the current contexts for 
a	decolonial	re-imagining	of	
relations and relationships 
to	knowledge	canons,	a	
“fundamental	re-imagining	
of modern society through 
a	critique	of	hyper-capitalist	
and heteropatriarchal 
globalisation that reproduces 
poverty, inequality and 
discrimination” has been 
put	forward	(Kessi	&	
Boonzaier,	2018,	p.	303).	
8  A note on terminology: The term “black” is used throughout this monograph 
to refer to apartheid’s racialised others (that is, the “categories” invented by the 
apartheid system to refer to Indian, mixed-race and black peoples). Racialised 
and categorical terms, such as “black”, are still used in SA to refer to people of 
different racial identities, and the minefield of racial politics and terms has been 
complicated further by postapartheid changes. For more information on this, and 
other aspects related to the apartheid system, refer to Seekings & Nattrass, 2005.

This	re-imagining	thus	entails	
radical and “slippery” shifts 
both within and around 
academia. These shifts 
involve diverging away 
from individualistic and 
masculinist	work	towards	
research and writing that 
considers seriously the 
ways in which modern 
systems and relationships 
impact	people	who	find	
themselves in postcolonial 
societies and the diaspora. 
Re-imaginative	processes	
may also be underpinned 
by pivotal questions such 
as: How can psychology 
speak	to	the	ways	in	which	
African communities’ and 
peoples’ lives are textured 
by	the	effects	of	gendered,	
cultural, intellectual, 
economic, social and 
psychological	power?	(Ratele,	
Cornell, Dlamini, Helman, 
Malherbe,	&	Titi,	2018).	

The project of decoloniality 
is necessarily aligned 
intimately	with	key	pursuits	
characterising the project 
of feminisms, whose own 
histories have demanded 

the rupture of Western male 
norms against which global 
standards for “normal” 
societal functioning and 
relating have naturalised 
(Hassim,	2018).	Our	work	
in this monograph thus 
responds to calls from fellow 
gender	scholars	(e.g.	Kessi	&	
Boonzaier,	2018;	Macleod	et 
al.,	2020;	Ratele	et al.,	2018)	
for	psychological	(and	other	
academic)	disciplines	to	take	
seriously their complicity in 
regulating the boundaries of 
entry	and	the	(re)production	
of societal power relations 
in	privileging	particular	kinds	
(Western,	androcentric)	of	
knowledge,	and	legitimising	
certain voices over others. 

Through our analysis of local 
militarised responses to the 
COVID-19	pandemic,	and	
of the war/military frame 
specifically,	we	thus	centre	
discussions of gendered 
politics, representations 
and power that are 
situated	firmly	within	the	
afterlives of colonisation 
and apartheid, which have 
undeniable consequences 
and meanings for modern 
lives, identities, subjectivities, 
and	experiences	(Kessi	
&	Boonzaier,	2018).	The	

commentary	offered	in	this	
publication also surfaces 
some of the ways in which 
multiple strands of violence 
operate to produce pervasive 
levels of GBV in SA, with an 
explicit focus on the military–
gender nexus as a site of 
intertwined heteropatriarchal 
nationalist and gendered 
power relations. 

Two	key	theoretical-analytic	
modalities are foregrounded 
within decolonial feminist 
work:	feminist	post-structural	
and	psycho-social	theories,	
each	of	which	makes	core	
contributions to the critique 
of	essentialism	(especially	
around	the	idea	of	“gender”),	
the problematisation 
of hegemonic forms 
of subjectivity, and the 
dismantling of mainstream 
power	relations	(Kessi	
&	Boonzaier,	2018).	In	
this monograph, we thus 
draw heavily from each 
of these analytic lenses, 
both theoretically and in 
our critical analysis of the 
war frame in terms of its 
lexical strategies, discursive 
metaphors and normative, 
gendered architecture.
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Psycho-Social 
Perspectives  
The opening chapter of this 
publication presents a case 
for the potential usefulness 
of	psycho-social	perspectives	
to analyse moments of 
rupture in global health 
and illness. We argue the 
view that – because of their 
capacity	to	contain	multiply-
mediated accounts of 
people’s	everyday	discursive-
psychic realities and 
subjectivities	–	psycho-social	
theories allow us to surface 
possible explanations as to 
the moral panics, anxieties 
and investments in particular 
group	configurations	
(responses)	that	arise	during	
moments of crisis. 

Particularly where a 
gendered analysis of such 
moments is called for, 
given the centrality and 
omnipresence of gender 
as an organising tool for 
everyday	living,	psycho-social	
research can be especially 
useful in providing nuanced 
and multidimensional 
perspectives on the ways in 
which gendered identities 
and bodies materialise 
and experience the 
mundanities of prevailing 

social	configurations,	such	
as nationalist postcolonial 
heteropatriarchy. 

In this regard, critical African 
Feminist scholar, Pumla Gqola 
(2020)	has	cautioned	against	
any	reading	of	present-day	
configurations	of	gendered	
power and violence that do 
not attend to sociohistorical 
archives of racialised, national 
and patriarchal violence. 
Engaging what Stevens, 
Duncan	and	Hook	refer	to	
as “The Apartheid Archive”, 
Gqola	(2020)	advocates	firmly	
in favour of methodological 
analyses that centre GBV not 
as something new, but as 
a phenomenon that bears 
the footprints of state and 
racialised violence in SA. 

Theoretically	speaking,	
our	work	is	thus	informed	
partially by close readings of 
a	wide	range	of	psycho-social	
literature, with particular 
attention	to	works	such	
as	Judith	Butler’s	(2009)	
Frames of war: when is life 
grievable? and Sarah Ahmed’s 
(2014)	The cultural politics of 
emotion. These	larger	works	
respectively focalise the 
nexus of war framing with 
modes of recognition and 
power	(taking	on	material,	

discursive	and	affective	
registers),	and	the	ways	
in	which	affect	becomes	
functional when some bodies 
are	read	differently	from	
the collective body to secure 
community and nation as 
bonded entities. 

Especially for the purposes 
of our analysis of the 
war	frame	(SA’s “War on 
COVID-19”),	these	works	also	
pose	key	questions	around	
notions of personhood and 
dominant discursive frames, 
contemplating possibilities 
for what we can/not feel in 
response to the ways in which 
particular social phenomena 
are	represented	(which	
bodies, lives and feelings are 
validated in the everyday, and 
in	times	of	crisis?).	

Butler	(2009),	in	particular,	
offers	a	sophisticated	account	
of the ways in which societal 
power and psychic processes 
intertwine to give rise to 
prevailing frames where 
issues of representation 
become central. In 
conversation with Butler’s 
(2009)	work,	Ahmed’s	(2014)	
political	account	of	affect	
and personhood anchors our 
explorations	of	the	psycho-
social	during	COVID-19.	

Discourses and Disease 
Alongside	the	psycho-
social aspects of people’s 
relationships with plagues, 
post-structural	theories	
lend themselves to critical 
decolonial feminist analyses. 
From	a	critical	social-
psychological perspective, 
language	is	a	key	organising	
mechanism in societies. It 
facilitates the emergence 
of discursive economies, 
and generates the fabric 
of institutions that give 
structure and hierarchy to 
social worlds. Within the 
broad, overarching school 
of decolonial feminisms, 
post-structural	work	has	
offered	critical	insights	into	
the ways in which gender 
functions as a social agent to 
produce particular relational 
dynamics, and to reinforce 
gendered regimes in the 
domains of health and illness 
(Kessi	&	Boonzaier,	2018).	

Emergent	diseases,	like	
other	psycho-social	health	
phenomena,	are	not	self-
evident:	they	are	defined	in	
ways	that	reflect	broader	
socio-political	arrangements	
by social actors and 
institutions that have been 
sanctioned to produce and 
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use the language that will 
shape the relationships 
unfolding between societies 
and	pathogens	(Strong,	1990).	

In cases of infectious disease 
pandemics, language thus 
assumes the essential 
function of articulating how 
a	particular	germ	(and	its	
associated	health	impacts)	
should	be	defined,	and	of	
directing societal responses 
to the germ’s pathogenic 
threat.	Linguistic	definitions	
of new diseases thus function 
not only to provide the basis 
for social and resource 
mobilisation around a 
particular health problem, but 
also to imagine how entire 
societies will be shaped by 
the disease and concomitant 
responses	to	it	(Nerlich	&	
James,	2009).		

In the social sphere, particular 
discourses of infectious 
disease arise as people 
attempt	to	make	sense	of	
emergent pathogens and 
illnesses. In the early stages 
of pandemics, for example, 
there is generally little to 
no	established	knowledge	
around the particular 
pathogen that now threatens 
the stability of “normal living”. 
It is here, especially, that 

language	plays	a	key	role	in	
the mapping out of response 
strategies that will guide the 
way forward with respect to 
disease management. 

A popular manifestation 
of such linguistic tactics 
involves the use of discursive 
metaphors in identifying, 
naming and describing a new 
pathogen, and in designing 
the response that a society 
will use to protect its health 
and stability. Frequently, 
metaphors are used to 
construct emerging germs as 
foreign entities, the function 
of which is ultimately to 
externalise and defend 
against a collective sense of 
fear that threatens to erode 
national cohesion, patriotism 
and loyalty to the state. 

Susan	Sontag	(2001),	in	her	
formative writings on the 
question of disease and 
metaphor, notes aptly that:

One feature of the usual 
script for plague: the disease 
invariably comes from 
somewhere else. The names 
for syphilis, when it began 
its epidemic sweep through 
Europe in the last decade 
of the fifteenth century are 
an exemplary illustration of 
the need to make a dreaded 
disease foreign. It was the 

“French pox” to the English, 
morbus Germanicus to the 
Parisians, the Naples sickness 
to the Florentines, the Chinese 
disease to the Japanese. But 
what may seem like a joke 
about the inevitability of 
chauvinism reveals a more 
important truth: that there 
is a link between imagining 
disease and imagining 
foreignness.9 (pp. 47–48)

Discourse metaphors 
are linguistic expressions 
containing discursive 
constructions that are 
likely	to	express	specific	
analogical meanings and to 
resonate with people in a 
given	socio-political	context	
(Zinken,	2007).	In	situations	
that are destabilising, these 
metaphors enable social 
actors to map familiar 
sociocultural referents 
(the	source	domain)	onto	
foreign	(target	domain)	
knowledge,	as	a	way	of	
deciphering the unfamiliarity 
and	making	sense	of	shifting	
social phenomena and 
realities	(Lakoff	&	Johnson,	
1983;	Zinken,	2007).

 
9  The politics of naming (especially the patterns of “foreignness” that Sontag 
observes) has particular inclusionary/exclusionary effects for state response and 
the mobilising of certain people and resources to defend and protect against the 
“attack” posed by emerging pathogenic threats. A COVID-19-related example of 
the “foreign” naming tactic can be identified in the naming of the virus as “The 
Chinese Virus” in Trump’s America (see, e.g., Connolly, 2020). We explore this, and 
other examples, in later sections.

Discourse metaphors 
thus refer to salient 
objects or ideas that 
have phenomenological 
importance in the 
sociocultural imagination, 
and	that	make	explicit	
certain elements of a 
socially, culturally or 
politically relevant issue 
(Nerlich	&	James,	2009).	
If	we	can	take	something	
that	is	unfamiliar	(a	germ,	
for	instance)	and	make	it	
foreign by externalising it 
as a threat from outside 
of national borders and 
boundaries, then we have 
delineated the contours 
of imagined battle lines 
between us and it or them. 

As metaphorical projections, 
discourse metaphors 
also have the capacity to 
generate particular social 
and	affective	responses	to	
the phenomenon that is 
being	described;	they	activate	
specific	emotional	positions	
and prompt people to behave 
in certain ways. Hence, “the 
work	of	metaphor	is	not	so	
much to represent features 
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of the world, as to invite 
us to act upon the world 
as	if	it	were	configured	in	
a	specific	way”	(Bono	cited	
in	Nerlich	&	James,	2009).	

The ways in which emerging 
social phenomena are 
constructed thus have 
profound implications for 
a given social order and for 
the ways in which people 
might organise themselves 
in response to an emerging 
threat. The metaphors 
and storylines that social 
actors use to construct 
these phenomena are 
linked	to	that	which	post-
structuralists term frames. 

To “frame” something is to 
combine elements from an 
array	of	different	domains,	in	
order to equip social actors 
with a range of symbolic 
references that imply a 
common narrative and 
understanding. Discourse 
metaphors are exemplars 
of such symbolic devices: 
reference to a single symbolic 
element	(from	the	source	
domain)	is	capable	of	(re)
invoking	an	entire	storyline	
or narrative that is then 
transposed onto that which 
is	dissimilar	(in	the	target	
domain),	and	the	resultant	

frame has resonance with a 
collective of social actors in 
a given context. Metaphors 
and storylines thus function 
to	frame	a	specific	approach	
or response to what is 
rendered	(through	the	act	
of	framing	itself)	a	coherent	
and recognisable social 
problem, for example, “global 
warming” or “gang violence” 
(Nerlich	&	James,	2009).	

In a globalised world, where 
information	and	knowledge	
are more accessible than ever 
before, social contexts are 
often	saturated	with	different	
frames	that	are	identified	
mostly in texts such as print 
media and on social media. 
According	to	Entman	(1993,	
p.	53),	to	frame	is	ultimately	
to “select some aspects 
of a perceived reality and 
make	them	more	salient	in	
a communicating text, in 
such a way as to promote a 
particular	problem	definition,	
causal interpretation, moral 
evaluation, and/or treatment 
recommendation for the 
item prescribed”. Frames, 
with their heavy reliance on 
symbols such as discourse 
metaphors, are thus imbued 
with performative power: 
they serve to guide social 
action, and shape policies 

and practice around a given 
issue	(Entman,	1993).	

Especially in the case of 
public health threats, 
such as infectious disease 
pandemics, language, frames 
and discourse metaphors 
collude	in	social	texts	to	(re)
produce particular social 
economies and responses 
to periods of health crisis. 
If the purpose of frames is 
to diagnose, evaluate and 
prescribe, then the ways 
in which pandemics are 
framed textually will inform 
not only our responses to 
them, but the ways in which 
we organise ourselves 
around the emergent crisis. 
Different	texts	and	media	are	
thus not only rich sources 
of news information, but 
they are themselves also 
performative spaces of 
public and expert framing.

Texts, and the frames that 
are used to construct them, 
are	profoundly	psycho-social	
and	political,	reflecting	policy	
agendas and the interests of 
different	stakeholders	in	the	
network	of	social	actors	that	
is managing the pandemic 
response	(Greer	&	Singer	
cited in Ribeiro, Hartley, 
Nerlich,	&	Jaspal,	2018).	By	
analysing the types of frames 
(and	discourse	metaphors)	
that are used to construct 
pandemics of infectious 
disease and shape public 
perception, the relationships 
between language, disease 
and society become 
transparent. One of the most 
common framing modalities 
employed in the discursive 
construction of disease and 
crisis management is that 
which draws heavily on ideas 
of “warring” and “militarism”, 
as explored further in the 
sections that follow.
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War/Military Frames 
and Infectious Disease 
Pandemics
In the discursive construction 
of infectious disease 
outbreaks,	a	broad	range	of	
discursive metaphors and 
frames exists. However, 
rival discourses of infectious 
disease	(like	other	discourses	
in	social	worlds)	tend	to	
compete for legitimacy 
and	primacy	in	different	
social spaces. Generally, 
frame analysts note that the 
most successful of frames 
will aggregate around 
linguistic tactics that are 
well entrenched and easily 
accessible in the collective 
psyche of a given society 
(Butler,	2009;	Strong,	1990).	

One of the most successful 
and prominent frames that 
is used to construct issues 
of concern in public health 
spheres, is the “catastrophe 
frame”. In the framing 
repertoires of journalists 
and reporters, catastrophe 

metaphors	(such	as	those	
of	apocalypse	and	war)	
function to craft interesting 
and familiarising news 
stories, and to give state 
actors	legitimacy	in	defining	
policy and response options 
(Nerlich	&	James,	2009).	

There is also a strong 
connection between warring 
and nationalism, where war 
metaphors provide the basis 
from which state actors can 
mobilise collective action 
and a sense of patriotism 
and loyalty from particular 
groups – an emotional 
investment not only in the 
imperative to defend the 
nation against impending 
“attacks”	from	disease,	but	
also to protect the identity 
and sovereignty of that 
nation	(Baehr,	2006;	Larson,	
Nerlich,	&	Wallis,	2005).	

War metaphors and 
biomilitarism have achieved 

considerable primacy in 
social discourses around 
medicine	and	health	(see,	
e.g.	Annas,	1995;	Larson	
et al.,	2005).	Louis	Pasteur,	
a prominent French 
biologist and chemist, was 
renowned for his discoveries 
related to the principles of 
vaccination, pasteurisation 
and microbial fermentation, 
and	was	also	known	for	his	
reliance on biomilitaristic 
metaphors in his dealings 
with microorganisms 
(Montgomery	cited	in	Nerlich	
&	James,	2009).	As	early	as	
the	1800s,	war	metaphors	
have been drawn upon to 
frame our relationships 
with bacteria and other 
microorganisms in ways that 
symbolise the waging of war 
against an enemy threat 
(Nerlich	&	James,	2009).	

In more recent constructions 
of human–pathogen 
relationships, war/military 
metaphors have featured 
pervasively, with prominent 
“battles” including the “War 
on cancer” in the 1970s, which 
was followed closely by the 
“War on HIV/AIDS” in the 
1990s	(Larson	et al.,	2005).	
Discourses of medicine and 
health are often so saturated 
with war frames that we 

take	for	granted	the	military	
connotations of pathogens 
“invading”	or	“attacking”	the	
“body’s defences”, medical 
“interventions”, doctor’s 
“orders”,	“fighting”	diseases,	
and using medicine as “the 
magic bullet” against death 
and	disease	(Martin	cited	in	
Nie, Gilbertson, De Roubaix, 
Staunton,	Van	Niekerk,	
Tucker,	&	Rennie,	2016).	

Writing about the “War 
on cancer”,	Sontag	(2001)	
describes how the 
treatment of cancerous 
illnesses demands a 
medical regime of defence 
and	counterattack	that	is	
invested in biomilitarism:

The controlling metaphors 
in descriptions of cancer are 
[drawn] from the language 
of warfare. Thus, cancer cells 
do not simply multiply; they 
are ‘invasive.’ … Cancer cells 
‘colonize’ from the original 
tumour to far sites in the 
body, first setting up tiny 
outposts (‘micrometasteses’) 
whose presence is assumed, 
though they cannot be 
detected. Rarely are the 
body’s ‘defences’ vigorous 
enough to obliterate a tumour 
that has established its own 
blood supply and consists of 
billions of destructive cells. 
However ‘radical’ the surgical 
intervention, however many 
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‘scans’ are taken of the body 
landscape, most remissions 
are temporary; the prospects 
are that the ‘tumor invasion’ 
will continue, or that rogue 
cells will eventually regroup 
and mount a new assault on 
the organism. (pp. 63-64)

Drawing heavily on the 
lexical repertoire of war, 
evolutionary biologist 
(and	one	of	the	United	
States of America’s [USA’s] 
most	prominent	thinkers	
in	the	field	of	disease	
management),	Paul	Ewald	
(2002),	constructs	the	human	
immune system as follows:

The discovery of antibiotics is 
one of the great achievements 
of medicine. But these 
medications are like children’s 
toys compared with the 
extraordinary complexity 
of the immune system’s 
miniature enemy-detection 
sensors, communication 
systems, and teams of 
specialists. These teams of 
specialists include individuals 
that make specific tags 
(antibodies) that are put on 
microbes so other members 
of the army (macrophages 
and other phagocytic cells) 
can recognize, surround, and 
capture each invader. 

The invaders are then 
disposed of with chemical 
weapons such as peroxide. 
Some specialists, such as the 

macrophages, take body parts 
of the engulfed pathogens 
and mount them on stalk-like 
structures on their surface 
much like the victors in human 
conflicts mounted the heads 
of their victims on pikes. This 
‘antigen presentation’ sends 
a powerful message. Other 
cells, called helper T-cells, 
contact the presented body 
part to see whether it fits their 
own recognition machinery. 
If the fit is tight, the helper 
T-cell then reproduces itself 
prolifically; the progeny scout 
out other cells that can also 
recognize the specific enemy 
but have different talents at 
their disposal. (p. 61)

In the above construction, 
Ewald	(2002)	derives	many	(if	
not	most)	of	his	metaphors	
from discourses of war 
and	conflict,	establishing	
a traditional battle scene 
in which there are two 
opponents, enemy forces, 
weaponry,	tactics	for	attack,	
strategies for defence and 
even clear victors and losers. 
By using this cluster of 
interrelated terms, and with 
his heavy reliance on the 
jargon	of	war,	Ewald	(2002)	
frames a particular case 
about the capacities of the 
human immune system to 
protect the body from disease 
in	ways	that	are	likely	to	

resonate with most readers 
(Larson	et	al.,	2005).	As	we	
will show in subsequent 
sections, these discursive 
“defence” strategies are often 
extended from individual 
bodies to national bodies, 
where state responses to 
emerging pandemics call for 
national action towards the 
common goal of national 
immunity and the protection 
of the nation state. 

Within the war frame, the 
microorganisms that are 
responsible	for	such	“attacks”	
against the human immune 
system are increasingly also 
constructed as members of 
that which Nerlich and James 
(2009,	p.	581)	have	labelled	
“The Superbug Apocalypse”10: 
using catastrophe discourse, 
pathogens are frequently 
personified	with	war/military	
terminology so that they 
become anthropomorphised 
“smart agents”, “microbial 
foes”, “powerful adversaries”, 
and “dangerous enemies” 
capable	of	“attacking”,	
“striking	down”,	and	“killing”.	

Bacteria, and other bugs 
in this apocalypse, are also 
10  Nerlich and James (2009) conducted a qualitative study in which they analysed 
a large corpus of articles about “The Superbug Apocalypse”, finding that 
catastrophe discourses (and discourses of war, in particular) are highly popular in 
microbiology, serving numerous particular political and social functions.

dressed in a “new deadly 
garb” that gives them the 
“upper	hand”	and	makes	
them increasingly more 
capable of “defeating 
standard antibiotics” and 
of	“coming	back	with	a	
vengeance”. On the defensive 
side of this microbiological 
war, scientists attempt 
to “halt” germs, but are 
framed	as	“fighting	a	losing	
battle” and may soon 
“run out of ammunition” 
in	a	post-antibiotic	era	
of modern medicine. 

The above examples 
constitute some of the more 
general manifestations of 
war/military framing in the 
spheres of medicine and 
public	health,	taken	from	a	
scan of the existing literature. 
The primacy of militaristic 
language in the arenas of 
health and illness has been 
subject to substantial critique 
from feminist scholars. In 
two essays on illness and 
metaphor,	Sontag	(2001),	for	
example,	offers	substantial	
critique of the “War on cancer” 
and the subsequent “War 
on AIDS”. Herself a cancer 
patient, she illustrates some 
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of the ways in which military 
metaphors are embedded 
within the cultural and social 
milieus	of	Western	knowledge	
systems, advocating for 
a shift from militaristic 
language that overmobilises 
and stigmatises, towards 
language that decreases 
peoples’	risk	of	stigmatisation	
and	further	suffering.	

Given the prevalence of the 
war/military frame, which 
situates	itself	firmly	within	
catastrophe/apocalyptic 
discourses, we now explore 
some of the ways in which it 
has functioned to construct 
infectious disease pandemics 
specifically.	In	the	following	
section of the monograph, 
two case study examples 
are	foregrounded:	first,	
commentary	is	offered	on	
the case of war metaphors 
in the discursive framing 
of	the	Zika	virus,	followed	
by a discussion of how the 
war/military frame featured 
in the representation of 
the	SARS-CoV	pandemic.	

In this next section, we 
also	apply	the	frameworks	
presented	by	Butler	(2009)	
and	Ahmed	(2014)	to	the	
issue of framing, focalising 
some of the ways in which 

societal power and psychic 
processes intertwine 
through	different	modes	of	
representation. Engaging 
Sontag’s	(2001)	critiques	
of biomilitarism in the 
framing of health and 
illness,	we	also	reflect	on	
the potential for war frames 
to revive contemporary 
machinations of nationalist 
power relations, their 
discursive	(re)mobilisations	
and how these reiterate 
inclusionary–exclusionary 
affects	and	effects.	

War Metaphors in 
the Framing of Zika 
and SARS-CoV
The increased spread of 
microorganisms	(including	
pathogens such as bacteria 
and	viruses)	worldwide	
has been facilitated by the 
continued rapid growth 
of globalisation, including 
foreign trade and travel 
across borders. Particularly 
in recent years, the world has 
witnessed a series of severe 
disease	outbreaks,	and	these	
are	unlikely	to	cease	unless	
there is tangible change 
across multiple, interwoven 
and	systemic	levels;	one	

of the fundamental causes 
of infectious disease 
outbreaks	finds	its	roots	in	
capitalist world ecologies, 
which rely heavily on 
environmental exploitation 
and the disruption of natural 
ecosystems to maintain 
power	and	profitability	
for	a	select	few	(McKinley,	
2020;	Weitz,	2016).	

A decolonial feminist 
reading facilitates a 
critical understanding of 
naturalised	and	interlocking	
axes of power, privilege 
and oppression, engaging 
with critiques of dominant 
modern systems that thrive 
on the exploitation of 
otherised beings in favour 
of	Western	profit.	From	
this perspective, it can be 
argued that pandemics 
themselves are imbricated in 
oppressive power relations, 
the foremost feature of which 
is inclusionary–exclusionary 
framing that manifests 
through biomilitaristic 
metaphors of disease. 

The pervasiveness of war 
frames in the construction 
of	major	disease	outbreaks	
has	had	particular	kinds	of	
consequences for health 

crisis response, illustrating 
the	influence	of	discourse	
metaphors and frames 
on the management of 
infectious illnesses whilst also 
highlighting the profound 
propensity for frames to 
reflect,	but	also	inform,	
social worlds and people’s 
lived	realities	(Butler,	2009;	
Entman,	1993).	

The “War on Zika” 
In	2015,	Brazil	(and,	
eventually, several other 
territories across Africa, the 
Americas, Southern Asia 
and	the	Western	Pacific)	
experienced an acute 
outbreak	of	the	“Zika”	virus.	
Zika	is	caused	by	a	viral	
microorganism that circulates 
in large mosquito populations 
inhabiting tropical areas. The 
pathogen can cause paralysis, 
microcephaly	(small	head	size)	
in newborns, and a range of 
other symptoms including 
fever, rash, joint pain and red, 
painful eyes. The Brazilian 
government, and mainstream 
Brazilian	media,	were	quick	
to declare a “War on Zika” 
in their management and 
coverage of the epidemic. 

In this “war”, the Aedes 
mosquito, a vector 
responsible for the 
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transmission of the virus, was 
personified	as	an	enemy	to	
be defeated by the Brazilian 
people, and a “National 
Plan to Combat Aedes and 
Microcephaly” was published 
(Pinheiro	de	Oliveira,	
2016).	The	then-President	
of	Brazil,	Dilma	Rousseff,	
urged Brazilian civilians to 
“fight	the	virus	together”	
and	crafted	a	united	nation-
state	effort	to	“defeat”	the	
mosquitoes	(Rousseff	cited	in	
Pinheiro	de	Oliveira,	2016):	

The war against the mosquito 
that transmits the Zika virus 
is complex…please help us 
protect you. Let us form a 
great army of peace and 
health, with the participation 
of 204 million Brazilian 
women and men. We will 
prove, once again, that Brazil 
is strong, has conscious 
people, and will not be 
defeated by a mosquito and 
the virus it carries. More than 
ever, Brazil needs our union! 
(p. 88)

The	Zika	epidemic	in	Brazil	
is	a	case	study	that	offers	
insight into the ways in 
which war frames are often 
mobilised by governments in 
the management of infectious 
disease and other crises. In 
order	to	make	sense	of	the	
unfamiliar situation posed 
by	the	emergence	of	Zika,	

the Brazilian government 
resorted to military tactics 
that	mapped	the	knowledge	
of	war	(source	domain)	onto	
the	epidemic	(target	domain).	

The	action-orientation	of	
the war frame constructed 
the urgent need to mobilise 
a	national	effort,	and	state	
resources, towards the 
management of the health 
crisis, and the protection 
of unborn children and 
pregnant women in 
particular. The war/military 
frame, and the discourse 
metaphors that it employed, 
thus allowed people to 
leverage	what	they	knew	
(war	knowledge)	in	trying	to	
establish a mental model for 
thinking	about	an	escalating	
health problem, during a 
period of uncertainty and the 
absence of a clear solution 
(Nerlich	&	James,	2009).	

Whilst war metaphors 
and	frames	offer	
structural	frameworks	
for communicating about 
abstract and complex 
issues	(such	as	outbreaks	
of	infectious	disease),	they	
also convey considerable 
emotional valence that can 
trigger	different	affective	
responses from audiences. 

In the case of the Brazilian 
response with the “War on 
Zika”, for example, one can 
imagine how the framing of 
the crisis in military terms 
(as	indicated	in	Rousseff’s	
address above, which uses 
explicit patriotic discourses 
in	the	face	of	the	“war”)	
encouraged collective 
feelings of urgency, moral 
duty, responsibility to 
protect self and others, 
threat,	etc.	(Baehr,	2006).	

In this reading, “emotional” 
constructs are profoundly 
psycho-social	and	political,	
becoming imbued with 
the politics of naturalised 
social orders and “sticking” 
to	specific	bodies	to	define	
the peripheries of social 
arrangements.	Affect	is	thus	
not merely psychological, 
but relational and psycho-
social, and particular frames 
have	the	effect	of	galvanising	
collective	feelings	that	work	to	
surface bodies and psyches in 
specific	ways	(Ahmed,	2014).	

In the case of the “War 
on Zika”,	affect	became	
functional in that it mobilised 
particular resources and 
actions	on	behalf	of	specific	
social	agents,	the	efforts	
of which would be centred 

around communal/national 
imperatives to bond entities 
and prevent pathogenic 
disaster. The role of Brazilian 
nationalism, as constituted 
in the warring on/against an 
infectious	disease	outbreak,	
also points to the power of 
the nation state, and the ways 
in which it acts both in the 
name of, but also against, its 
own citizenry.

In the architecture of Brazil’s 
“War on Zika”, the government 
mobilised	220 000	military	
and state representatives, 
including ministers and local 
politicians,	for	“Zero	Zika	
Day”,	a	one-day	awareness	
and	clean-up	campaign	
that saw the militarisation 
of Brazil as soldiers visited 
homes	in	250	cities	to	look	for	
recipients of stagnant water 
(known	to	be	the	breeding	
ground	of	mosquitoes).	The	
“war”	effort	and	campaigns	
were criticised heavily, 
however, mainly because they 
were limited to “safe” areas 
and thus excluded Brazilian 
slums	(called	favelas).	

Instead,	the	state-driven	
intervention focused mainly 
on the epicentre of Rio de 
Janeiro, which was set to be 
the	host-city	for	the	2016	
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Olympic Games. The favelas 
were	known	to	have	the	
highest concentration of 
mosquitoes and standing 
water,	but	were	(as	they	
had	been,	historically)	
neglected by the state in its 
“fight”	against	the	Zika	virus	
(Pinheiro	de	Oliveira,	2016).	

Hence, the state’s military 
interventions	also	reflected	
deeper,	socio-political	issues	
characterising Brazil, and 
illustrated some of the ways 
in which war rhetoric can 
prove divisive in situations 
where greater levels of safety, 
collaboration and peace are 
desired: instead of directing 
its attention towards politics, 
social	configurations	and	
geographical	and	class-based	
violences at the hands of the 
state as factors shaping the 
spread of the disease, Brazil’s 
“War on Zika”	(re)enacted	
the delegitimation of certain 
groups, silencing those who 
experienced poverty. 

By pitting all Brazilian 
civilians against the Aedes 
mosquito,	Rousseff	(cited	in	
Pinheiro	de	Oliveira,	2016)	
thus concealed the nuances 
of	class-based	violence	in	
the	country,	and	masked	
the state’s imperatives to 

protect	profit	and	tourism	
from	the	upcoming	2016	Rio	
Olympic Games. The “War 
on Zika” is thus an exemplar 
of how war frames can 
work	to	mobilise	resources,	
articulate interventions 
and give legitimacy so that 
(certain)	social	actors	can	act	
and	make	decisions	in	health	
crisis management, thus 
also	defining	which	people	
will	benefit	whilst	others	
are divided and neglected 
to maintain the status quo 
(Ribeiro	et al.,	2018).	

Butler’s	(2009)	contemplations	
around the notion of 
“grievability” facilitate a 
sophisticated understanding 
of the ways in which frames 
intersect with modes of 
recognition and power to 
surface	and	(re)enact	social	
arrangements that render 
some bodies more grievable 
than others. In Frames of war, 
she discusses the concept 
of a “valid life”, noting that, 
during wartime, the loss of 
life is not properly processed 
or	acknowledged,	and	that	
(more	specifically)	not	all	lives	
are equally grievable. In order 
for a particular body to be 
recognised as dead, Butler 
(2009)	argues,	we	must	first	
have validated that body as 

human and living. Not all lives 
are validated as living, and 
this alerts us to the idea that 
mourning	(the	validation	of	
lives	lost)	is	stratified,	psycho-
social and deeply political. 

With grievability as her 
focus,	Butler	(2009)	refers	
aptly to the AIDS crisis of the 
mid-1980s	as	an	illustrative	
example of the politics of 
mourning and loss: owing 
to general apathy towards 
homosexual bodies in the 
USA at the time, gay lives 
were caught in a state of 
quasi-living during	(and	after)	
the epidemic. What counts 
as	a	valid	(grievable)	life	
is thus heavily contingent 
on historicity and social 
dynamics,	differing	across	
temporal and spatial 
contexts	so	that	specific	
bodies become shadowy 
Others, whilst other bodies 
are allocated the privileges 
of mournability. Where 
the	lives	that	are	likely	to	
be lost in a war situation 
are	deemed	invalid	(and,	
by	extension,	ungrievable),	
then	affect	is	likely	to	be	
deadened in response to a 
particular	issue	(Butler,	2009).	

Issues of representation 
and grievability assume 

paramount	significance	in	
relation to nationalism and 
the inclusionary/exclusionary 
effects	of	war	framing.	
In the “War on Zika”, for 
example, we would engage 
Butler’s	(2009)	work	by	
observing that economies 
of grievability – intertwined 
closely with Brazilian state 
interests	and	racial/class-
based nationalisms – were 
established in the “defence” 
against	Zika	contagion.	
For	Gonzales	(1982),	
contemporary Brazilian 
society	(formerly	a	colony	
of	the	Portuguese	Empire)	
remains	stratified	along	
racial and classed axes 
that manifest in relation 
to geographies and urban 
planning: historically, racial 
minorities	(which	provided	
cheap labour to the ruling 
class)	were	housed	in	the	
favelas, where poor living 
conditions and low levels of 
health were normalised. 

In these areas, state 
intervention	(which	was	often	
violent)	was	used	mostly	to	
repress people and instil 
fear,	keeping	structural	
inequalities in place so that 
the dominance of racially 
superior citizens could be 
protected. Contemporarily, 
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economies of mournability 
appear to remain organised 
in this way, with explicit 
power	differentials,	
stratified	predominantly	
according	to	racial/class-
based, geographical 
segregation,	(re)surfacing	
in the Brazilian state’s war/
military	response	to	Zika.	

Helman	(2018)	and	Gqola	
(2015)	alert	us	to	this	politics	
of grievability in a South 
African context when they 
argue that violation of the 
bodily integrity of women 
and girls is produced within 
a discursive and symbolic 
regime that does not 
recognise such bodies as 
bodies that can be violated. 
Also situated in the local 
context	is	work	by	Canham	
(2020),	who	further	engages	
this normalisation of the 
ungrievable body with 
reference	to	black	bodies	
and	suffering	during	times	
of social crisis such as 
pandemics. These scholars 
pinpoint the myriad ways 
in	which	social	suffering	
and violence come to 
attach	to	(or	“stick”	to)	some	
bodies,	effectively	denying	
a recognition of the human 
that is necessary for care and 
protection	(Ahmed,	2014).	

A related example – 
bringing together issues of 
representation, framing and 
socio-political	economies	
of grievability – can be 
identified	within	our	own	
“War on GBV”	in	SA.	The	work	
of	Melanie	Judge	(2018)	on	
“blackwashing	homophobia”	
offers	a	detailed	account	of	
the ways in which particular 
framings	of	GBV	link	black	
lesbian women, inextricably, 
to scenes of brutality, torture, 
hate	and	punishment	(see	
also	Lake,	2014).	This	framing	
is	accomplished	chiefly	
through the use of language 
that	construes	black	lesbian	
bodies	as	hyper-visible,	
“sensationalised spectres of 
violence and victimhood”, 
with an explicit emphasis 
on grotesque and macabre 
imagery	(Judge,	2018,	p.	67).	

Where	black	lesbian	women	
are represented as inevitable 
victims, the operations of 
gendered power dynamics 
and societal power 
arrangements	(traceable	to	
the eras of colonisation and 
apartheid)	are	concealed,	
and the false dichotomy 
between “gender” and 
“sex” is sustained. In the 
context of SA’s “War on GBV”, 
economies of grievability 

are thus established along 
the	fault	lines	of	specific	
identity	markers	related	
to racism, classism and 
sexism,	and	black	lesbian	
women	(particularly	those	
inhabiting township11 
spaces)	are	rendered	less 
mournable than other women 
and LGBTQIA+ people. 

These examples echo Butler’s 
(2009)	work	on	the	politics	
of grievability and mourning, 
which are tied intimately to 
issues of re/presentation 
and framing as these issues 
transpire in the social realm. 
Important to note is that 
the war frame – whether it 
is used to represent health 
crises, and/or gendered 
violence – delineates very 
specific	stratifications	and	
economies	that	(re)produce	
power	differentials	and	
structural inequalities. 

The “War on SARS-CoV”
A frames analysis of the 
SARS-CoV	outbreak	that	
began in 2002 in Hong Kong, 
China, provides a second 
case study illustrating how 
war/military metaphors have 
been used in the construction 
of historical disease 
11  In SA, townships are specific areas that were formerly designated for occupation 
by black South Africans by apartheid legislation as part of geographical racism 
known as Separate Development (Seekings & Nattrass, 2005).

outbreak	and	response.	First	
identified	in	the	Chinese	city	
of	Guangdong,	the	SARS-
CoV	virus	was	classified	as	
belonging to the Coronavirus 
family of microbial 
respiratory infections. The 
management	of	SARS-CoV	
was heavily compared to 
that	of	a	war	situation,	first	
declared	officially	by	Tung	
Chee-hwa,	who	was	Hong	
Kong’s Chief Executive at 
the	time	of	the	outbreak,	
when he announced that: 
“whether we can defeat SARS 
depends on the strength of 
unity between all citizens 
and government […] we 
[government ministers] are 
confident	that	we	will	win	the	
war!” In these statements, 
discourses of war were used 
to emphasise the gravity 
of	the	disease	outbreak	in	
the city, and to mobilise 
Chinese civilians towards 
resolution	(Baehr,	2006).	

Following the initial “war” 
declaration,	disease-as-
war framing was also used 
in mainstream Chinese 
media to construct the 
SARS-CoV	outbreak	in	an	
eye-catching	and	patriotic	
manner.	Overnight,	different	
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Chinese	Officials	became	
militia	men,	with	Chee-hwa	
labelled as a “general” and 
hospital authority, Doctor 
William	Ho,	likened	to	a	
“Commander in Chief” in 
the	response	to	SARS-CoV.	

In this “war”, Chinese civilians 
were warned by the media 
to	“hold	firm	to	the	two	chief	
battle lines” of precaution 
and	attack,	and	advised	that	
they should become “SARS 
warriors” with a sense of duty 
“to	stand	up	and	fight	against”	
the	viral	outbreak.	One	major	
Hong Kong newspaper even 
established a campaign 
titled “Project Shield”, which 
saw the mass manufacture 
of medical supplies for the 
“embattled” public health 
sector	(Baehr,	2006).	

“Embattled” healthcare 
workers,	too,	were	
constructed with the 
language of war. The Hong 
Kong government paid 
“tribute”	to	these	workers	
as the “frontline heroes” 
of the crisis management 
network,	who	were	“solemnly	
laying down their lives in 
the battle against SARS”, 
“sacrificing”	their	lives	for	
their communities and 
“falling in the line of duty”. 

At the funerals of healthcare 
workers	who	had	died	
as a result of infection, 
government	officials	attended	
and made formal addresses, 
awarding posthumous 
gold	and	silver	medals	(as	
is also sometimes done 
to reward the “heroes” of 
war),	so	as	to	recognise	
their “noble gallantry of 
the highest order”. 

In a report on the “fallen” 
healthcare	workers,	a	major	
Hong Kong newspaper 
published: “It is important 
to	acknowledge	that	these	
were civilians sent into the 
theatre of war, with no end 
to the battle in sight and no 
grand plan for victory. The 
enemy was unforgiving” 
(Hospital	Authority	cited	
in	Baehr,	2006).	

The	personification	of	
the	SARS-CoV	virus	as	an	
“enemy threat” also enabled 
the concealment of poor 
communication and hesitancy 
on behalf of the Hong Kong 
government and medical 
professionals. Language of 
dissimulation formed part 
of the state’s war frame, 
with Health Minister Yeoh 
claiming, for example, that 
“we tried our very best in 

our battle to control this 
mysterious and deadly 
disease. For the inadequacies 
of the healthcare system that 
were exposed during the 
early days of this epidemic, 
I	offer	my	deepest	and	most	
sincere apology”. Other 
concealments of state 
ineptitude and scapegoating 
of responsibility were evident 
in the words of Justice of the 
Peace,	Doctor	Ip	Yan-ming,	
who later echoed Yeoh’s 
sentiments about the virus: 
“We’re marching as if through 
a	fog	[…]	all	medical	workers	
can	continue	to	fight.	All	
citizens have to be united to 
win	this	battle”	(Baehr,	2006). 

These linguistic tactics 
demonstrate that the use 
of war frames in situations 
of	disease	outbreak	poses	
a	major	risk	to	the	power	of	
the state that relies on war 
lexicon:	“a	double-edged	
sword, because to lose a 
war is to bleed authority. 
The body politic must, at the 
very least, secure the bodily 
integrity	of	its	citizens”	(Baehr,	
2006,	p.	55).	Perhaps	one	of	
the greatest ironies of the war 
frame is that, under the guise 
of patriotism and collective 
action, it in fact often fails 
to unite people, and serves 

largely to create and/or 
strengthen existing divisions 
(Christoyannopoulos,	2020).

The ethics of re/presentation 
and framing are thus 
imbricated with questions 
of personhood, legitimate 
citizenry	and	psycho-
social issues of grievability. 
Discursive frames, and the 
social/ethical responsibilities 
that they entail, are uniquely 
affective	phenomena	
that demarcate particular 
boundaries with respect 
to in/valid lives (Ahmed,	
2014;	Butler,	2009).	For	
Butler	(2009),	frames	have	
omnipotence and power, 
but they seldom remain in 
place;	they	are	not	static:	
the	affectual	numbness	that	
accompanies a deadened 
or apathetic response to 
war	frames	that	make	
particular bodies and lives 
shadowy Others can be 
challenged when frames 
break	from	themselves.	

A range of more equal 
possibilities for grievability 
(and	broader	socio-political	
arrangements that feed 
into, and are informed by, a 
politics of living, dying and 
mourning)	may	be	realised	if	
dominant	frames	are	broken	
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from	themselves	(resisted)	
with increased intensity and 
frequency. When frames 
are	broken	and	come	apart,	
“we	are	offered	a	glimpse	
of the subject of the wars 
carried out in our name, the 
spectre that gnaws at the 
norms of recognition, an 
intensified	figure	vacillating	
as its inside and its outside” 
(Butler,	2009,	p.	12).	

In the chapter that follows, we 
offer	our	own	perspectives	on	
some possible ways in which 
prevailing war/militaristic 
frames might be critiqued 
and	dismantled	(broken	from	
themselves).	Engaging	the	
work	of	psycho-social	and	
other decolonial feminist 
post-structural	theories	
and analytic modalities, 
we	take	as	our	starting	
point a detailed analysis of 
gender as it is positioned 
in militaristic ideologies. 

The military–gender nexus 
is	introduced	as	a	key	field,	
or	domain,	in	(and	through)	
which	the	psycho-social	
dynamics that we have 
interrogated thus far are 
most centrally investigated. 
In doing so, we problematise 
not only the position of 

gender within the systems of 
militarism and war, but also 
broader patterns of violence, 
injustice, inequality and 
oppression as these pertain 
to GBV and other social 
injustices	(Burke,	1998).	

By considering how gender 
relates to, and functions 
within, the fundamental 
tenets of militarism, 
there is also an explicit 
focus on disrupting the 
tacit	acceptance	of	war-
as-response	in	times	of	
instability and hardship. 
In this respect, the war 
frame may be, as Butler 
(2009)	coins,	broken from 
itself.	Taking	seriously	the	
phallocentric characteristics 
of state military – through 
a decolonial feminist lens 
– suggests that militaristic 
practices within civil 
society have importance 
for	the	social	(especially	
gendered)	politics	and	
practice in this context. 

Of	course,	SA’s	historical-
political	and	social	influences	
also mean that a racialised 
and classed politics are 
interwoven into militaristic 
practice. For these reasons, 
we include a subsequent 

section that explores the 
gendered nuances of SA’s 
military	culture(s)	and	
institutions, with respect to 
the South African National 
Defence	Force	(SANDF)	
and the South African 
Police	Service	(SAPS)	more	
specifically.	Our	analysis	of	
the gender–military nexus 
(both	broadly	and	then	as	it	
pertains to a South African 
context)	serves	to	illustrate	
that the organisation of 
policing in the service of 
social order and containment 

during	the	COVID-19	
pandemic attests to the 
different	movements	of	
masculinities as embedded 
through physical force and 
might, through the rule of 
law,	as	peace-keepers	and	
as bureaucratic machines. 
Gender is connected to 
the successful practice 
of dominant racialised 
nationalisms in SA, where 
a particular politics of 
in/valid living and un/
grievability transpires. 
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Militarism and Gender: 
A Decolonial Feminist 
Analysis
The position of gender in 
relation to the ideologies 
that underpin militarism and 
war is deeply complex, and 
is situated within histories 
of Eurocentric masculine 
memory and colonial violence 
(Enloe,	1993;	Nkenkana,	
2015).	Fundamentally,	
militarism is informed by a 
value system that connects 
intimately with the governing 
laws of heteropatriarchy, 
meaning that one of its core 
features is the construction 
of binary and narrow 
definitions	of	“masculine”	
versus “feminine”. 

Kimmel	(cited	in	Shefer	&	
Mankayi,	2007)	observes	
that “symbolically, a certain 
kind	of	male	heterosexuality	
plays an important part in 
legitimising organisational 
power” in military institutions. 
The fabric of militarism 
is thus interwoven with 
heteropatriarchal practices 

and value systems 
that prevail in broader 
society;	hegemonic	social	
configurations	that	circulate	
within militaristic spaces 
are mirrored by wider, 
ongoing hegemonies of 
“legitimate	sex”	(heterosex)	
in “outside” society, and 
vice	versa	(Mankayi,	2008).	

Feminists and gender 
scholars	(e.g.	Burke,	1998;	
Cockburn,	2013;	Enloe,	
1993;	Nkenkana,	2015;	
Shefer	&	Mankayi,	2007)	
have long recognised the 
associations between 
militarism and hegemonic 
masculine domination over 
women, LGBTQIA+ people 
and subordinate masculine 
identities, calling for critical 
investigations of military 
institutions. Military spaces 
and cultures function 
as	key	arenas	in	which	
broader global systems of 
heteropatriarchy play out, 

and these “continue to have 
disproportionate	influence	
on the ways in which 
hegemonic masculinit[ies] 
[are] both created and 
reproduced” in societies 
(Higate	&	Hopton	cited	in	
Shefer	&	Mankayi,	2007).	

The heterosexual binary 
between “masculine” 
and	“feminine”	that	finds	
expression in military 
ideologies is rooted in, and 
in turn gives anchorage to, 
popular sexist discourses 
and norms that construct 
people along sexed and 
gendered axes. The 
mundane, normative gender 
arrangements that operate 
in heteropatriarchal societies 
tend to give primacy to 
particular	(“hegemonic”)	
12  Whilst women are increasingly recruited and represented in military institutions, 
we use the term “military man” and the conventionally masculine personal 
pronouns “he/him” when referring to military masculinities. This is because, as 
discussed in later sections, the type of gender performance that is rewarded in 
military settings is not only hypermasculine and heteropatriarchal, but also sexless 
(even women soldiers are known to embody military masculinity and to perform 
the kinds of values and violent rituals that it espouses) (Eriksson Baaz & Stern, 
2009). 
In this section, and elsewhere, we also refer frequently to issues around men and 
masculinities, particularly around the idea of “military men”. The term “military 
men” represents a particular performance of masculine gender identity that aligns 
with – and hyperbolises – prevailing gender configurations (heteropatriarchy). 
It is important to note, however, that these terms do not signify homogenous 
and/or essential categories of men. Rather, they are used with an alertness to 
the plurality of masculine identities (hence, “masculinities”) and the fact that 
military organisations (whilst fundamentally masculinist) are themselves stratified 
according to different identity vectors such as race, class, gender, ability, etc. 
(Mankayi, 2008). Hence, even in our discussions of “military men”, we do not 
assume a single form of masculinity in the context of militarisation, but remain 
mindful of the defining power of other social identities such as those mentioned 
previously. 

performances of masculinities 
(Connell,	1995).	

Whilst patriarchal gender 
orders and values tend 
to vary and evolve across 
different	social	and	temporal	
contexts,	“real”	men	(and,	
by	extension,	effective	
soldiers)	are	imbued	with	
hypermasculine values that 
are	typified	by	ambition,	
competitiveness, courage, 
aggression, physical 
strength, assertiveness and 
combativeness	(Burke,	1998).	
Militaristic ideology, as an 
emblem of heteropatriarchal 
gender relations, thus also 
understands femininity, 
and its associated values, as 
the antithesis to successful 
masculinities. The bodily 
narratives of military men12 
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are	defined	almost	exclusively	
in	relation	to	others	(Shefer	&	
Mankayi,	2007).	In	order	for	
heteropatriarchy to protect 
its legitimacy as the dominant 
gender order, the feminine 
must be made antagonistic, 
and so femininities are 
largely constructed as 
having the need to be 
protected, and women tend 
to be associated with traits 
of	peacefulness,	life-giving	
and passivity that counteract 
“masculine” protecting, 
defending,	attacking,	
murdering and warring 
(Burke,	1998;	Enloe,	1993).	

For these reasons, women 
were largely excluded 
from military institutions 
and spaces until fairly 
recently, and women are 
still frequently constructed 
as needing to be protected 
during	periods	of	conflict	
and crisis, whilst a select 
group of men are rhetorically 
mandated to protect societies 
and	lives	(Agostino,	2003).	

Conventionally, a military 
man is heterosexual, but 
more than that, he is required 
Again, Crenshaw’s (1991) seminal work on Intersectionality is helpful in this 
instance, as is the wealth of local and international work that has been conducted 
around the subject of critical men and masculinities studies (the collective works 
of scholars including Raewynn Connell, Robert Morrell, Kopano Ratele, Sakhumzi 
Mfecane, Malose Langa and others have made particularly valuable contributions 
in this sphere). 

to embody a masculine 
identity that aligns with 
the “soldier” archetype. 
The survival and continued 
dominance of militarism 
is predicated heavily on 
the compliance of military 
men	with	the	fixed	logic	
of violent, heterosexual 
scripts and hierarchies. 

A soldier is created through 
a systematic process: as 
a	new	recruit,	he	is	first	
stripped of his individuality 
and autonomy, in preparation 
for his internalisation of, and 
conformity to, heterosexual 
military codes and practices. 
The archetypal soldier is 
thus a man who has been 
socialised and “shaped up 
for	fighting”	by	the	rigorous	
contours of dominant gender 
relations that naturalise in 
heteropatriarchal societies 
(Cockburn,	2013;	Enloe,	1993;	
Eriksson	Baaz	&	Stern,	2009).	

If “gender is constituted by 
the materiality of bodies”, 
then attaining successful 
military masculinities hinges 
on the material bodies of 
soldiers	(Connell	cited	in	

Mankayi,	2008;	Foucault,	
1976).	In	a	feminist	analysis	
of embodied soldiering 
values and practices in SA, 
Mankayi	(2008)	privileges	
local	knowledge	about	the	
connections between the 
bodies of soldiers and the 
hypermasculine enactments 
of gender that are rewarded 
in military spaces. 

The qualitative study, 
conducted through a series 
of	interviews	with	14	local	
soldiers, illustrates that 
the values espoused by 
hegemonic masculinities 
are	amplified	in	military	
institutions. The bodies 
of soldiers are expected 
to be able, strong, virile, 
physically	fit,	hypersexual,	
neat, clean and muscular 
(Barrett	cited	in	Mankayi,	
2008;	Cockburn,	2013).	
Soldiers must also exhibit 
traits such as aggression, 
stoicism, heroism, courage, 
bravado,	groupthink,	risk-
taking,	camaraderie,	honour	
and	rationality	(Mankayi,	
2008).	These	are	just	some	of	
the ways in which the bodies 
and psyches of military men 
(dichotomised	according	to	
Eurocentric binaries between 
body/mind;	emotion/
rationality;	female/male)	are	

groomed for combat and 
violence	(Cockburn,	2013).	

Symbolically, the military 
is also a phallocentric 
institution, premised on 
the primacy of the phallus 
that is continually re/
produced as an emblem 
of weaponry, dominance 
and	conquest	(sexual	
and	other).	The	weapons	
of war are, themselves, 
mostly	penis-shaped:	from	
missiles to cannons, guns, 
spears, arrows, bullets and 
even swords. According to 
Myrttinen	(2003),	enactments	
of hegemonic masculinities 
and the wielding of weapons 
are intertwined uniquely 
with soldiering practices, 
and the public display and 
use of weapons constitutes 
an intrinsic, performative 
component of violent 
militarised masculinities. 

The bonds between men and 
weapons are often secured in 
the early stages of childhood, 
where many boys imitate 
the conduct of adult, armed 
male soldiers, warriors, 
police, cowboys, thieves 
and	knights.	Weapons	also	
tend to feature prominently 
in popular culture and 
mainstream media including 
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literature,	films,	music	and	
video games that are aimed 
predominantly at young 
male audiences and target 
markets	(Myrttinen,	2003).	

Weapons frequently become 
extensions of soldierly bodies, 
and	of	the	penis,	specifically.	
One	soldier	in	Mankayi’s	
(2008)	study	explained	how,	
in military cultures, weaponry 
is an extension of the self 
because the instruments and 
accessories of war add bodily 
value to masculinist causes: 

At first, when we started with 
our training, it felt good, okay. 
Yoh! I used to go home after 
my first weapons training 
and so, and I used to brag 
with this weapon, so yes, to a 
certain degree it makes you 
feel better or special then 
you see […] It definitely gives 
a boost to manhood. (p. 34)

The above quotation 
illustrates the “boost” 
(augmentation)	to	the	strong	
sense of masculinity that 
is promoted through the 
carrying, display and use 
of	weapons	in	(and	out	of	–	
“home”)	military	spaces.	The	
soldier’s explicit reference 
to “bragging” and his 
exclamation of “yoh!” signal 
the connections between 
conventional machismo/

bravado and one’s status 
as a man who is entitled/
mandated to carry and use 
a weapon. The imagery 
that is used to construct his 
relationship with weaponry – 
“bragging with this weapon” 
–	could	be	likened	to	“locker-
room” or “lad” cultures, rituals 
and discourses through which 
particular men sometimes 
compete with one another 
over bodily features, such as 
penis	size	(Mankayi,	2008).

In another interview, a 
different	soldier	made	more	
explicit reference to the 
parallels between having/
using one’s penis, and having/
using a weapon: “You just 
want to drill, drill, you feel 
like	ja	[yes]	ja	[yes]	I	am	in	
the	army.	You	think	that	
this thing is gonna explode 
[…] On the other hand 
there is that excitement” 
(Mankayi,	2008,	p.	34).	

This soldier’s statement 
makes	direct	links	between	
penises and weapons, 
and compares the act of 
using one’s weapon to that 
of engaging in a sexual 
encounter. The cadette 
expresses an orgasmic 
sense of “excitement” 
when	his	weapon	(penis)	

“is gonna explode”, which 
he relates explicitly to 
the state of being “in the 
army”. These discourses 
highlight the profound 
phallocentricism of war/
military cultures, which pivots 
around the relationships 
that soldierly bodies form 
with their genitals and 
their war weapons. 

Because war ideologies tend 
to be phallic and sexualised, 
they also endorse particular 
kinds	of	sexual	practices	
and habits amongst groups 
of military men. Shefer and 
Mankayi	(2007)	note	that	the	
heterosexist	configurations	
of military spaces mean 
that soldiers are amongst 
the	populations	most	likely	
to	engage	in	risky	and	
dangerous sexual practices, 
including unprotected sex 
with multiple partners. 

For a Malawian soldier 
interviewed in a study by 
Nkosi	(cited	in	Mankayi,	
2008),	the	connection	
between being a man and 
being a soldier centres 
around hypermasculine 
notions of sexual conquest 
over	women:	“Soldiers	like	to	
conquer. The more women 
you	take	to	bed,	the	more	you	

feel	like	a	real	man”.	Findings	
from	Mankayi’s	(2008)	study	
further illustrated that 
many soldiers construct 
themselves as operating 
almost entirely from a basis 
of sexual/physical desire and 
conquest, with the capacity to 
compartmentalise “sex and 
the	body”	(masculine),	over	
“emotion	and	love”	(feminine).	

To	facilitate	the	effective	
constitution of a military 
man, femininity must come 
to be perceived as corrosive 
to military masculinities, and 
this	justifies	not	only	the	
exertion of violence against 
women in the resultant 
gender order, but also a 
direction of violence inwards, 
towards the feminine “other” 
within the soldier himself. 

A good, military man may 
be	required	to	kill	off	the	
feminine enemy within, 
so that he can realise 
and embody the myths 
of militarised manhood 
(Whitworth	cited	in	Eriksson	
Baaz	&	Stern,	2009).	A	marine	
from the USA, who recalled 
training, initiation and 
indoctrination that he had 
experienced at boot camp, 
constructed the internal 
process of the military man 
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as follows: “good things are 
manly	and	collective;	the	
despicable is feminine and 
individual […] when you want 
to create a solidary group of 
male	killers,	that	is	what	you	
do,	you	kill	the	women	in	
them”	(Gilder	cited	in	Eriksson	
Baaz	&	Stern,	2009).	

The internalised persecution 
of the feminised “other” thus 
explains the possibility that 
militarised masculinity can 
be sexless: even women 
soldiers are able to be violent 
(even	sexually	violent)	in	
patriarchal	ways	(Eriksson	
Baaz	&	Stern,	2009).	However,	
internalised hatred of 
the	feminine	also	offers	
insight into the gendered 
dynamics characterising the 
phenomenon	that	is	war-time	
rape: the dichotomisation and 
rigid ordering of masculinities 
and femininities under 
military	(heteropatriarchal)	
conditions	serves	to	(re)
produce the dominance of 
hypermasculine soldiers, 
whose identities depend 
on the myth that women 
require protection against 
attack	(Enloe,	1993).	

In war, heteropatriarchal 
assumptions about women 
abound, as “our good 

women”	(wives,	mothers,	
nurses and other frontline 
workers)	need	protection	
and are pitted against “their 
bad	women”	(prostitutes	
and	enemy	women)	who	
thus become expendable. 
The distinction between 
“our good” and “their bad” 
women thus facilitates 
a	soldier’s	thinking	that,	
because	he	is	fighting	for	
a good nationalistic cause, 
he	is	entitled	(perhaps	even	
obliged)	to	honour	“his”	
women and to devalue, 
rape	and	kill	“their”	
women	(Burke,	1998).	

Hence, in military 
environments, “war can seem 
the	fulfilment	of	gendered	
destinies”	(Cockburn,	2013,	
p.	9).	The	misogynistic	
discourses and patriarchal 
values that underpin rape 
become especially pervasive 
and saturated when 
intertwined with the power 
dynamics and hierarchies 
that constitute militarisation 
and	armed	conflict	(Eriksson	
Baaz	&	Stern,	2009).	
Globalised discourses of 
militarised masculinities 
(violent,	heterosexual	and	
hegemonic)	inscribe	the	
deeper context for sexual 
violence, where military men 

who rape become legitimised 
(even	celebrated)	and	
protected by the institution 
of	war	(Enloe,	2000).	

There is little accountability 
for mass rape during periods 
of	crisis	and	instability	(such	
as	war):	instead,	sexual	
violence is often constructed 
as an inevitable and 
collateral	effect	of	historical	
and modern warfare, and 
military masculinities are 
thus defended from having 
to account for their crimes 
(Cockburn,	2013;	Eriksson	
Baaz	&	Stern,	2009).	

Wartime is simultaneously 
constructed as being 
“abnormal” or “separate” 
from peacetime, and this 
false dichotomy13 facilitates 
mass rape in that it condones 
sexual violence on the part 
of men who have been 
removed from the “normal 
things	that	keep	them	tame”	
(Enloe,	2000,	p.	108;	Shefer	&	
Mankayi,	2007).

Soldiers are frequently 
construed as having 
13   The dichotomy that is (re)produced between “wartime” and “peacetime” is false 
in that it conceals the idea that, even during “peacetime” conditions, many (if not 
most) women find themselves having to defend against GBV (Cockburn, 2013). 
This is another reason as to why the construction of GBV as a “shadow pandemic” 
during the COVID-19 crisis is senseless; it implies that women do not experience 
this kind of violence outside of crisis conditions, deprioritising their health and 
safety needs and concealing the structural underpinnings of patriarchal violence – 
this particular point is elaborated in later sections of the monograph.

heterosexual “urges” and 
“drives” that require urgent 
satiating, and mass rape 
becomes	part	of	a	taken-
for-granted	ritual	that	
legitimises systematic and 
widespread violence at the 
hands	of	particular	kinds	of	
men	(Burke,	1998;	Cockburn,	
2013).	Even	within	military	
in-groups,	prevailing	gender	
politics mean that female 
soldiers may be raped by 
their male peers because they 
are often considered “fair 
game”, despite the fact that 
they have had to struggle to 
join	the	ranks	of	the	military	
institution	(Cockburn,	2013;	
Shefer	&	Mankayi,	2007).	

Soldiers might also engage in 
mass rape because of these 
“insatiable” sexual needs, 
or because rape is viewed 
as a means to humiliate 
(feminise)	the	enemy	by	
dirtying	“his”	women	(who	
are often also representative 
of land, national identity 
and	home)	and	making	him	
out as a failed protector 
(Enloe,	2000).	Mass	rape	
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may even be used – actively 
encouraged – by military 
commanders as a tactic to 
build solidarity amongst men 
of	lower	rank	(Cockburn,	
2013).	War-time	rape	
(intensified,	but	not	dissimilar	
to	“everyday	rape”)	is	thus	
underpinned	by	(and	feeds	
into)	the	same	norms	that	
produce and bolster cultures 
condoning the “everyday” 
rape of women generally. 

It should be unsurprising, 
then, that most patriarchal 
societies are predisposed 
to war, primarily because 
they have specialised the 
sexes in dichotomous and 
complementary ways, so that 
each	sex	lacks	half	of	the	
human range of qualities: 
men are protectors, whilst 
women	are	protected;	men	
are aggressors, whilst women 
are	passive	victims	(Cockburn,	
2013).	Military	men	must	
form part of an elite group 
that comes to function as a 
structured and mechanistic 
unit, and that can achieve 
militaristic imperatives 
including successful combat 
and conquest. 

The relationships that 
emerge between men who 
operate within these units 

are	again	largely	reflective	
of heterosexual norms, 
with dominant–submissive 
models providing templates 
for most military functioning. 
This means that patterns of 
dominance and submission 
are often also evident in 
the relationships between 
military	men	of	different	
order	and	rank	(for	example,	
between generals and foot 
soldiers)	(Cockburn,	2013).	

One of the foremost values 
inherent to militaristic 
ideology	is	that	of	defining	
some “other” as the “enemy” 
in order to legitimise the 
use of violence and force as 
modes	of	conflict	“resolution”.	
Shefer	and	Mankayi	(2007)	
note that, in order to defeat 
one’s	enemy,	one	must	first	
engage in the politics of 
othering and subordination, 
which necessitate a splitting 
off	of	the	body	from	affect	
and from humanness. 

Military spaces are thus 
replete with dominant–
submissive relationships 
that establish and maintain 
social hierarchies through 
repression	and	“power-
over-other”	mentality.	These	
polarisations manifest 
explicitly in the symbolism 

of the military, with its 
emphasis on conformity with 
respect to uniforms, lifestyle 
choices	(such	as	communal	
living,	for	example),	and	
“might-is-right”	mentality	
(Burke,	1998).	Deep-seated	
divisions frequently emerge 
where militarism colludes 
with nationalism, producing 
in-groups	and	“us-versus-
them”	identifiers	that	serve	
to demarcate access to 
power and resources under 
wartime conditions. 

The gendered codes that give 
organisation and structure to 
the military tend to be rigid, 
disallowing any transgression 
of established norms and 
enforcing total conformity 
and uniformity within a 
naturalised heterosexual 
standard. In a system that 
is crafted in such a way, it is 
necessary to have someone – 
or a group of people – at the 
bottom of the social pyramid, 
and in the case of militarism 
(and	its	intersections	
with	heteropatriarchy),	
this group is usually 
women, followed closely 
by “subordinate” gender 
identities including “soft” 
masculinities	(Burke,	1998).	

As a result, rivalries can also 
often	be	identified	between	

soldiers and civilian men, 
for example, where soldiers 
embody and assert physically 
and sexually aggressive 
masculinities from perceived 
“expert” masculine positions 
(Shefer	&	Mankayi,	2007).	
The hierarchies that emerge 
between civilian men and 
soldiers are based largely 
on competitive assumptions 
about sexual relationships, 
access to women’s bodies and 
sexual	prowess,	specifically.	

A	soldier	in	Mankayi’s	(2008)	
study noted, for example, 
that:

in the military we always look 
at the civvies with suspicion 
[…] The civilians think, ja no, 
the military guys think they 
are so clever and they are so 
masculine and they come with 
their uniform and take our 
girls away. (p. 37)

The competition discourse 
in this soldier’s statement 
establishes a clear power 
imbalance between 
“normal”	men	(civvies)	
and military men. The 
conflict	and	tensions	
between the two masculine 
positionalities cluster 
together around the issue 
of access to, and ownership 
of, girls and women. 
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Interestingly, the soldiers 
“come with their uniform and 
take	[the	civvies]	girls	away”,	
suggesting that the military 
uniform has particular 
performative	power;	it	is	
an observable symbol of 
status and privilege, but also 
a material instrument that 
demarcates	powerful	(versus	
weak;	ordinary)	masculinities	
in	military	spaces	(Craik,	
2005).	The	same	soldier	in	
Mankayi’s	(2008)	study	later	
went on to state: 

If I’m at Stellenbosch and 
I’m in uniform and I walk 
in there between the girls, 
then I’m feeling two feet 
taller. Really, I think it’s the 
feeling of pride. It’s a nice 
feeling to be in uniform, I 
think it’s even nicer if you’re 
walking between civilians 
on the street and people 
are looking at you. (p. 32)

The statement that is 
made by this soldier about 
his relationship to the 
military uniform reveals the 
significance	of	performative	
symbols	and	signifiers	
to military masculinities 
and systems. The uniform 
facilitates a “feeling of 
pride” that manifests as 
a physical sensation of 
increased	tallness	(height	is	
also connected closely with 

conventional aesthetic values 
and practices for men, with 
taller masculine bodies often 
being favoured over shorter, 
more	petite	ones).	

However, the condition 
of being clothed in army 
uniform is “even nicer” when 
it attracts the attention of 
everyday “civilians” and 
“people	looking”,	illustrating	
how militaristic hierarchies 
are enacted against 
subordinate, “ordinary” men, 
particularly through the 
demonstrative capacities of 
symbols such as uniforms 
(Craik,	2005;	Mankayi,	2008).	

Militarism thus comprises 
more than a society’s armed 
forces, its state institutions 
and its activities. As an 
ideology, militarism is a 
system of power that tends 
to be embodied and enacted 
by	(typically	masculinist)	
governments with particular 
socio-political	imperatives.	
Its ideological omnipotence 
is attained through a gradual 
and structured process by 
which a given society comes 
to internalise core militaristic 
values, at the centre of 
which is heteropatriarchy 
(Burke,	1998;	Enloe,	2000).	

Through the militarisation 
process, particular patterns of 
behaviour achieve hegemony 
in the social, political, 
economic and ideological 
functioning of governments. 
Through dominance at 
state level, militarism also 
extends to control the 
structural and behavioural 
configurations	within	(and	
outside	of)	militarised	spaces.	

Primarily via the deliberate 
and systematic exertion of 
force and violence, militarism 
can thus pervade a society’s 
functioning and create 
hierarchies and divisions, one 
of the direct consequences 
of	which	is	often	war	(Burke,	

14  This process is also deeply embedded within a colonial logic of structuring and 
disciplining people along divided axes for the purposes of control, exploitation 
and subordination. The logic of coloniality would have us believe that a 
subject cannot hold multiple identities (Ratele cited in Makama et al., 2019). 
In contemporary spaces, the military thus also does the work of neoliberalism 
and coloniality, which strive for homogeneity, a collapse of differences and a 
concealment of the ways in which its multiple violences are interwoven to produce 
power asymmetries and injustices (Macleod et al., 2020). However, within the 
military itself, there is a (re)production of intersectional, structural violences 
and victimologies according to “outside” strata along raced, classed, economic, 
gendered, etc. lines (Burke, 1998). 
Transnational feminisms, which use a both/and approach, challenge these ideas 
by asserting that the power differentials between people are interconnected 
through histories of imperialism and modern globalisation patterns (Kurtis & 
Adams, 2015). Another helpful framework for understanding these issues is 
offered by African-centred feminisms, which “recognise that the struggle against 
patriarchy, capitalism, white supremacy and other forms of oppression is not 
a struggle against people who would be men, but rather against the systems 
that reproduce these inequalities in which people of all genders are embedded” 
(Makama et al., 2019, p. 66). These are just two examples of the ways in which 
the linking together of decolonial knowledges with feminisms (an intersectional 
analysis) assists us in mapping more nuanced accounts of situated power 
relations and their effects on the lived experiences and social realities of people in 
the modern world (Macleod et al., 2020). 

1998;	Cockburn,	2013).	When	
we	speak	of	militarism,	we	
thus refer to an ideology 
that is accepted tacitly by 
a society’s people, under 
the	influence	of	particular	
state machineries that 
depend not only on the 
compliance of civilians 
towards	the	war	effort,	but	
also on the normalisation 
and internalisation of military 
values, symbols and language 
so that militaristic hegemony 
can occur14	(Cockburn,	
2013;	Enloe,	1993).	

For centuries, and across 
the	world,	militarism	(and	
the gender order that it 
establishes	and	maintains)	
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has functioned as a central 
organising mechanism of 
heteropatriarchy, and its 
values have thus frequently 
characterised people’s 
(especially	men’s)	responses	
to periods of crisis. Militarism 
has been, and is largely 
still,	taken	for	granted	as	a	
default solution, at times 
during which our naturalised 
world order is disrupted 
or otherwise rendered 
unstable	(Burke,	1998).	

Particularly with the revival 
of masculinist politics in the 
USA, societal conditions of 
peace, safety and wellbeing 
are	increasingly	defined	in	
terms of “national security” 
(Cockburn,	2013).	However,	
“ironically, the more a 
government is preoccupied 
with what it calls national 
security,	the	less	likely	its	
women are to have physical 
safety necessary for sharing 
their theorising about the 
nation and their security 
within	it”	(Enloe,	1993,	p.	38).

In the last half century, 
sociological analyses 
have facilitated enhanced 
understanding and insight as 
to the ways in which gender 
power relations are enacted 
under military conditions, and 

how these dynamics continue 
to exist in societies even 
during “peacetime”. Primarily, 
it can be argued that the 
patriarchal oppression of 
women is a cornerstone of 
militaristic ideology, and also 
one of its most damaging 
consequences	(Enloe,	1993).	

The process of militarism, and 
the ways in which it tends to 
organise the societies that it 
governs, invite undeniable 
chaos, division, and 
ultimately, death. In order 
to envision an alternative 
society, where peace and 
security	are	re-imagined	
in more equal terms, it 
is thus vital to challenge 
the basic ideologies of 
militarism and war, through 
a gendered analysis of their 
operations	and	effects.	

The language of militarisation 
is itself characterised by 
ambivalence in the form of 
“doublespeak”,	which	serves	
to conceal the lethal potential 
of	violence,	conflict	and	
weaponry under militaristic 
conditions. Defence discourse 
is	replete	with	doublespeak,	
especially in instances where 
missiles are constructed 
as	“peacekeepers”	and	
the unnecessary deaths of 

innocent	civilians	(mostly	
women	and	children)	are	
framed as “collateral damage” 
– inevitable and worthy 
causes	in	the	efforts	of	war.	

Such militaristic language 
is also highly gendered: 
in defence discourse, for 
example,	there	is	often	talk	of	
“virgin targets” that are hit by 
“penetrating weapons”. The 
work	of	these	constructions	
is	to	mask	the	dangerous	
and deleterious impacts of 
heteropatriarchal, militaristic 
culture, thereby ensuring 
sustained compliance from 
civilians	(now	somewhat	
anaesthetised	to	violence)	
who are required to 
perpetuate militaristic 
hegemony	(Cohn,	1987).	

A decolonial feminist 
lens	allows	us	to	break	
the war frame from itself 
by connecting these 
observations about military 
ideologies and gender 
configurations	to	broader	
strands of multiple violences 
that	take	root	in	oppressive	
colonial histories. The 
heterosexual matrix that 
characterises most military 
operations is emblematic of 
broader trends, including 
white heteropatriarchy, in 

contemporary societies, 
with	(for	example)	a	
history of homophobia, 
transmisogyny, ableism 
and racism characterising 
many military systems, 
and an accompanying 
need	to	“purge”	non-
compliant identities from 
military	(and	“everyday”)	
spaces	(Burke,	1998).	

Moreover, the process of 
being socialised as a man 
(and,	by	extension,	as	a	
soldier)	can	thus	also	be	
considered pressurising 
and even harmful to men’s 
psyches and identities: 
the mythologised 
masculinities that military 
ideology demands, and the 
concomitant promises that 
it	makes	as	a	reward	for	
compliance to heterosexual 
rules, are in fact largely 
impossible to attain. Because 
militaristic masculine 
identities rarely resonate 
with many soldiers’ sense of 
self, lived experiences and 
traumatic living conditions 
in	war-time	situations,	
however, the vulnerability 
of military masculinities 
must be concealed through 
the constant reinforcement 
of military institutional 
practices	(Eriksson	Baaz	
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&	Stern,	2009).	For	these	
reasons, we concur that:

Gender transformation 
discourse [within and 
outside of military spaces] 
is not just about women’s 
emancipation discourse, 
but rather the efforts of 
both men and women at 
overcoming the colonial global 
structure that is subjectifying 
all sexes in different ways 
(Nkenkana, 2015, p. 56)15. 

The sociologist, Pierre 
Bourdieu	(1977),	provides	
a useful conceptual term 
for these conditioned 
dispositional modes of 
thinking	and	practice	in	what	
he	defines	as	habitus. Habitus 
is “a system of lasting, 
transposable dispositions 
which, integrating past 
experiences, functions at 
every moment as a matrix of 
perceptions, appreciations 
and	actions”	(Bourdieu,	1977,	
pp.	82–83).	People	have	
plural habitii, which relate 
to	different	social	situations	
and	are	(re)produced	
through a combination 
of early experiences and 
social	interactions	(hence,	
habitus is a profoundly 
relational	mechanism).	

15  Refer to our earlier point about transnational feminisms and African-centred 
feminisms.

Bourdieu’s	(1977)	notion	of	
habitus	and	its	differential	
cultivation	within	different	
contexts provides an 
explanation for the 
occupational economy of 
practice	and	affect	that	
characterises military and 
most other policing entities 
within a society. The concept 
also	offers	an	analytical	
tool to understand human 
behaviour, by theorising how 
various discourses impact 
upon individuals and groups. 

Of particular relevance to the 
content of this monograph 
is	Bourdieu’s	(1990)	thinking	
around “structuring 
structures”,	which	he	defines	
as colonial and postcolonial 
social experiences that 
impact the ways in which 
subsequent generations 
come to view and experience 
the world. Through habitus, 
and structuring structures, 
we are able to understand 
the particular modes of 
interaction and other 
repertoires of behaviour and 
dispositions that are intrinsic 
to the police force and state 
military, and that are derived 
from particular historical 
arrangements that were 

expressed through colonial 
violence and continue to 
manifest through coloniality. 

In reading the modes of 
interaction and practice 
that characterised the 
South African military and 
police interactions with the 
broader public then, it is 
perhaps useful to consider 
the gendered habitus of 
organisational structures 
of these bodies. With these 
aspects in mind, we shift the 
discussion to a more detailed, 
gendered analysis of SA’s 
military history and culture, 
with	specific	reference	to	the	
SANDF and the SAPS. 

In	so	doing,	we	hope	to	make	
epistemological connections 
for a gendered analysis of 
the sociohistorical practice 
and	configuration	of	South	
African military culture, its 
(re)productions	of	militarised	
masculinities and how 
these	are	configured	during	
times	of	crisis	(such	as	
during the early stages of 
the	COVID-19	pandemic).	

The SAPS and the 
SANDF: A Gendered 
Analysis of South 
Africa’s Military 
Culture(s)
Police militarisation has 
a long and complicated 
history in SA. Policing is 
“militarised” when it sees 
collaboration between police 
and the military, including 
the ideologies, technologies, 
models and mandates 
that inform militaristic 
cultures, usually with the 
acceptance	of	military-style	
crime	fighting	methods	and	
paramilitary police units as 
the default solutions to social 
problems	(Lamb,	2018).	

Contemporary police 
militarisation embodies a 
particular culture of policing 
that, especially for former 
European colonies, originates 
in systems of violence and 
oppression	(Enloe,	1976;	
Lamb,	2018).	Scholarship	
around police militarisation 
(e.g.	Enloe,	1976)	has	also	
suggested that it tends to 
be especially prominent in 
states that have experienced 
prolonged periods of 
authoritarian and/or military 
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rule, such as under civil war 
conditions, for example. 

In SA, which is a former 
colony of the British Empire, 
the traditions of police 
militarisation can be traced 
back	to	the	colonial	period.	
Under British rule, a culture 
of police militarisation was 
forged	(Lamb,	2018).	The	
origins of contemporary 
“African militaries” are thus 
situated largely within the 
colonial project, where the 
Berlin	Conference	of	1884	
saw the demarcation of 
the African continent into 
colonial territories that 
would	be	governed	by	14	
Western states including 
(most	prominently)	Great	
Britain, France, Germany 
and Portugal. Colonialism 
required the formation of 
large regimes and armies 
that would protect and 
serve its ideological and 
geographical imperatives, 
with allegiance to colonial 
imaginings for Africa’s future. 

This is not to suggest that 
the militaristic concepts of 
“defence” and “protection” 
were absent in precolonial 
Africa, for there were clear 
examples of regiments in 
different	African	territories	

that comprised centralised 
societies with controlled 
use of force. Consider, for 
example, the Nguni people 
of southern Africa, who used 
a centralised societal model 
wherein chiefs had direct 
control	over	men	of	fighting	
age, who were called upon in 
the event that Nguni territory 
needed to be defended. 

The Nguni people in eastern 
Zambia,	for	example,	drew	
heavily	from	King	Shaka	
Zulu’s	approach	to	warfare.	
However, a distinguishing 
factor between these early 
examples of African military 
regimes and those that 
dominated the colonial period 
is that warriors and military 
protocols in precolonial Africa 
generally did not comprise 
a standing army that was 
central to the governance 
and ordering of broader 
society	(Clarke,	2008).	

Locally, militaristic culture 
was	refined	and	entrenched	
further	between	1948	and	
1994,	during	which	the	
National Government relied 
heavily on the militarisation 
of the state in order to bolster 
apartheid machineries and 
persecute	black	bodies.	
Under the apartheid 

regime,	the	1980s	witnessed	
a	period	of	intensified	
militaristic policing, with 
the implementation of 
a	security-centred	form	
of	statecraft	known	as	
“Total	Strategy”.	With	then-
President PW Botha at 
the helm, a considerable 
increase in military spending 
occurred and scores of 
young, white men were 
conscripted to join South 
African	Police	(SAP)-SANDF	
“crackdown	operations”	in	
“volatile”	black	townships.	

A period of grotesque 
violence ensued, including 
the assassination of many 
key	opposition	activists,	
the provision of support 
and training to vigilante 
groups, and the use of live 
ammunition to disperse 
crowds	of	anti-government	
protesters	(Lamb,	2018).	
A nuanced reading of this 
historical period would 
also	acknowledge	the	role	
of racialised nationalisms 
both in creating a militarised 
apartheid state that 
bolstered	white	Afrikaner	
nationalism, and in the 
African National Congress’s 
(ANC’s)	coming	to	power,	
which involved a formalised 
process of structural 

demilitarisation. This point 
reinforces	the	significance	
of the nationalism–
militarisation nexus that 
has been, and continues 
to be, a salient feature of 
the South African state.  

Under colonial and apartheid 
conditions, gender and 
sexualities were also policed 
heavily	(largely	through	
militarism),	functioning	as	
axes along which the racist 
National Government could 
protect	white	“Afrikanerdom”	
(Du	Pisani,	2001).	A	strict,	
white heteropatriarchal 
social order was established 
in SA that was underpinned 
by the historical imposition 
of Christian, judicial and 
moralising discourses 
about sex, relationships 
and	“racial	purity”	(Amory,	
1997;	Van	Zyl,	2011).	

The military constituted 
a critical instrument for 
government policing and 
surveillance of people’s 
familial, gendered and 
sexual practices, and 
this	was	intensified	with	
the presence of military 
masculinities that became 
the foot soldiers of white 
heteropatriarchy. Because of 
this heteronormative social 
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order, gender inequalities 
intersected with racial power 
imbalances to create deep 
conflict	and	problems	in	
the	social	sphere	(Moffett,	
2006;	Posel,	2005).

Contemporarily, the 
connections between 
militaristic ideology and 
gender inequalities still 
feature in South African 
society,	because	(despite	
demilitarisation	efforts	in	
the	mid-1990s)	the	country’s	
policing remains deeply 
entrenched in historical 
models of militarisation 
(Lamb,	2018).	Following	the	
demise of the apartheid 
regime,	and	SA’s	first	
democratic elections in 
1994,	the	SAP	was	replaced	
with a new national police 
organisation	known	as	the	
SAPS	(Lamb,	2018).	

However, the new policing 
system continued to use a 
top-down	approach	in	its	
organisation, constituting a 
hierarchical institution that 
took	orders	from	the	higher-
ups at police headquarters 
in the capital, Pretoria. 
In 2000, SA launched its 
“National Crime Combatting 
Strategy”	(NCCS),	which	
framed the eradication of 

violent crime as a “War on 
crime”, where criminals were 
constructed as “enemies” and 
the use of force as a viable 
means of apprehending 
and imprisoning them. 
This	meant	that	efforts	
towards transformation 
were largely undermined, 
and that symbolic displays 
of police militarisation 
escalated	(Lamb,	2018).	

The year 2010 witnessed a 
more explicit remilitarisation 
of the SAPS, where the South 
African Minister of Police 
(Nathi	Mthethwa)	declared	
that the police would be 
referred to as “The Force” 
and	that	a	ranking	system,	
insignias and salutes would 
be reinstated. With the more 
explicit	(re)production	of	the	
“War on crime” discourse, 
aggressive and punitive 
behaviour	by	police	officials	
was validated, and particular 
spaces	(especially	those	
occupied	by	black	people	
who experience poverty and 
other structurally informed 
challenges)	have	been	
classified	as	“high	crime”	
areas that require increased 
“securitisation”	and	(in	some	
cases)	even	repossession	by	
the	state	(Lamb,	2018).	

During	a	sub-operation	of	
“Operation	Crackdown”	in	
the Capetonian township 
of Khayelitsha16 in 2000, 
for example, the SAPS and 
SANDF	conducted	a	24-
hour	lockdown	–	complete	
with	blockades,	patrols	by	
armed	security	officials,	
armoured vehicles and 
even helicopters. For Ryan 
Coetzee	(Community	Safety	
Advisor for the Western Cape 
Provincial	Government),	
these measures were 
necessary in order to 
demonstrate to community 
members that “[the 
provincial Government were] 
prepared to do anything 
and everything to win the 
war against criminals”. 

Instances of excessive force 
by the SAPS and SANDF 
have also been witnessed 
and documented elsewhere, 
especially during the 
#FeesMustFall Movement and 

16  Khayelitsha township was established in Western Cape Province in 1983, as 
part of the apartheid government’s Separate Development policy (Seekings & 
Nattrass, 2005). By 1995, the population of Khayelitsha had reached half a million. 
Since then, the population has continued to grow, making Khayelitsha the second-
largest township in SA, after Soweto township in Johannesburg.
17  The Cape Flats is an area located in the north of the city of Cape Town, SA. It is 
an expansive, low-lying, flat area that is situated to the southeast of the central 
business district of the city and includes mostly townships such as Bishop Lavis, 
Hanover Park, Langa, Nyanga, Khayelitsha, Manenberg and Steenberg. The Flats 
have a rich struggle history, rooted in apartheid’s geographical racism including 
Separate Development, and the people living there continue to experience the 
afterlives of these historical injustices and structural violences (Haysom & Shaw, 
2019).

at	the	Marikana	massacre	
(Lamb,	2018).	In	fact,	reports	
have indicated that between 
1997	and	2016,	the	police	
were responsible for the fatal 
shooting	of	(on	average)	385	
people annually, with a 100 
per cent increase in these 
fatalities	between	2005	and	
2009	(Independent	Police	
Investigative Directorate, 
as	cited	in	Lamb,	2018).	
More recently, in 2019, SA’s 
current Minister of Police, 
Bheki	Cele,	instituted	another	
“military	crackdown”	of	the	
Cape Flats17 area in order 
to squash gang violence 
(Haysom	&	Shaw,	2019).		

Hence, transformation 
efforts	in	the	postapartheid	
era attempted to shift 
the SAPS “from a militant 
and racist organisation 
serving the interests of a 
numerically small white 
elite [to] a democratic 
institution	that	would	reflect	
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the demographic diversity 
of a country and serve the 
interest of all South Africans” 
(Newham,	Masuku,	&	Dlamini	
cited	in	Viljoen,	2015).	
However, the aforementioned 
information	and	figures	
constitute important evidence 
to suggest that the SAPS 
remains militarised, and that 
other crises of legitimacy 
will be required to catalyse 
profound and tangible change 
at the organisational level 
(Lamb,	2018;	Viljoen,	2015).	

The “War on crime” engages 
in precisely the raced, classed 
and gendered oppressions 
and violences that formed 
part of historic governance. 
These	superficial	modes	
of “transformation” can be 
read as a symptom of the 
continued	(re)productions	of	
internalised colonial legacies 
in SA, where “the modern 
country was modelled after 
the	colonial	country:	black	
governors merely replaced 
white	ones”	(Toyin	Falala	
cited	in	Nkenkana,	2015).	This	
has re/created particularly 
problematic consequences 
for gender transformation 
in the country. 

During the transformation 
period, in which SA was 

transitioning to a newly 
established democracy, 
a critical interrogation of 
possibilities as to how the 
entrenched colonial and 
androcentric ethos of the 
country’s security systems 
could be dismantled was 
absent. Instead, security 
reform	focused	on	superficial	
gender mainstreaming 
policies that simply added 
women into conventional 
security systems, without 
consideration of deeply 
rooted military machismo 
culture	and	its	effects	within	
the security sector and 
beyond	(Clarke,	2008).	

Imagining decolonised African 
futures, feminist scholars 
(e.g.	Nkenkana,	2015)	have	
critiqued inclusion strategies, 
noting how inclusion largely 
fails to engender radical/
real change, especially when 
women are merely inserted 
into the same, unbending 
heteropatriarchal systems. 
In order to achieve tangible 
transformation,	different	
futures have to be imagined, 
with an explicit focus on 
decoloniality. 

For example, gender 
mainstreaming strategies 
tend to neglect consideration 

of the idea that women can 
and do adopt the values 
and behaviours espoused 
by heteropatriarchy and 
militarised androcentrism, 
meaning that the addition 
of more women to security 
systems	will	likely	not	
challenge existing misogyny, 
but may actually reinforce it 
(Clarke,	2008).	Attempting	to	
address these gaps, critical 
research	(e.g.	Viljoen,	2015)	
has since devoted greater 
attention to analysing the 
organisational culture of 
SA’s police and broader 
security systems. 

In sociological terms, the 
“organisational culture” 
of an institution refers to 
the	fundamental,	“taken-
for-granted	assumptions	
and deep patterns of 
meaning shared by 
organisational participants 
and manifestations of these 
assumptions and patterns” 
(Jermier	et al. cited in Viljoen, 
2015).	In	the	context	of	SA’s	
security sector, particular 
values and discourses 
are	(re)produced	in	the	
behavioural expressions 
of underlying assumptions 
around gender, and around 
masculinities,	specifically.	

There	are	stark	contradictions	
between the formalised 
policy	context	(which	provides	
rules and regulations for 
good governance and ethical 
policing	behaviour)	and	
that which plays out in the 
“canteen culture” of policing, 
which is more nuanced 
and transgresses the 
official	rules	of	the	security	
system	(Viljoen,	2015).

As earlier mentioned, 
Bourdieu’s	(1977;	1990)	
notion of habitus provides a 
useful	explanatory	framework	
to both understand and shift 
the organisational culture 
of law enforcement. The 
association of particular 
modes of behaviour, emotion 
performance,	and	affective	
attachments	(amongst	
others)	with	masculinity	is	
necessary.	Mankayi’s	(2008)	
work	also	demonstrates	
the role of the body in the 
performance of “military 
masculinities” that include 
exaggeration of some body 
performances and practice 
and minimising of others. 

In this reading, structuring 
structures mean that colonial 
modes of masculine memory 
and	being-in-the-world	will	
continue to be inherited by 
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subsequent generations 
of organisational subjects, 
unless the associations of 
particular organisational 
cultures with masculinity are 
dismantled	(Bourdieu,	1990;	
Mankayi,	2008).	

The	official	policy	context	
of the SAPS, for example, 
promotes the principles of 
gender equality, integrity, 
respect for diversity, 
honour, professionalism and 
excellence	(Clarke,	2008;	
Viljoen,	2015).	However,	
analyses of organisational 
patterns	(e.g.	Lamb,	2018;	
Viljoen,	2015)	have	illustrated	
that	the	unofficial,	“canteen	
culture” of the institution 
remains	hyper-masculinised	
and	(re)productive	of	
heteropatriarchal typologies. 
Masculinised culture in the 
security sector typically 

18  In line with Connell’s (1995) extensive work on “hegemonic masculinities” 
theory, it is important to recognise and emphasise the plurality and heterogeneity 
of masculine identities: whilst most theorists tend to label masculinised police 
culture as necessarily harmful, for example, it is worth noting that specific 
aspects of traditional police culture (such as emotional resilience) may also 
be advantageous to the efficacy of police, particularly in cases where there is 
exposure to extreme violence. 
It is also worth noting that there are police officials (masculine, feminine and 
queer/non-binary-identifying) who challenge and disrupt traditional notions of 
police “canteen culture”, but that we refer here to the overarching, but generally 
unspoken, rules of the security space in SA. Further research is required 
as to possibilities for counter-discourses and alternative police identities to 
be visibilised in SA and beyond, taking into consideration the ways in which 
the security sector has featured in society historically. These points are also 
supported by the work around habitus, where Bourdieu (1977) discusses the fact 
that modes of behaviour and relating can be resisted, even if they are entrenched 
deeply within organisations. 

endorses	the	(traditionally	
masculine)	values	of	
physicality, toughness, 
physical aggression and 
the censure of emotion 
(Clarke,	2008)18. 

During	fieldwork	and	
interviews	with	key	
informants and members of 
the SAPS at one of the largest 
police stations in the Western 
Cape	in	SA,	Viljoen	(2015)	
noted that sexist patterns 
were demonstrated both 
explicitly and implicitly. A 
male constable, for example, 
constructed systemic 
gendered dichotomies 
in overt terms, as they 
pertained to aspects of 
physicality and binarised 
work	roles	(Viljoen,	2015):

To cover you, you need extra 
men. It is not that I don’t trust 
the ladies, but a lady can’t take 
a man like a man would take 

a man. It is like they say; a 
woman can’t do a man’s job … 
it is just easier to work with a 
man. Because you know if you 
are looking ahead, someone is 
watching your back. (p. 53) 

In	a	different	interview,	
another	male	officer	stated	
that “men have to be 
protective over women. He 
is the one in charge of the 
household, so with a woman, 
he has to protect her. It is his 
duty to protect his female 
colleague”	(Viljoen,	2015,	p.	
52).	Another	male	officer	later	
stated	(Viljoen,	2015):

Women are much better 
administratively. We are 
men and we want to prove 
we are better outside. I have 
noticed that women are much 
better with administration. 
And that is it. In terms 
of communication and 
communication posts, there 
are few men who can keep up 
with the women. (p. 56)

In these statements, police 
work	is	constructed	as	men’s	
work,	and	the	position	of	
women within the policing 
milieu is questioned. The 
constable’s statement, for 
example, suggests that 
women	officers	are	not	
as capable of “watching 
your	back”	and	that	there	
are certain activities that 

women simply cannot do, as 
expressed overtly in the idea 
of	being	able	to	“take	a	man	
like	a	man	would	take	a	man”.	
The implication of these 
constructions is that men and 
women are inherently  
(in)capable	of	different	things,	
and that “ladies” are not 
designed to “do a man’s job”.  

In the second statement 
made by the male police 
officer,	the	gendered	
binaries characterising 
the SAPS organisation are 
subtly connected to broader 
gendered	configurations	and	
dynamics that play out in 
heteropatriarchal societies. 
The	officer	constructs	a	
parallel between male roles 
and responsibilities at home 
(private),	and	the	duties	that	
he	must	perform	as	an	officer	
on	the	job	(public).	

An overt gender dichotomy 
is established, and it is 
linked	explicitly	to	traditional	
gender typologies within 
militarism itself: the man 
is constructed as the 
protector, whilst the woman 
is construed as needing his 
protection. The protector–
protected discourse also 
connects to the constable’s 
earlier suggestion that 
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women are not as capable 
of protecting and defending 
fellow	police	officers,	and	
that	he	thus	prefers	to	work	
in the company of male 
colleagues	(Viljoen,	2015).	

The third statement, 
regarding female police 
officers’	proficiency	in	
administrative roles, serves 
to reinforce the ideas that 
are presented in the two 
preceding statements by 
other	male	officials.	The	
notion that one must 
“prove” their abilities is, 
in itself, an expression of 
hypermasculinity, drawing 
on stereotypes of men as 
generally more ambitious, 
assertive, active and agentic 
(Burke,	1998).	The	word	
“outside” introduces the idea 
of space, and raises questions 
around possibilities for how 
different	gendered	bodies	are	
(dis)allowed	to	occupy	it.	

The	male	officer	
associates	his	work	with	
the “outside” space, and 
thus constricts “feminine” 
work	(administrative	and	
communication	work)	to	the	
“inside” space, illustrating 
how sexist typologies 
constrain women to 
particular spaces within the 

institution. These spatial 
distinctions	are	(re)produced	
in the prior statement by the 
male	official	that	concerns	
women’s roles within the 
household: women are not 
“in	charge”	of	the	household;	
they require protection from 
the man, who must defend 
the household space and the 
women who occupy it.

In the same study, some 
female	officials	expressed	
a sense of frustration and 
anger at the strict gendered 
codes that underpin policing 
culture, resisting what their 
male counterparts had 
said	about	work,	space	and	
gender. A female constable, 
for	example,	stated	(Viljoen,	
2015):

At [this police] station I feel 
things are very manly. They 
view a woman as admin. Men 
see women as barefoot and 
pregnant in the kitchen. Now 
here [at the police station] 
they see you: woman equals 
admin. Here they think only 
the women can work inside 
and the men can work outside. 
It makes me so angry. I went 
through the same things 
[during training] as the men. 
All the things we have to do 
here. You have to open dockets 
and listen to complaints. We 
learned this at the station. 
Now why can’t men learn how 

to do this? It makes me mad 
with anger. (pp. 56–57)

In her statement, the 
police	official	confirms	the	
distinctions	between	male-
versus-female	space-taking	
in	the	context	of	police	work.	
She notes how the “manly” 
culture that characterises the 
station means that her role is 
limited	to	administrative	work	
that	is	also	confined	largely	
to the “inside” space, whilst 
her male peers are free to 
perform	their	work	(and	their	
identities)	in	the	“outside”	
space. Her construction of 
gender	also	makes	explicit	
links	between	the	gendered	
hierarchies and roles within 
the organisation, and broader 
gender	configurations	that	
feature prominently in South 
African society: “men see 
women as barefoot and 
pregnant	in	the	kitchen”.	

These stereotypes become 
entrenched in the institutional 
cultures of security systems 
so	that	women’s	work	is	
limited to safer “inside” 
spaces	and	“softer”	tasks	
such as administration 
and	communication	work.	
Interestingly, the above 
quotation also implies that 
there is a gendered double 

standard in the training 
that male versus female 
police	officials	receive	–	
women	officials	must	learn	
how	to	“open	dockets	
and listen to complaints”, 
but men “can’t” seem to 
“learn how to do this”. 

These constructions of 
police	training	and	work	
thus illustrate some of the 
ways in which the security 
sector remains highly 
gendered, dichotomised and 
misogynistic. The gendered 
division of police labour 
provides a strong, structural 
pathway for maintaining 
the status quo, which relies 
on naturalised myths of 
dichotomous sexed selves, 
subjectivities and identities 
(Connell,	1995;	Viljoen,	2015).	

However, statements 
by other female police 
officials	in	the	Viljoen	(2015)	
study demonstrated how 
military	masculinity	(the	
hypermasculinity associated 
with	police	canteen	culture)	
can become “unsexed” so that 
female	officers	and	soldiers	
adopt certain values that are 
espoused by misogyny within 
the	security	sector	(Eriksson	
Baaz	&	Stern,	2009).	This	
point relates to our earlier 
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discussions of militarism, 
where we illustrated how 
even	female-identifying	
soldiers are capable of 
enacting heteropatriarchal 
values and behaviours, 
including violence.

The functioning of police 
institutions is dependent 
on	the	(re)inscription	
of	particular	(violent)	
heterosexual male identities, 
meaning that femininities 
(and	their	associated	
characteristics	or	values)	
are deemed corrosive to the 
security	field	and	its	men.	
It follows, then, that police 
officials	of	all	genders	are	
often required to direct 
violence inwards, towards the 
“others	(femininities)	within”,	
so	that	they	can	“kill	the	
women in them” in order to 
fulfil	standards	of	militarised	
manhood	(Witworth	cited	in	
Eriksson	Baaz	&	Stern,	2009).	

In her interview with Viljoen 
(2015),	Captain	Edwina	
Loots constructed the issue 
of	police	ranking	with	the	
following statement about 
the	title	of	“Warrant	Officer”:

If you say ‘Warrant Officer’, 
immediately there is authority 
in the name. You can’t call 
your dog or your Rottweiler 

Meisietjie. People will laugh 
at you! But you can call it 
Nimrod, there’s authority 
in that name. So, it is good 
that that kind of approach is 
coming back, bringing back 
the discipline and so. (p. 54)

In this construction of the 
“Warrant	Officer”	position	
and title, Captain Loots 
makes	explicit	reference	to	
the powerful ways in which 
language conveys social 
(and	specifically,	gendered)	
phenomena. In order to 
explain the meaning that is 
associated with the naming 
of	police	ranks,	she	polarises	
two words: “meisietjie” 
(which	is	translated	to	mean	
“little	girl”	in	the	Afrikaans	
language)	and	“Nimrod”	
(referring	to	a	biblical	figure,	
often described in biblical 
terms	as	“the	first	on	Earth	to	
be	a	mighty	man”).	

In her view, the term 
“meisietjie” cannot be used to 
label	a	police	rank	(compared	
to	a	Rottweiler	dog)	because	
it	is	inherently	deficient	in	the	
authority and power that are 
required to convey the full 
might of the title. “Nimrod”, 
however, is a more applicable 
label	for	“Warrant	Officer”	
in that it espouses the 
traditionally masculine values 

of strength, aggression, 
primacy and might. 

These constructions point to 
the centrality of language, 
and the politics of naming, 
in the sphere of social 
institutions and civic life: 
words have the capacity to 
generate social worlds and 
perpetuate myths about 
gendered hierarchies. 
Loots’s words also suggest 
that she, herself, has 
internalised aspects of the 
hypermasculine culture that 
pervades the security sector 
in	which	she	finds	herself,	
because she positions the 
“little girl” as the subordinate 
of “Nimrod”. The feminine is 
thus positioned as inferior 
to the masculine, and this 
is constructed as legitimate, 
despite the fact that Loots is a 
woman	(Viljoen,	2015).

Captain Loots later 
constructed an incident in 
which she had experienced 
sexual harassment at the 
police station where she 
was	working.	At	the	time	of	
participating in the interview, 
she had lodged a formal 
complaint with the head of 
the police station, but nothing 
had been done to address 
the issue and she found 

herself	still	having	to	work	
with	the	male	officer	who	
had harassed her. She stated 
(Viljoen,	2015):	

If a man oversteps your 
boundaries and you say: ‘I 
don’t like that’, he won’t listen 
to you. If you make an official 
case, it is a lengthy process. 
So, women have to learn to 
look out for themselves in 
the workplace. I can teach 
the other girls: ‘listen, you 
have to be hard, it is a man’s 
world.’ When it comes to 
men, you have to be careful. 
When it comes to jokes 
below the belt, you shouldn’t 
participate. Even if it is in a 
group or in a big meeting 
and everyone is laughing. 
I know what it can lead to. 
There are a few women that 
I know of that made cases 
and nothing happened. 
Women just have to wipe their 
tears and move on. (p. 58) 

In her statement, Loots 
again demonstrates her 
internalisation of patriarchal 
assumptions and values 
about masculinities and 
femininities.	She,	like	the	
“other girls”, has to “be 
hard”	(masculine)	in	order	to	
survive in “a man’s world”, 
where	“soft”	(feminine)	
conduct will not be tolerated. 
For these reasons, Loots 
cannot	afford	to	display	
traits or behaviours that 
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are generally considered 
“feminine” – she must avoid 
vulnerability, and instead 
of pursuing and following 
up on the details of her 
sexual harassment case, 
must simply “wipe [her] 
tears and move on”. 

The	age-old	patriarchal	
axiom, “big boys don’t cry” 
seems	particularly	fitting	
in this instance because, 
institutionally, policing 
sanctions only performances 
of gender identities that align 
with hegemonic values. In 
the	“workplace”	that	Loots	
describes, men are the 
dominant players, and she 
(and	other	female	colleagues)	
must therefore adopt 
masculine	ways	of	thinking	
and behaving so as to avoid 
falling	behind	(Viljoen,	2015).

However, as is true of most 
patriarchal systems, Loots, 
and	other	female	officials,	
are also held responsible for 
the policing of their personal 
safety	both	in	the	workplace	
and in broader society. 
Instead of ensuring that 
male perpetrators of sexual 
crimes are held accountable, 
the	unspoken	rules	that	
govern police systems hold 
women responsible for the 

avoidance of victimisation: 
Loots, and other women 
generally, “have to learn to 
look	out	for	themselves	in	
the	workplace”	and	“have	to	
be careful” so as to ensure 
their protection and safety. 
Interestingly, and perhaps 
because	of	her	rank	status	
(“Captain”),	Loots	constructs	
herself as an instructor to 
“the other girls” about how 
to avoid sexual harassment, 
illustrating how women are 
often made responsible 
(rather	confusingly)	for	their	
victimisation and/or safety in 
relation to men. 

In most instances, Loots 
and the other female police 
officials	must	“become	men”	
if they wish to survive the 
workplace	canteen	culture,	
except where sexual humour 
is concerned. “When it 
comes	to	jokes	below	the	
belt,” Loots and the other 
women are cautious not 
to “participate”, because 
they	“know	what	it	can	lead	
to”	(sexual	harassment).	
These discourses highlight 
the double standards that 
women often encounter 
in heteropatriarchal 
societies, and the confusing 
messaging to which they 

are frequently exposed 
around sex and sexuality. 

In this particular instance, 
Loots and her female 
colleagues must not behave 
as the men do so that 
they can survive in the 
hypermasculine	workplace	
that policing creates, but 
they must also be careful 
not	to	threaten	the	men	(in	
this construction, through 
their participation in “lad 
culture”	or	“locker-room	
talk”),	because	this	will	lead	
to	sexual	harassment	(a	
form of violent punishment 
for women who have 
misbehaved by threatening 
masculinities)	(Viljoen,	2015).	

Our analysis of the gender–
military	nexus	(both	broadly	
and then as it pertains to a 
South	African	context)	has	
aimed to illustrate that the 
organisation of policing in 
the service of social order 
and containment during the 
COVID-19	pandemic	attests	
to	the	different	movements	
of masculinities as embedded 
through physical force and 
might, through the rule of 
law,	as	peace-keepers,	and	
as bureaucratic machines. It 
has also shown how gender 
is connected to the successful 

practice of dominant 
racialised nationalisms 
in SA, where a particular 
politics of in/valid living and 
un/grievability transpires 
and where some shadowy 
bodies are rendered less 
grievable than others. 

Throughout the theoretical 
analysis,	we	have	linked	
global features of the 
gender–military ideology 
nexus to salient features 
of postcolonial militaristic 
culture(s)	and	institutions	
at local levels, showing how 
the	relevant	psycho-social	
dynamics operate across 
different	systems	and	spaces.	
Of	particular	significance	
in this theoretical analysis 
are the ways in which it 
foregrounds ideas about 
policing and militarisation to 
understand and challenge 
(or	break)	re/inscriptions	
of violent heterosexuality 
and the rigidity of its 
associated gender binaries. 

With the theoretical 
anchorage	of	this	work	firmly	
in place, we now shift the 
focus towards our analysis 
of the “War on COVID-19”. 
To	do	this,	we	first	map	the	
architecture of war framing 
and militaristic lexicons as 
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they surfaced globally during 
the initial stages of the 
pandemic, before presenting 
our analysis of SA’s militarised 
state response to viral threat. 

Our analytic commentary in 
these sections hinges on a 
Feminist Critical Discourse 
Analysis	(CDA)19 that we 
conducted on a corpus of 
online news reports and 
national addresses by 
local	leadership	figures.	
As an analytic modality, 
Feminist CDA brings to 
the	fore	two	key	pillars	of	
feminist	post-structural	
work:	interdisciplinarity	and	
pluriversality, accommodating 
multiple possible meanings 
and readings, with 
gender at the centre.  

As mentioned in earlier 
sections	of	this	work,	
decolonial feminism 
draws	on	both	psycho-
social	and	feminist	post-
structural theories and 
methodologies to ground 
its critical analyses, and 
our application of Feminist 
CDA facilitated a nuanced 
reading of discursive frames 
in the “War on COVID-19”. 

 

19  See, e.g. Lazar, 2007; Weedon, 1987.

Through this application, we 
offer	a	unique	perspective	of	
some of the ways in which 
the	COVID-19	pandemic	is	
imbricated in oppressive 
power relations, whilst 
also putting decolonial 
feminist	thinking	to	work	
as	a	theoretico-political	
and decolonial intervention 
in	the	field	of	gender	
and sexuality studies. 

The “War on COVID-19”
War-Time Speeches as Discursive Worlds 
A speech is one of the most 
important instruments 
in the crafting of a war 
frame. Generally delivered 
to the public by politicians 
(rhetorically	mandated	
to champion and captain 
the	war	effort),	speeches	
and addresses provide the 
oratory means required 
to promote collective 
resource mobilisation and 
solidarity in response to 
enemy threat. In terms of 
linguistics, the structure 
and language features 
that tend to characterise 
wartime speeches are heavily 
ornamented, constituting a 
calculated	discursive	effort	
to convince audiences that 
war is the only solution to the 
identified	threat	or	problem.	

Political leaders must 
coerce their audiences into 
believing and accepting the 
war narrative, and this is 
typically achieved through a 
series of linguistic strategies 

that function to condemn 
the enemy, draw the battle 
lines, harness and intensify 
public emotion and civic/
moral duty, transmit updates, 
facts	and	figures,	and	assure	
people of imminent victory 
(Wenzlawski,	2011).	

A wartime leader with elegant 
oratorical powers will be able 
to craft and deliver speeches 
that persuade, manipulate 
and mobilise people’s 
energies	and	efforts	towards	
the theatre of war, despite 
the enormity and severity of 
war’s negative impacts on 
societies and lives. Wartime 
speeches, underpinned by 
the ancient discourse art 
of “rhetoric”, thus have the 
capacity to control and shape 
numerous aspects of civic life. 
Wenzlawski	(2011)	states	that:	

Speeches that deal with 
war mainly aim at creating 
a feeling of unity and 
enthusiasm and at enhancing 
patriotism by referring and 
appealing to a nation’s history, 
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ideology, convictions and 
values that are in danger 
and have to be defended. At 
the same time, the politician 
has to point out his own 
position, resolution, his 
personal authority and 
responsibility. All in all, it 
is his task to ‘promote’ the 
righteousness and necessity 
of a possible war. (p. 25)

As was highlighted in our 
analyses	of	the	Zika	and	
SARS-CoV	case	studies	in	
earlier sections, wartime 
speeches are themselves 
discursive worlds with 
performative power, in which 
leadership	figures	generate	
particular investments in 
specific	social	arrangements,	
including wider inclusionary/
exclusionary nationalist 
politics. Through state 
instruction, communicated 
with wartime rhetoric by 
skilled	political	orators,	
collective action is mobilised 
in defence of the nation 
state, and discursive frames 
collide and collude to  
(re)produce	specific	
responses to pathogenic 
threat. 

By analysing state 
addresses to the public 
20  In the subsequent section on SA’s “War on COVID-19”, we also note the 
nuanced connections (and inextricabilities) between gendered and racial axes of 
power, with particular regard to racialised heteropatriarchal nationalisms in the 
country.

(or	“wartime	speeches”	
in	the	“fight”	against	
COVID-19),	we	thus	hope	
to expose the manoeuvres 
of both militarised and 
authoritarian discourses, 
offering	an	articulation	of	the	
characteristics of global and 
local	COVID-19	responses.	
Threading through the 
central connections between 
gendered and military 
ideologies, we also aim 
to expose some of the 
ways in which historical 
patterns	of	gender-based	
discrimination are evidenced 
in and through the warring 
of the pandemic, and how 
too particular subjectivities 
and ideological constructs 
are	(re)asserted	to	work	
against the transformation of 
gendered power relations20. 

War/Military 
Frames in the 
Global COVID-19 
Context
In line with historical 
framings of infectious 
disease	outbreaks,	all	over	
the world, the response of 
governments and media 

to	the	COVID-19	crisis	has	
invoked	the	war/military	
frame. Unsurprisingly, the 
war frame has perhaps been 
nowhere more apparent than 
in the USA, where, under 
the governance of Donald 
Trump, there has been a 
resurgence of multiple, 
intersectional violences 
at the hands of white 
supremacist, conservative, 
heteropatriarchal and 
masculinist	regimes	(see,	e.g.	
Pulé	&	Hultman,	2019).	On	17	
March 2020, Trump declared 
on social media: “The world is 
at war with a hidden enemy. 
WE	WILL	WIN!”.	Speaking	at	
a press conference on the 
following	day,	he	(cited	in	
Connolly,	2020)	stated:	

The invisible enemy, it’s 
always the toughest enemy, 
the invisible enemy, but 
we’re going to defeat the 
invisible enemy, I think 
we’re going to do it even 
faster than we thought 
and it will be a complete 
victory, a total victory. 

When	asked	whether	he	
considered the USA as 
being	on	“war-time	footing”	
(ironically,	outside	of	its	
ongoing “War on terror” 
across numerous territories 
in	the	Middle	East)	during	the	
pandemic, Trump responded 

by	saying:	“I’m	looking	at	it	
that way…I view it as a …in a 
sense a wartime President, 
I mean that’s what we’re 
fighting…One	day	you	have	
to close it [the economy] in 
order to defeat this invisible 
enemy”. In this context, 
Trump’s “war” against the 
pandemic proved incredibly 
divisive, largely because 
he	framed	COVID-19	as	a	
“Chinese virus”, thereby 
invoking	racist	discourses	
and placing Asian American 
people	at	greater	risk	of	
social stigma and isolation 
(Connolly,	2020).		

Globally, other male political 
leaders	quickly	followed	suit	
and declared war against 
the	COVID-19	strain	of	
Coronavirus. In his address 
to	the	nation	on	16	March	
2020, French President, 
Emmanuel Macron, warned 
the people of France: “Nous 
sommes	en	guerre!”	(“We	
are	at	war!”).	In	Britain,	
Prime Minister Boris Johnson 
stated that the British 
Government	would	“act	like	
any wartime government”, 
also announcing the 
establishment of a “war 
room” where he and his 
cabinet ministers would 
develop a “battle plan”. 
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Australian leader, Scott 
Morrison, urged civilians to 
“summon the spirit of the 
Anzacs, of those who won 
the great peace of World War 
Two and defended Australia” 
(Connolly,	2020).	Overnight,	
the	COVID-19	war	frame	was	
adopted by other politicians, 
media outlets and journalists: 
doctors and nurses were 
“fighting	on	the	frontlines”,	
with “armies of volunteers” to 
“contribute towards the war 
effort”	(Enloe,	2020).	

These proclamations illustrate 
how, especially during times 
of crisis, war frames are often 
used to reassert the power 
of nation states through their 
leaders. In these discursive 
instances, masculinist 
leaders	(militarised	men	of	
action)	are	bolstered	and	
reinserted through the 
primacy of the war frame 
– as national pursuits – as 
beaconed	warring	figures.	
At international levels, 
pandemic response actors 
(across	state	and	media	
spheres)	had	resorted	to	
masculinist, default framing 
tactics at a time where unity 
and humanity were perhaps 
required more urgently than 
ever before in living memory. 

Aside from the dangerous 
and	deleterious	effects	of	
the war/militaristic frame 
that we have discussed in 
previous sections, during 
war	time,	conflict	and	
combat condone casualties, 
bodies become dispensable, 
people	are	required	to	make	
immense	sacrifices	and	
(certain)	groups	are	placed	at	
greater	risk	of	violence	and	
death because of persistent 
divisions in the social sphere. 

The idea of being “at war” also 
creates	significant	panic	and	
prevents	a	national,	unified	
response to human problems 
(Enloe,	1993;	Nerlich	&	James,	
2009).	Patterns	of	increased	
stigmatisation also tend to 
be experienced by particular 
groups, particularly where 
warring engages in a politics 
of foreignness in relation to 
disease	(in	this	case,	the	
“Chinese Virus”	exemplifies	
this strategy and its 
deleterious impacts for Asian 
American	people,	specifically)	
(Sontag,	2001).	

To reiterate, the war frame 
also	conceals	the	effects	
of	different	structural	
issues through discourses 
of	inevitable	sacrifice	and	
collateral	damage	(Enloe,	

1993;	Nerlich	&	James,	2009):	
for example, the fact that 
low-paid	women	were	most	
commonly found on the 
“frontlines”	against	COVID-19,	
running	increased	risks	of	
exposure to viral infection, 
was	masked	throughout	the	
early stages of the pandemic 
(Baldwin-Ragaven,	2020;	
Christoyannopoulos,	2020).	

In this way, war frames 
functioned to conceal deeper 
structural issues that are 
often	amplified	during	
pandemics, in that “declaring 
a war often leads to a curbing 
of critical discourse on the 
issues,	because	to	be	anti-war	
is perceived to be unpatriotic, 
even	treasonous”	(Hartmann-
Mahmud,	2002,	p.	92).	

In this reading, we would 
argue that the prevalence 
of	war	frames	to	make	
sense	of	the	COVID-19	crisis	
has	signified	that	military	
language, institutions, 
structures and hierarchies 
(replete	with	particular	
21  To reiterate: we take a particular scope of analysis that considers specifically 
the war frame and militarised response implemented by the state to manage 
the COVID-19 crisis. Whilst we adopt a specific scope of analysis (SA’s militarised 
response to the COVID-19 crisis; the state and its entities), we also acknowledge, 
and are mindful of, the connections and dialectical relationships between 
military ideologies and the broader everyday manifestations of heteropatriarchy 
that continue to disenfranchise, marginalise and injure women and LGBTQIA+ 
people. Military ideology, with its insistence on the performance of aggressive 
and hegemonic forms of masculine gender identities, can be considered as 
representing a (hyperbolised) microcosm of wider, generic gendered power 

kinds	of	naturalised	violence	
inscribed predominantly 
through coloniality and 
ongoing	heteropatriarchy)	
remain deeply entrenched 
(Christoyannopoulos,	2020).		

In order to break the frame 
from itself	(Butler,	2009),	
we now turn to a detailed 
analysis of SA’s own 
“War on COVID-19”, with 
specific	reference	to	two	
major	frames:	firstly,	the	
war frame as a means to 
construct the realities of 
the	COVID-19	crisis,	and	
secondly, the framing of 
increased GBV during the 
COVID-19	pandemic	as	that	
of a “shadow/secondary war/
pandemic”. Engaging with 
the	works	of	local	scholars	
including	Gqola	(2015),	Judge	
(2018)	and	Coetzee	and	Du	
Toit	(2018),	we	locate	and	
understand these discursive 
frames and their possible 
effects	with	particular	
reference	to	the	colony	(SA’s	
historical-political,	economic	
and	social	influences)21.
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South Africa’s “War on COVID-19” 
War/Militaristic Framing of the COVID-19 Pandemic 
and State Response 

relations: the gendered architecture of militarised responses reflects, and is 
informed by, but is also informative of, gender hierarchies and inequalities that 
extend beyond the level of the state. We thus work to locate militarised gender 
discourses within the broader systems that define them, and vice versa.
22  To see the graphic, please refer to Appendix A. Accessed at: https://www.
dispatchlive.co.za/news/2020-04-28-watch-durban-primary-school-pupils-have-
message-for-captain-sa/.

War is Declared and a 
Captain Emerges
SA’s initial state response to 
the	COVID-19	pandemic	was	
largely to wage war against 
the virus, with President Cyril 
Ramaphosa as the country’s 
Army Captain and a battalion 
of	military	officers	at	his	
command. Across the South 
African	government’s	COVID-
19-related	addresses	to	the	
nation, the war frame was 
used to construct the state 
response to the pandemic. 

The country’s war against 
COVID-19	began	“the	moment	
[the government] declared 
the Coronavirus pandemic a 
national disaster on Sunday 
15	March”	(Ramaphosa,	
2020e),	with	calls	from	the	
President to “marshal our 
every resource and our every 
energy	to	fight	this	epidemic”	
(Ramaphosa,	2020c).	In	the	
early stages of the country’s 
COVID-19	response,	the	war	

frame thus featured as an 
appeal to mobilise resources 
and collective action in 
response to the unfamiliar 
situation that was unfolding. 

A group of young learners at 
a primary school in Durban 
even went so far as to 
create a graphic that they 
titled “Captain Ramaphosa”, 
which depicts President 
Ramaphosa as a war leader22. 
In the image, Ramaphosa 
is positioned in the central 
foreground, whilst in the 
background	there	is	a	visual	
of a painted South African 
flag.	SA’s	Captain	is	clothed	
in	tight-fitting	combat	gear	
that is coloured in SA’s 
national hues of green, blue, 
yellow,	red,	white	and	black.	
The costume is reminiscent 
of the combat clothing 
that one might expect 
to see in contemporary 
superhero	films;	it	is	slick	
and aerodynamic.

In his arms, Captain 
Ramaphosa holds classic 
weapons of defence and 
attack:	a	large	shield	that	
bears the emblem of a 
star-shaped	South	African	
flag,	and	to	the	right	of	his	
body, there appear straps 
that seem to be connected 
to what could be a gun or a 
large sword. In his physicality, 
Captain Ramaphosa exudes 
the bravado and machismo of 
the male warrior archetype: 
his build is large, stately and 
muscular;	his	stance	strong	
and	steady;	and	his	facial	
expression determined, 
focused and serious 
(Mankayi,	2008).	

Prior	to	his	very	first	
address to the nation, 
Ramaphosa was reported 
to have consulted with an 
elite team of virologists, 
epidemiologists and scientists 
from the National Institute 
of Communicable Diseases, 
in	order	to	build	a	profile	
of	the	COVID-19	virus.	
Once	he,	and	a	working	
group of core Ministers and 
advisors, had formulated 
an initial response plan, the 
President	then	worked	to	
build broader consensus 
amongst	key	South	African	
politicians, religious leaders 

and	traditional	figures	across	
different	industries	and	
spaces. From the outset 
of the pandemic, the state 
and local media resorted to 
using discursive metaphors 
of war in order to elucidate 
a national response to the 
unfolding health crisis. 

In	SA’s	COVID-19	response,	
the war frame authorised 
the dominance of particular 
social actors to organise and 
disseminate information 
about the management of 
the pandemic. “As part of 
the	intensification	of	[the	
pandemic	response]	effort,	
[the government] decided 
to establish a National 
Command	Council	(NCC)	
chaired by the President”, 
and	a	network	of	response	
stakeholders	emerged,	
“led	by	an	Inter-Ministerial	
Committee, chaired by the 
Minister	of	Health,	Dr	Zweli	
Mkhize”	(Ramaphosa,	2020b).	
The Government “also sought 
the advice of the Ministerial 
Advisory Committee on 
COVID-19,	who	[were]	a	group	
of	highly	qualified,	respected	
and experienced scientists, 
clinicians, epidemiologists 
and public health experts” 
(Ramaphosa,	2020g).	
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Ramaphosa’s	first	address	
to the nation occurred 
on	15	March	2020,	where	
he “became a wartime 
President” during a war in 
which “he – and SA – [could 
not]	afford	defeat”	(Du	Toit,	
2020).	In	the	architecture	of	
SA’s	“war”	against	COVID-19,	
Ramaphosa	figured	as	one	of	
the	most	influential	social	and	
political actors, with his status 
as	President	affording	him	
increased levels of credibility, 
authority and power to 
shape and disseminate social 
representations and frames. 

That he, and other members 
of SA’s leadership, relied so 
extensively on war frames 
to construct the nation’s 
response	to	the	COVID-19	
pandemic is unsurprising, 
given	the	socio-political	
hegemony of war discourse 
in framing crises that 
occur in heteropatriarchal 
contexts, where there tends 
to be an overriding culture of 
masculinist	politics	(Ribeiro	
et al.,	2018).	Particularly	
considering the country’s 
history of colonialism and 
apartheid, and the primacy 
of racialised nationalisms, 
it is also no surprise that 
war frames and metaphors 
continue to form default 

components of our 
collective psyches and lexical 
repertoires	(Enloe,	1976).	

However, we discuss in 
the	analysis	(especially	
in relation to President 
Ramaphosa’s embodiments 
and enactments of 
presidency)	that	ideas	of	
coloniality and nationalism 
are	not	static	or	unbending;	
rather, that these are also 
resisted and dismantled 
in moments where the 
war frame is broken from 
itself (Butler,	2009).	

This reading also serves to 
complicate and unsettle 
taken-for-granted	beliefs	
about the connections 
between certain 
performances of masculinity 
and racialised nationalism, 
because it is shown, for 
example, that Ramaphosa 
himself challenged and 
broke	from	typical	warring	
discourses at several 
moments in his leading 
of the state response to 
COVID-19.	From	the	outset,	
President Ramaphosa 
engaged in a politics of 
presidential leadership that, 
even within the context of 
the war frame, shifted away 
from authoritarianism and 

insisted instead on strategies 
of unity, community and 
democratic nationalism 
in our management of 
the	COVID-19	crisis.	

He began many of his initial 
addresses to the nation by 
greeting the audience with 
“My fellow South Africans” 
(Ramaphosa,	2020b;	2020c;	
2020d;	2020e;	2020f)	and/
or “fellow compatriots” 
(Ramaphosa,	2020g).	These	
greetings signalled to the 
audience that they were part 
of	a	united,	broader	effort	
against the problems posed 
by the virus. 

Indeed, the immediate 
accompaniment of “fellow” 
to “my” symbolised 
Ramaphosa’s refusal to 
engage in the militaristic 
politics of hierarchy and 
rank:	he	did	not	pit	himself	
as superior to everyday 
civilians, but constructed 
South Africans with imagery 
of fellow travellers on a 
journey through war and 
shared citizenry, with the 
emotional, physical and other 
forms of support that the role 
of a travel companion might 
typically entail. He thus used 
discursive representations 
of a leadership of service 

through community, 
employing rhetorical 
strategies	that	evoked	a	sense	
of “joint battle” where all 
South	Africans	(the	President	
included)	went	to	war	against	
the	identified	enemy	–	a	
sense of marching together. 

The	imagery	evoked	by	the	
discourses in Ramaphosa’s 
above statements is powerful, 
especially if we consider 
that typical battle strategies 
usually	involve	the	first	
deployment	(or	dispense)	of	
the	so-called	“foot	soldiers”	
before	the	higher-ranking	
officers	in	the	battalion.	In	
these instances, Ramaphosa 
was thus engaging in 
discursive practices that 
challenged ideas around 
the bodily economies that 
normally manifest during 
periods of war: his body, 
the body of the President, 
was no more valuable 
than that of the everyday 
South	African	(Bourdieu,	
1977;	Mankayi,	2008).		

The tones of unity, 
community and nationalism 
were also evident in 
Ramaphosa’s continued 
constructions of South 
Africans as a collective front 
against the common enemy 
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of	COVID-19.	He	(2020d)	
referred, for example, to 
“the	58	million	South	African	
citizens and residents who 
[were] standing together 
as one in confronting [the] 
national health emergency”, 
stating	that	“if	we	work	
together,	if	we	keep	to	the	
path	we	know	we	have	
to	take,	we	will	beat	this	
disease”. The “path that had 
to	be	taken”	was	the	path	of	
war, emphasised through 
the notion of “beating” the 
virus as one might beat an 
opponent	in	a	fight.	

Ramaphosa	(2020b)	also	
made other, more explicit 
references to notions of unity, 
describing, for example, how 
“we [were] responding as a 
united nation to a common 
threat”, how “we [would] 
move ahead as one people, 
united	in	action”	(Ramaphosa,	
2020e)	in	what	he	constructed	
as	a	“national	effort	to	
combat the coronavirus” 
(Ramaphosa,	2020h).	In	these	
instances, discourses of unity 
against a common war enemy 
were used explicitly, evident 
particularly in the words 
“effort”	(reminiscent	of	“war	
effort”)	and	“combat”. 

These words are highly 
common in the lexical 
repertoires	of	wartime	talk,	
and they function to shape 
people’s	thinking	around	the	
ways in which to respond 
to	threat.	Asking	the	South	
African public to “remain 
united”	(Ramaphosa,	2020e),	
Ramaphosa	(2020f)	also	
requested: “Let us stand as 
one family and one nation” 
(Ramaphosa,	2020f),	“as	
we	[continued]	to	fight	
this pandemic together” 
(Ramaphosa,	2020g).	The	
word “fight” signals that 
the pandemic response 
constitutes a war, but the use 
of	emotive	language	(with	the	
word “family”,	for	example)	
also appeals to people’s 
moral and ethical duties to 
protect the country and its 
people against viral threat. 

Hierarchies Form
Despite calls for unity, 
within the war frame, a clear 
hierarchy emerged as to who 
could	speak,	and	who	should	
follow instructions. In the 
words of Captain Ramaphosa, 
“the relevant Ministers 
[would] provide details on 
the	process”	(Ramaphosa,	
2020e).	The	Ministerial	
Advisory Committee was 

given high levels of legitimacy 
in orchestrating the pandemic 
response, with Ramaphosa 
congratulating them “on the 
outstanding	work	that	they	
[had] done – together with 
their able support teams – to 
steer our country through 
this challenging and uncertain 
period”	(Ramaphosa,	2020b). 

However, the voice and 
“the decisions of the NCC” 
(Ramaphosa,	2020h)	were	
perhaps the most privileged, 
particularly during the initial 
phases	of	SA’s	COVID-19	
response. The NCC was 
mentioned frequently in the 
state’s	COVID-19-related	
addresses to the nation. 
The exact composition 
and responsibilities of 
this	committee	were	(and	
are	still)	not	entirely	clear,	
but it certainly resonated 
with images of archetypal 
command structures 
that feature popularly 
in the world of war. 

For	Haffajee	(2020),	the	
NCC conjures thoughts of 
American-style	war	bunkers	
that are typically reserved for 
the activities of presidents 
and “securocrats”, replete 
with the technologies of war 

such as large screens and 
a shiny, round conference 
table. In the popular 
(Western	and	patriarchal)	
war narrative, these “special 
forces” are often mandated to 
eliminate a particular enemy. 
In this case, the NCC became 
SA’s steering structure on 
the battleship against the 
“invisible	enemy”	of	COVID-19	
(Ramaphosa,	2020e).	

The term “command”, in 
itself, is an emblem of war, 
rank	and	hierarchy	that	
demarcates which social 
actors are legitimised 
and who is silenced. The 
centrality, power and opacity 
of such a structure, in a 
pandemic response that 
touted itself as democratic 
and	rights-focused,	were	thus	
questioned	(Haffajee,	2020).

The voices that were largely 
excluded and/or silenced 
during SA’s “War on COVID-19” 
represented social actors 
who	do	not	have	significant	
amounts of agency within 
heteropatriarchal systems 
of masculinist politics and 
national military cultures. 
With the leaders of the 
response being the South 
African Government, the NCC 
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and	a	network	of	associated	
scientists and experts, little 
space was left for other 
voices to be foregrounded 
during the health crisis. 

Public servants, for example, 
“all	those	essential	workers”,	
were “saluted” as “our unsung 
heroes”	(Ramaphosa,	2020d)	
and “tribute” was paid to 
“nurses, doctors […] and 
community	fieldworkers”	
only minorly, especially in 
comparison to the frequency 
with which the NCC and 
the Ministerial Advisory 
Committee were mentioned 
(Ramaphosa,	2020d),	and	
despite the fact that essential 
services were constructed 
as being “in the frontline of 
the	fight	against	COVID-19”	
(Ramaphosa,	2020g).	

In this reading, it is also worth 
noting that the construction 
of	frontline	workers	(such	as	
people	working	in	medical	
domains)	as	“war	heroes”	has	
the	effect	of	scapegoating	
and concealing the fact that 
the country’s health system 
operates	(even	outside	
of	pandemic	conditions)	
in ways that are stressful, 
under-resourced	and	
poorly	managed	(see,	e.g.	
Maphumulo	&	Bhengu,	2019).

Across the world, and in 
SA, most of these “frontline 
workers”	were	women,	
who	seemed	to	be	spoken	
for by male politicians and 
experts as the crisis unfolded, 
remaining in a shadowy 
background	and	doing	
“behind-the-scenes”	work.	
In	mainstream	media	(e.g.	
Bhalla	&	Wuilbercq,	2020),	
female	community	workers	
(in	SA	and	in	other	African	
countries)	were	largely	
constructed	as	second-class	
“soldiers”	who	were	fighting	
against	COVID-19,	but	
remaining invisible. 

Consider, for example, 
the following construction 
of female community 
fieldworkers	in	Kenya	(Bhalla	
&	Wuilbercq,	2020):

The mother of three is not 
a doctor, nurse or medic of 
any sort — just one of tens 
of thousands of ordinary 
African women who, without 
fanfare, battle the virus in 
their communities. Poorly paid 
or not at all, these unsung 
armies of mostly female 
community health workers 
have for years doled out 
advice and health services 
to families living in remote 
villages and urban slums 
who lack formal support. 

Recruited and trained by 
government and charities 
— they are found from 
Kenya to Tanzania, Ethiopia 
to Malawi, Liberia to SA 
— the women go door to 
door, dispensing advice 
on everything from family 
planning to immunizations. 
Now, as transmission of the 
new coronavirus spreads, 
women like Omondi are 
essential foot soldiers in 
the ‘War on COVID-19’. 

Notions	of	increased	risk	
during pandemics are at 
once gendered, ethical and 
uniquely	social	(Baldwin-
Ragaven,	2020).	During	
pandemics and other 
health crises, the majority 
of	healthcare	workers	
and people operating on 
the “frontlines” of disease 
response tend to be women 
(Godderis	&	Rossiter,	2013.	
The moral imperatives and 
gendered constructions of 
one’s “duty to care” inscribe 
contemporary	differences	
in pandemic planning and 
response	(Godderis	&	
Rossiter,	2013;	John,	Casey,	
Carino,	&	McGovern,	2020).	

These	differences	are	not	
dissimilar to historical 
gendered dynamics that 
played	out	(and	continue	to	
be	produced)	during	wartime:	

a	long-accepted	axiom	of	
war is that, whilst the men 
of a country are in combat, 
the “duty to care” falls on a 
society’s women, who must 
contribute	to	the	war	effort	
by nursing and nurturing until 
(and	after)	the	war	is	over.	

These constructions of the 
“duty to care” are explicitly 
gendered, in that they are 
underpinned by a set of 
discursive assumptions 
about the universal capacity 
for women to provide care 
and their inherent moral 
duty to their communities. 
In a study of the language 
that is used to construct 
the “duty to care”, Godderis 
and	Rossiter	(2013)	
highlight that historically 
and contemporarily, calls 
for frontline volunteers 
often	appeal(led)	to	these	
naturalised assumptions, with 
language of ethical obligation 
and moral coercion. 

A particularly explicit example 
of this didactic language was 
identified	in	a	call	from	a	
1918	issue	of	The Courier (a	
popular English newspaper 
in	the	United	Kingdom)	
that implored women to 
volunteer on the frontlines 
of	the	influenza	epidemic:	
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“If you have a soul, you will 
volunteer	at	once”	(Godderis	
&	Rossiter,	2013,	p.	306).	

This call clearly based the 
identities of women on their 
capacities as caregiving 
subjects, suggesting that 
the duty to care was not an 
individual choice in which 
potential volunteers could 
consider	the	risks	and	
benefits	relative	to	their	
personal and intersectional 
circumstances. Rather, 
the duty to care was a 
social duty, connected 
intimately with moral ideas 
about	what	makes	a	“good	
woman”	(someone	with	a	
soul),	and	constructed	as	
someone	who	offers	their	
services unquestioningly 
for	the	benefit	of	the	
broader community. These 
assumptions place women 
at	disproportionate	risk	of	
contracting	pandemic-related	
illnesses, and they also attest 
to the idea that the bodies 
of women and girls are often 
less valid, less grievable and 
more dispensable in the 
wider social operations of 
most modern societies.  
In the Hubei Province of 
China, for example, 90 per 
23  To view the online report that provides this, and other COVID-19-related 
statistics for China, refer to the following link: https://clb.org.hk/content/women-
workers-frontline-battle-against-coronavirus.

cent	of	COVID-19	frontline	
workers	were	women	–	as	
in many other parts of 
the world23. Not only are 
these	frontline	workers	
more susceptible to viral 
infection, but there is also 
evidence to suggest that they 
are mistreated and even 
harassed during periods of 
crisis, such as was reported 
by women in China and 
in	Singapore	(John	et al., 
2020).	Despite	considerable	
evidence that these gendered 
patterns occur during health 
emergencies and other 
crises, however, women 
are generally expected to 
continue absorbing additional 
pandemic-related	stress	
and violence, but remain 
conspicuously invisible in 
policies that are intended 
to inform comprehensive 
and egalitarian pandemic 
response management 
systems	(Godderis	&	Rossiter,	
2013;	John	et al.,	2020).			

Enemy Targets Identified 
and Extraordinary 
Measures Implemented 
The	COVID-19	response	
network,	headed	by	the	state,	
constructed the pandemic as 
a “situation that [called] for 
an	extraordinary	response;	
[for which] there [could] 
be no half measures”, and 
thus	“decided	to	take	urgent	
and drastic measures to 
manage the disease, protect 
the people of [their] country 
and reduce the impact 
of the virus on society” 
(Ramaphosa,	2020b).	

In	the	“fight	against	the	
coronavirus”	(Ramaphosa,	
2020d;	2020i),	the	“best	
defence against the virus” was 
to “contain/control the spread 
of	the	disease”	(Ramaphosa,	
2020c).	For	these	reasons,	
the state response involved 
announcing	“a	package	of	
extraordinary measures to 
combat this grave health 
emergency”	(Ramaphosa,	
2020c),	including	an	
“integrated and coordinated 
disaster management 
mechanism that [would] 
focus on preventing and 
reducing	the	outbreak	of	this	
virus”	(Ramaphosa,	2020b).	

“Strict infection control 
measures”	(Ramaphosa,	
2020g)	were	implemented	
in order to “combat the 
spread of the Coronavirus” 
(Cele,	2020).	Measures	such	
as	the	21-day	lockdown	
were constructed as 
“extreme” and “aggressive”, 
but vital precautions that 
“[the government] had to 
embark	upon	in	response	
to	the	COVID-19	pandemic”	
(Ramaphosa,	2020d).	“[The	
government was] forced 
to	take	aggressive	action	
against an invisible enemy 
that [had] threatened our 
lives and the lives of our 
loved	ones”	(Ramaphosa,	
2020e),	and	so	it	“[put]	in	
place enhanced measures 
of surveillance, infection 
control and management” 
(Ramaphosa,	2020g).	

The containment of the 
COVID-19	virus	would	
thus be achieved through 
“an extensive tracing 
system [that was] rapidly 
deployed”	(Ramaphosa,	
2020d),	“enabling	the	rapid	
deployment of dedicated 
screening and testing teams” 
(Ramaphosa,	2020f)	to	
“ensure that our response 
to the pandemic [could be] 
as precise and targeted 
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as	possible”	(Ramaphosa,	
2020e).	Overnight,	“the	fight	
against	COVID-19	[became]	
part of our daily lives” 
(Ramaphosa,	2020f).

The “invisible enemy” 
(Cele,	2020)	was	rendered	
visible, and constructed as 
a major threat, through its 
personification	within	the	
war frame that was being 
used by SA’s pandemic 
response	network.	The	
uncertainty of the pandemic 
situation was constructed 
with discourse metaphors 
of war, with the President 
stating that “this [was] 
unchartered territory for 
us	all”	(Ramaphosa,	2020d).	
In order to provide a sense 
of familiarity and certainty, 
and thus remedy the sense 
of instability and panic that 
had arisen in the country, 
the state relied on the war 
frame to craft an accessible 
pandemic response. 

Traditional conceptualisations 
of war typically involve 
two opposing “sides” that 
engage in combat against 
each other, and dichotomies 
such as “victor–loser” and 
“enemy–ally” are established 
to demarcate clear lines of 
conflict	on	the	battlefield.	

In the war against viral 
outbreak,	COVID-19	was	
constructed	as	the	key	
antagonist of SA’s allied 
forces against disaster. 

Taking	the	lead	in	the	
“fight	against	COVID-19”	
(Ramaphosa,	2020f),	
Captain Ramaphosa warned 
civilians that “[they were] 
battling a contagious virus” 
(Ramaphosa,	2020b).	
He further stated that 
COVID-19	posed	a	“human	
catastrophe of enormous 
proportions in [the] country” 
(Ramaphosa,	2020c);	it	was	
a “grave health emergency” 
(Ramaphosa,	2020d)	that	
could “overwhelm even 
the	best-resourced	health	
system within a matter of 
weeks”	(Ramaphosa,	2020e).	

Anthropomorphised as 
an enemy agent to the 
South African state and its 
people,	COVID-19	became	a	
“very real” force that “[was] 
spreading rapidly”, that 
“[posed] a great danger 
to every one of us and to 
our	society”	(Ramaphosa,	
2020d),	and	that	“[had]	
caused human and economic 
devastation across the 
world”	(Ramaphosa,	
2020f),	resulting	in	a	“life-

destroying pandemic” 
(Ramaphosa,	2020i).	

The virus was thus 
personified	as	being	capable	
of mass destruction, 
with certain areas being 
“hardest hit by the disease” 
(Ramaphosa,	2020i).	The	
function	of	personification,	
in this instance, was thus to 
give a face to an unfamiliar 
threat, but also to give the 
South African state authority 
and	legitimacy	to	“take	
aggressive action against 
an invisible enemy that 
[had] threatened our lives 
and the lives of our loved 
ones”	(Ramaphosa,	2020e).	

Unity in Adversity: 
Captain Ramaphosa and 
Sacrifice 

During periods of war and 
conflict,	it	is	not	uncommon	
for	war	leaders	to	speak	
of	“making	sacrifices”	
towards	the	war	effort	–	be	
they in the form of human 
life, land, or resources, 
for example. Often, the 
sacrifices	that	people	must	
make	are	constructed	
(even	justified)	as	inevitable	
in the context of enemy 
invasion, for which the only 
viable solution is to engage 

in hard combat so that 
peacetime can be restored. 

Speaking	on	the	continuation	
of	the	first	“hard”	lockdown	
in	SA,	Ramaphosa	(2020d)	
stated: 

The next 17 days will be 
difficult for everyone. 
Parents are worried about 
the safety of their children. 
Small business owners and 
informal traders are losing 
much or all of their income. 
Workers are worried about 
their jobs. The elderly and 
the frail need people to care 
for them. Some of those who 
live on the streets are without 
shelter or food. Students 
are missing their lessons in 
class and are worried about 
the future. All of us are 
experiencing great hardship 
and great anxiety at this time.

In this statement, Ramaphosa 
empathised	with	the	difficult	
experiences that many South 
Africans	(ranging	in	age,	
occupation,	background,	
class,	etc.)	would	likely	
endure during the period 
of militarisation that 
characterised the country’s 
“War on COVID-19”. He once 
again positioned himself as 
“one of us” by showing that 
South Africans would be 
equalised in their collective 
suffering	and	hardship	
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during the pandemic. 
Drawing again on the war 
frame in his constructions 
of the pandemic response, 
Ramaphosa	(2020e)	explained	
to the South African public 
that “we are all called upon, 
at some time in our lives, 
to	make	great	sacrifices	
for our own future and for 
the future of others”. 

In the same address, he 
later stated that “there are 
times when we must endure 
hardship	and	difficulty,	so	
that we can enjoy freedom 
and prosperity into the 
future”	(Ramaphosa,	2020e),	
where	“a	very	different	
SA and world await us” 
(Ramaphosa,	2020f).	In	these	
constructions of personal and 
collective	sacrifice	in	times	
of adversity, Ramaphosa 
justifies	the	war	effort	by	
intimating that an improved 
future	(one	characterised	by	
“freedom” and “prosperity”)	
awaits those South Africans 
who are willing to devote 
themselves	to	the	fight	
against Coronavirus.

President Ramaphosa 
once again challenged the 
authoritarian disposition 
and habitus of	war-time	
presidencies, however, when 

he later appealed to South 
Africans with the expression 
“Thuma	Mina”.	Speaking	to	
the public about the details 
of	the	“hard”	lockdown,	
he	(2020b)	urged	that	
“[the] national emergency 
[demanded] cooperation, 
collaboration and common 
action [and that it required] 
solidarity, understanding 
and compassion”. In this 
statement, he again resorted 
to a tone of urgency and 
persuasiveness, encouraging 
enhanced unity in the 
collective	effort	to	survive	
the pandemic. He went on 
to state that “this [was] the 
most	definitive	Thuma	Mina	
moment for the country” 
(Ramaphosa,	2020b).	

The expression, Thuma Mina, 
can be translated to mean 
“Send Me” in the South 
African	language	of	isiZulu,	
and it was made famous 
in a song composed and 
performed by acclaimed local 
jazz musician and scholar, Dr 
Hugh	Masekela.	It	finds	its	
origins in Biblical discourses 
that	were	taken	up	by	many	
black	churches	in	community	
contexts across SA, and it has 
connotations of service: the 
prophet, Isaiah, responds to 
the Lord’s question whom 

shall I send by declaring here 
I am; send me. In this reading, 
the Thuma Mina frame 
(used	within	the	broader	war	
frame)	constructs	service	
and humility – not only on 
the part of everyday South 
Africans,	but	especially	(and	
even	foremost)	on	behalf	of	
President Ramaphosa. 

Ironically,	if	we	take	the	full	
Biblical context into account 
(God	asks,	Isaiah	responds),	
then we may even say that 
traditional	wartime	ranks	
and roles are subverted 
here:	we	(the	South	African	
people)	ask,	and	Ramaphosa	
responds. Hence, through 
his employment of these 
particular framings, 
Ramaphosa signalled to the 
public that he would be of 
service to us, and, once again, 
resisted popular discourses 
of the authoritarian leader.

Another strategic use of 
personal pronouns can be 
identified	in	the	ways	in	
which Ramaphosa elected 
to conclude many of his 
addresses to the nation 
during the early stages of 
pandemic response. The 
refrains “we will overcome” 
(Ramaphosa,	2020b;	2020d;	
2020f;	2020g;	2020i),	and	“we	

will	succeed”	(Ramaphosa,	
2020d)	featured	frequently,	
functioning to construct 
the South African public as 
working	together	in	a	united	
front against viral threat. As is 
popular in wartime speeches, 
a highly persuasive tone can 
be heard in Ramaphosa’s 
introductory and concluding 
greetings to his audiences: 
he uses personal pronouns, 
including the repetitive use 
of “we” to convince South 
Africans that “[they] are a 
nation at one, and [they] 
will surely prevail” in victory 
(Ramaphosa,	2020c;	2020d).	

Another oratorical strategy 
that is common in the crafting 
of wartime speeches is to 
appeal to a supreme being 
for the protection of lives and 
land, and for the insurance 
of eventual triumph against 
enemy threat. In at least 
five	of	his	addresses	to	the	
nation,	Ramaphosa	(2020d;	
2020e;	2020f;	2020h;	2020i)	
concluded with the refrain 
“may God bless SA and 
protect her people”. 

Features of a Military 
State 
At the command of any 
great wartime President 
is an army of core military 
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men who give legitimacy to 
the war frame, and execute 
orders from above. In the 
militarisation of SA under 
pandemic conditions, one 
of	Ramaphosa’s	right-hand	
military men was Minister 
of	Police,	Bheki	Cele,	who	
was	quick	to	declare	war	
against	the	COVID-19	
virus in early April. 

Speaking	to	South	Africans	
during the earliest stages 
of	Level	5	lockdown,	Cele	
(2020)	proclaimed:	

This war we find ourselves in is 
not a war against any citizen 
of this country, but is a war 
against a common enemy, the 
Coronavirus. Whoever breaks 
the law and chooses to join 
the enemy against the citizens 
will face the full might of the 
law and police will decisively 
make sure that we defend the 
people of SA […] Let us unite 
against the virus. Remember, 
our aim is to arrest the 
virus not to arrest people.

In this statement, Cele 
(2020)	drew	heavily	on	the	
lexical	repertoires	offered	
by war frames, pitting all 
South Africans against a 
personified	COVID-19	virus.	
However, he also positions 
military	masculinities	(in	
“law	and	police”)	as	the	
guardians of safety and 

health in the country. 
Interestingly, dissenters 
who challenge the “might” 
of these army legions are 
constructed as colluding with 
Coronaviral enemies, which 
re/inserts the expression of 
heteropatriarchal racialised 
nationalism into the war 
frame. The above statement 
thus also elucidates how 
the war frame encourages 
particular divisions and 
investments	in	in-group/
out-group	dynamics,	with	
those for the war being 
constructed as patriotic, 
versus those against the war 
being framed as unruly and 
disobedient of the state. 

Ramaphosa and Cele 
were	quickly	joined	by	
other	political	figures	in	
the construction of the 
COVID-19	response	as	a	
war. Addressing South 
Africans, Health Minister, 
Zweli	Mkhize,	stated:	“Hard	
combat means we have to 
turn ourselves into soldiers, 
ready	to	fight.	Every	South	
African should be a soldier 
[…] we are determined to 
suffer	as	few	casualties	
as	possible”	(Mokati,	
2020).	In	an	interview,	Dr	
John	Nkengasong	(the	
Director of Africa Centres 

for Disease Control and 
Prevention)	later	stated:	
“We must demonstrate 
a unity of purpose and 
work	collectively	to	wage	
and win the war against 
COVID-19”	(Ighobor,	2020).	

In SA’s war against the 
virus, every civilian was 
encouraged to become a 
soldier against pathogenic 
threat, with Ramaphosa 
(2020g)	explaining	that	“by	
following basic defensive 
practices, we [could] reduce 
both the number of infections 
and the number of deaths”, 
and that “the power to defeat 
Coronavirus [was] in our 
hands”	(Ramaphosa,	2020i).	

The use of the word 
“defensive” to construct the 
hygiene and safety protocols 
(regular	and	thorough	
washing of hands, “social 
distancing”, wearing of face 
coverings,	etc.)	implied	that	
South African civilians were to 
become foot soldiers against 
the virus, responsible not only 
for their personal protection, 
but for the safety of their 
fellow	citizens	(comrades	
and	brothers-in-arms	in	the	
battle	against	COVID-19).	
24  The full address was filmed and published online. It can be accessed at the 
following link: https://www.enca.com/news/livestream-ramaphosa-addresses-
saps-sandf-ahead-21-day-lockdown

In these discursive frames, 
everyday people were 
thus	urged	to	take	on	the	
performative and bodily 
characteristics of soldiers. 
Particularly considering 
the harmful pressures and 
effects	of	the	militarisation	
process on the bodies and 
psyches	of	military	men	(refer	
to	our	reflections	around	
the process of becoming a 
soldier	in	earlier	sections),	
this framing may be read as 
threatening the safety and 
wellbeing of people. 

The foot soldiers of early 
lockdown	conditions,	
mandated to “defend the 
people of SA”, were members 
of	the	SAPS	and	(initially,	
in	March	and	early	April)	a	
team	of	3 000	soldiers	from	
the SANDF. Before their 
deployment, Ramaphosa 
addressed	600	of	these	army	
officials	at	the	South	African	
Military	Base	in	Doornkop24. 
He delivered the address 
clothed in full army uniform 
(refer	to	Appendix	B):

Your mission is to save lives. 
We are not the only country 
waging war against an 
invisible enemy – Coronavirus. 
In you, our people have a 
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defence mechanism. Tonight, 
you begin the most important 
calling of your mission, to save 
the lives of South Africans. 
You are required to go out 
and save the lives of the 57 
million South Africans who 
live in the borders of our 
country. A lot rests on your 
shoulders. As soldiers, you 
took an oath: an oath to 
be faithful to the Republic 
of SA against violence, war 
and insurrection but also a 
danger like the one in our 
hands now – Coronavirus. 

You are not only the defender 
of our democracy but the 
defender of the lives of our 
people, their health and 
wellbeing […] I say your 
mission is to restore the lives 
of the people of SA. That is 
what you are called on to do. 
You are required to support 
our police, work with them, 
walk among our people and 
defend them against this virus. 
You are required to do this in 
the most understanding way, 
in the most respectful way, in 
the most supportive way. Let 
us make sure we as the police 
service do not do anything to 
violate the rights of our people 
by mistake or unintentionally. 
Let us go and do right by the 
people of SA and save their 

25  In this address, it is clear that Ramaphosa once again challenged the 
conventions of militarism and broke the war frame, urging the army personnel to 
avoid the use of violence.
26  The term “liberation struggle” is commonly used in SA. It refers to the anti-
apartheid struggle that occurred (mostly on the part of black South African 
people) against the National Government between 1948 and 1994. The struggle 
was led mostly by the United Democratic Front (UDF), in collaboration with 

lives. This is the hour. This is 
the moment you trained for25. 

The	law	enforcement	officers	
from the SAPS and the SANDF 
were stationed mainly in 
informal settlements and 
townships,	with	heavy	fines	
being implemented as 
penalties for transgressions 
of	lockdown	regulations.	In	
order to enforce quarantine 
orders, the state also 
established more than 190 
roadblocks	and	over	680	
vehicle	checkpoints	across	
SA, with Cele encouraging 
security forces to “destroy” 
any establishments that 
were selling liquor, and 
authorising the use of force 
to bolster the ban on alcohol 
sales	(Nicolson,	2020).	

In legal terms, the SAPS 
was not entitled to follow 
these orders, and many 
people questioned Cele’s 
(unlawful)	instructions	to	law	
enforcement. Cele, however, 
responded to dissenters by 
stating that because of his 
involvement in the liberation 
struggle26, it was not possible 

for	him	to	make	unlawful	
statements concerning the 
mandate of law enforcement 
during	the	lockdown	period.	

The Minister of Police then 
went on to defend the SAPS 
and the SANDF, stating that 
“officers	know	the	law”.	
Complaints that security 
personnel had used excessive 
force were later dismissed 
by Cele, who commented 
that “the South African police 
forever	know	what	they	
are supposed to do”, but 
that there were “one or two 
areas” where the police were 
“not	keen	on	compliance”	
(Nicolson,	2020).	

Certain factions within the 
South African media were 
particularly critical of this 
state	of	affairs,	warning	that	
the country would soon 
resemble a military state 
and urged government 
to mobilise the SANDF in 
terms of its constitutional 
mandate: to preserve 
life, health or property in 
emergency or humanitarian 
relief	operations;	to	ensure	
the provision of basic 
essential	services;	and	to	
support any department 
of state, for example, in 
Umkhonto we Sizwe (a clandestine military wing of the ANC). For more information 
related to the liberation struggle, refer to Seekings and Nattrass, 2005.

socio-economic	upliftment	
(Green	&	Farr,	2020).	

The actions of the military in 
fact bypassed the instructions 
that had been provided to 
them by the President when 
he had addressed them at 
the	Doornkop	base,	perhaps	
alluding to the hegemony of 
militaristic ideologies, and 
their natural predisposition 
for excessive violence and 
force, even in the context of 
having	been	given	a	different	
mandate. In response to 
military violence, Ramaphosa 
once again challenged the 
notion that South African 
military	officials	should	resign	
themselves to violence as a 
default response, urging that:

We need to consistently affirm 
that the rights of all people 
to life and dignity stands at 
the centre of our response to 
the Coronavirus, and that we 
must stand firm against any 
actions that infringe on these 
and other basic human rights 
(Ramaphosa, 2020g).

Above all, I pledge once 
again to ensure that your 
rights are respected and 
upheld, especially by those 
who have been entrusted 
with this responsibility 
(Ramaphosa, 2020f).
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Very	early	on	during	Level	5	
lockdown	conditions,	reports	
emerged of incidences in 
which the SAPS and the 
SANDF had exerted excessive 
and unnecessary force in 
their policing of certain areas 
and	people.	In	the	first	seven	
days	of	lockdown	alone,	more	
than	2 000	people	had	been	
arrested	for	quarantine-
related infractions and 
allegations had surfaced 
that	police	and	army	officials	
were murdering and raping 
people	(see,	e.g.	Khumalo,	
Masuabi,	&	Nyathi,	2020).	
Despite	Ramaphosa’s	(2020f)	
warnings against the use of 
excessive force and violence, 
masculinist and militaristic 
practices abounded in certain 
areas of the country.

Our discussions in previous 
sections, centred around 
militarism,	peacekeeping	and	
humanitarian responses, 
have illustrated the ways in 
which hypermasculinities 
tend to dominate over 
subordinate masculinities, 
women and children during 
periods of crisis. This 
gendered hierarchy tends 
to be especially visible 
in	situations	where	first-
responders are mostly male 
and	those	who	are	suffering	

the impacts of the crisis 
become feminised because 
of their disempowered 
positionalities, and 
subsequent dependence on 
security	forces	(military	men)	
for safety and access to basic 
necessities	(Smith,	2019).	

In the latter half of April 2020, 
Captain Ramaphosa and 
his	right-hand	lieutenant,	
Cele,	deployed	70 000	
troops to “govern the 
lockdown”,	“intensify	hygiene	
control” and “ensure the 
restriction of persons and 
goods”. “New regulations 
[were] gazetted”, and SA 
began to show features of 
a	military	state	(Maseko,	
2020;	Ramaphosa,	2020b).	

The “deployment of the 
SANDF” saw “joint operations” 
with the SAPS, complete 
with “foot patrols” where 
soldiers were “visible in 
the	streets”	(Cele,	2020).	
Ramaphosa “deployed” these 
soldiers to “[ensure] that 
the measures [Government 
was] announcing [were] 
implemented”	(Ramaphosa,	
2020c)	and	the	key	mandate	
of	over	“70 000	defence	
force personnel [was] to 
assist with various parts 
of [the Government’s] 

Coronavirus response” 
(Ramaphosa,	2020e).	

Gendered social economies 
played out explicitly during 
this period, with military 
masculinities enjoying 
primacy in the hierarchy 
that came to characterise 
SA’s	COVID-19	response	
management system. 
However, gendered 
configurations	and	politics	
also intersected with other 
identity vectors including 
race and class: two of the 
most salient proxies for 
wealth, wellbeing and relative 
advantage in contemporary 
SA	(Morrell,	Jewkes,	&	
Lindegger,	2012).	

The military was deployed 
not	in	the	wealthy,	middle-
class enclaves that dot 
Johannesburg’s northern 
suburban map, but mostly 
in	townships	and	under-
resourced,	inner-city	areas,	
giving an indication of 
the	racial	skewness	and	
problematic classist and 
racist assumptions that 
persist in postapartheid 
SA: militarisation is 
underpinned	by	specific	
conceptions as to where 
potential	“troublemakers”	
are residing, and is thus 

complicit in supporting a 
historically-informed	system	
of racism and classism 
that disenfranchises and 
devalues	poor,	black	
South African people in 
particular	(Arnold,	2020).

As a parallel to the state’s 
interventions in Brazil’s 
“War on Zika”, this vignette 
illustrates how contemporary 
South African society 
remains	stratified	largely	
along racial and classed axes 
that continue to manifest 
in relation to geopolitics 
and urban planning: 
historically, racial minorities 
(who	provided	a	cheap	
labour source to the white 
ruling	class)	were	housed	
mostly in townships and 
hostels, where poor living 
conditions and low levels of 
health were normalised. 

In	township	areas,	(often	
violent)	state	intervention	
was used mainly to repress 
black	people	and	instil	
fear, sustaining structural 
inequalities so as to protect 
the dominance of white 
citizens. In former colonies, 
including Brazil and SA, it 
thus appears that economies 
of space and mournability 
remain organised in this 
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way, with explicit power 
differentials,	stratified	
according	to	racial/class-
based and geographical 
segregation,	(re)surfacing	
during times of crisis.

From Hillbrow27, video 
footage28 emerged of 
residents	enduring	sjambok	
beatings	from	plain-clothed	
security	officials.	The	sjambok	
is a long, slim whip that 
was originally intended for 
the control and herding of 
animals. In South African 
history, however, the 
instrument has come to 
represent racist violence that 
was	inflicted	at	the	hands	of	
white apartheid militia men, 
who	would	use	it	to	inflict	
beatings	on	black	South	
African	people	(particularly	in	
township	spaces).	

The	sjambok	thus	 
(re)inscribes	a	particular	racist	
legacy and is a prominent 
symbol for apartheid violence 

27  Hillbrow is an inner-city residential area in Johannesburg. During the peak 
of anti-apartheid resistance in the 1980s, Hillbrow residents challenged racial 
separation along geographical lines, and the area became known as a liberated 
zone characterised by high levels of tolerance and inclusion. In the following 
decade, however, the collapse of vital services for residents and apartment 
buildings saw the inner-city decay of Hillbrow, and the suburb became associated 
with high levels of population density, unemployment, poverty, prostitution and 
crime. In more recent years, Hillbrow has witnessed a revival, particularly in its 
Health Precinct, and the narrative around the area has started to shift (Stadler & 
Dugmore, 2017). 
28  The video can be viewed at this link: https://www.capetalk.co.za/articles/379535/
video-police-sjambokked-hillbrow-residents-on-the-street-with-no-warning

under military conditions. 
Its use to control and police 
black	South	Africans	residing	
in	under-resourced	areas	
during the initial stages of 
the	COVID-19	lockdown	was	
thus not only unconstitutional 
and unlawful, but reminiscent 
of racist police brutality 
throughout South Africa’s 
history	(Arnold,	2020;	Maseko,	
2020).	When	interviewed	
about the video footage 
of	sjambok	beatings,	one	
police	official	stated:	“We	are	
sjambokking	people.	People	
cannot be disciplined without 
it” and explained that he, and 
his colleagues, were simply 
following orders “from the 
top”	(Reddy	&	Allison,	2020).	

The notion of “discipline” also 
has distinct connotations in 
the South African collective 
psyche: historically, 
black	bodies	have	been	
“disciplined” by white 
supremacy through the 
infliction	of	racist	violence	

by	the	military	(foot	soldiers	
of colonial and apartheid 
systems),	in	particular.	In	his	
address to SANDF troops 
ahead of the country’s 
“hard”	lockdown,	President	
Ramaphosa29 warned them 
that “this [was] not a moment 
for	skop	en	donder”30. 

However, he then urged 
troops to “nudge people 
in the right direction” if 
they	“[took]	chances”	and	
“[challenged] the state 
and the President”31. His 
sentiments were later 
supported by South African 
Defence Minister, Nosiviwe 
Mapisa-Nqakula,	who	stated	
that “it [would] only be 
skop,	skiet	en	donder	when	
circumstances [determined] 
that. For [the meantime], 
[SA was] a constitutional 
democracy”	(Merten,	2020).	

These statements point 
to the endurance of 
colonial social dynamics 
and nationalist violence in 
contemporary SA, where 
29  The full address was filmed and published online. It can be accessed at the 
following link: https://www.enca.com/news/livestream-ramaphosa-addresses-
saps-sandf-ahead-21-day-lockdown
30  The linguistic expression “skop, skiet en donder” can be translated to mean 
“kick, shoot and beat” in the Afrikaans language. It has its origins in language that 
was used pre-1994, predominantly by white generals in the policing of black South 
African people (Ngwenya, 2020).
31  The full address was filmed and published online. It can be accessed at the 
following link: https://www.enca.com/news/livestream-ramaphosa-addresses-
saps-sandf-ahead-21-day-lockdown

black	people	of	poorer	class	
ranks	must	be	addressed	
in “the only language that 
blacks	understand”:	that	of	
oppression, violence and 
“discipline” at the hands 
of the state and its foot 
soldiers	(Foucault,	1976;	
Ngwenya,	2020).	Together	
with	the	use	of	the	sjambok	
by	military	officials,	the	
language characterising SA’s 
“war”	against	COVID-19	was	
highly indicative of the fact 
that the country’s history of a 
“racialised” heteropatriarchal 
police brutality is far from 
over;	as	can	be	read	through	
the	interpellation	of	black	
police	officers	both	in	and	
through	racist	and	re-
racialising practices that 
are	best	personified	by	
masculinist	leadership	figures	
such	as	Cele	(Brown,	2020).	

The same statements also 
alert us to the nuances within 
war frames: their capacity 
to create divisions along 
different	social	axes	and	
enactments of citizenry. Cele 
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(2020)	later	stated:	“I	must	
appreciate the calls and 
tip-offs	we	got	last	weekend	
reporting people who 
were ignoring the Disaster 
Management Regulations. 
In fact, it is exactly that 
stubborn behaviour that 
has now caused us a 
national	lockdown”.	

This statement neglects to 
consider that quarantining 
and social distancing were 
simply not possible for 
certain groups of South 
African people, who were 
not actively “ignoring the 
regulations”, but trying to 
survive.	The	in-group-versus-
outgroup	and	“us-versus-
them” mindset remained 
highly	militaristic,	and	out-
groups	quickly	became	the	
target	of	unjustified	violence	
and excess use of force for 
the purpose of “discipline”. 

These discourses functioned 
to	conceal	the	effects	of	
structural inequalities that 
made it almost impossible for 
certain	groups	of	people	(e.g.	
those inhabiting crowded, or 
densely populated spaces, 
and/or those without access 
to	clean	running	water)	to	
32  Alexandra, informally abbreviated to “Alex”, is a township in the Gauteng 
province of SA. It forms part of the City of Johannesburg Metropolitan Municipality 
and is located near the upper-class suburb of Sandton.

observe the protocols that 
had been implemented 
(Baldwin-Ragaven,	2020).	

On	10	April,	just	a	few	weeks	
into	the	first	implementation	
of	lockdown	measures,	a	
black	South	African	man	
named Collins Khosa was 
beaten by police and army 
officials	in	the	street	outside	
his home in Alexandra 
township32, and was later 
pronounced dead as a 
result	of	blunt-force	trauma	
to his head. At least eight 
witnesses who were present 
at the scene reported that 
they saw Mr. Khosa being 
assaulted, but the SANDF 
denied allegations that their 
actions had caused his death. 
Some	weeks	later,	an	internal	
investigation cleared the 
soldiers of responsibility for 
the fatal incident, stating that 
“the injuries on the body of 
Mr.	Khosa	cannot	be	linked	
with the cause of death” 
(Brown,	2020).	

In a matter of days, Collins 
Khosa became an emblem for 
the excessive use of force and 
violence	by	military	officials	
who had been mandated 
to	enforce	the	COVID-19	

lockdown	(Brown,	2020).	
South	African	citizens	quickly	
drew parallels between his 
murder, and that of a man 
named “George Floyd”. Floyd 
was	a	46-year-old	African	
American	man,	killed	in	the	
process of an arrest by a 
white	police	officer	on	25	
May 2020 in Minneapolis, 
USA.	The	officer	is	said	to	
have	knelt	on	Floyd’s	neck	
for at least eight minutes 
and	15	seconds,	constricting	
his ability to breathe and 
resulting in unconsciousness 
and later death33. 

During later stages of the 
South	African	lockdown,	
in August of 2020, police 
officials	in	Eldorado	Park34 
shot	and	killed	a	16-year-old	
boy named “Nathanial Julius”. 
Eldorado	Park	residents	
were outraged – particularly 
because the boy had been 
such a young member of 
their community and because 
he had had Down’s Syndrome 
–	and	they	quickly	took	to	the	
streets of the area to demand 
that police stop resorting to 
violence	in	SA	(Fihlani,	2020).

33  For more information about this story, visit https://www.nytimes.
com/2020/05/31/us/george-floyd-investigation.html
34  Eldorado Park is a suburb of Johannesburg, SA. It is located in Region G of the 
City of Johannesburg Metropolitan Municipality.
35  To view these, and other Tweets related to the COVID-19 response in SA, visit 
the Twitter platform at: https://twitter.com/?lang=en

A series of Twitter posts 
(referred	to	colloquially	
as	“tweets”)	also	emerged	
in response to police 
brutality	against	black	South	
Africans who were residing 
in	low-income	areas35:

@RealTrigger101 tweeted: 
“I will never forgive the ANC 
government, Cyril Ramaphosa, 
SANDF and SAPS for abusing 
the people during this 
lockdown, kicking and killing 
us, while whites were having a 
braai, and not a single one of 
them touched, I will never!” 

@nKingLanga tweeted: “I 
guess that colonial mind-
control from apartheid era 
still works wonders today. 
SANDF and SAPS are scared 
to take action against whites 
but apply full force when 
it comes to Africans”. 

Georgette	Gagnon	(a	
director	of	field	operations	
for the United Nations 
[UN])	compiled	a	list	of	
15 countries	that	were	taking	
their	emergency	lockdown	
measures	too	far	(see	Head,	
2020).	Several	African	nations	
– including Nigeria and Kenya 
– were singled out for their 
heavy-handed	policing.	It	was	
no coincidence that the UN’s 
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top	three	strictest	lockdowns,	
with	the	most	heavy-handed	
policing, were all African 
countries with histories of 
colonialism: Nigeria, Kenya 
and SA, in that order. “There’s 
a	toxic	lockdown	culture	in	
some countries. In SA, the 
UN has received reports of 
police using rubber bullets, 
tear gas, water bombs and 
whips, to enforce social 
distancing, especially in poor 
neighbourhoods.	Thirty-
nine complaints including 
murder,	rape,	use	of	firearms	
and corruption are being 
investigated”	(Gagnon	
quoted	in	Head,	2020).	

Canham’s	(2020)	pertinent	
and	timely	work	on	“Black	
Death and Mourning as 
Pandemic”	brings	us	back	
to the central threads of 
grievability,	affect	such	as	
loss, and the politics of in/
valid bodies and living/
dying.	Through	this	work,	
we	are	reminded	of	a	long-
standing	tradition	of	black	
death	as	excess	black	bodies	
that are dispensable and 
do not matter – the idea 
36  This movement started after the murder of Trayvon Martin in 2013 in the 
USA. It is an intersectional, decentralised social movement that was pioneered 
by African American feminists. One of its foremost aims is to protest racially 
motivated violence against black people, particularly as it manifests in the form of 
police brutality. For more information about the movement, visit  
https://blacklivesmatter.com/about/

that	blackness	is	connected	
intimately with death. 

This	work	also	highlights	
that, at the same time as 
SA was experiencing some 
of	its	highest-recorded	
infection and death rates 
witnessed during the 
COVID-19	pandemic,	
the	#BlackLivesMatter	
movement36 witnessed a 
resurgence across several 
states in the USA, and in 
certain parts of SA. The 
murders of Breonna Taylor 
and George Floyd, and the 
senseless	killings	of	Collins	
Khosa and Nathanial Julius, 
alert us to the parallel 
experiences	of	black	
bodies in the USA and SA 
respectively,	where	antiblack	
climates prevail, but where 
collective refusals to “drive 
mourning underground” 
challenge and resist 
discourses of individualism 
and shame/privacy that aim 
to	squander	black	visibility	
and	black	public	mourning	
(Canham,	2020,	p.	299).	

The	differential	materiality	
of police violence has a long 

history that discursively, 
spatially	and	affectively	
renders some bodies and 
social actors recognisable as 
unruly	in	specific	ways	that,	
in turn, demand particular 
frames for discipline, 
including brute force. And 
yet, as we see from the 
above tweets on behalf 
of	black	South	Africans,	
such	knowledge-power	
effects	can	be	contested,	
creating possibilities for the 
challenge of these normative 
reproductions. In these 
moments, the war/military 
frame is broken from itself, 
ruptured and	unmasked	
(Butler,	2009).	

These resistances and 
breakages	in	prevailing	
war frames are especially 
important in the context of 
postcolonial SA, where we 
are still grappling with the 
violent, militarised afterlives 
of colonialism and apartheid 
(Kessi	&	Boonzaier,	2018).	
In	a	decolonial	feminist	re-
imagining of power relations, 
we	thus	read	present-day	
configurations	of	gendered	
power and violence as being 
located within sociohistorical 
archives of racialised, national 
and patriarchal violence. 

This section of our analysis 
has	offered	commentary	on	
the war frame as a means 
to construct the discursive 
realities	of	the	COVID-19	
crisis, both in SA and as the 
war frame is situated in global 
contexts. With these aspects 
in mind, we turn again to 
Gqola’s	(2020)	work,	which	
advocates	firmly	in	favour	of	
analyses of GBV that centre 
it not as something new, but 
as a phenomenon that bears 
the footprints of state and 
racialised violence in SA. 

In the following section, 
we	take	as	our	analytic	
focus	the	second,	key	
manifestation of warring 
during the Coronavirus 
pandemic: the framing of 
increased GBV during the 
crisis as that of a “shadow/
secondary war/pandemic”.
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A War-Within-a-War: Gender-Based Violence as a 
Shadow Pandemic During COVID-19

37  The Ebola virus is an infectious and frequently fatal disease that is marked by 
fever and severe internal bleeding. It is known to be spread through contact with 
infected bodily fluids.

Correlations Between 
Periods of Crisis and 
Increased Gender-
Based Violence

A substantial body of 
evidence	(e.g.	John	et al., 
2020)	has	indicated	that,	
during periods of crisis, 
women and LGBTQIA+ people 
tend	to	be	at	greater	risk	
of exposure to increased 
interpersonal violence. 
Specifically,	pandemic	
conditions create enabling 
environments that may 
exacerbate	pre-existing	social	
and structural inequalities to 
(re)produce	GBV	(Baldwin-
Ragaven,	2020).	In	times	
of crisis, collective levels of 
fear, uncertainty and anxiety 
increase, accompanied by 
high	likelihoods	that	people	
will experience economic 
strain,	and	intensified	levels	
of physical and psychological 
stress	(John	et al.,	2020).	

The degrees of stress and 
strain to which people are 
exposed,	however,	are	linked	
to their positionalities and 
thus connected with broader 

structural arrangements 
(Baldwin-Ragaven,	2020).	For	
women and LGBTQIA+ people 
in	particular,	pandemics	(and	
other	forms	of	crisis)	are	
likely	to	pose	greater	threats	
to health, safety and general 
wellbeing	(Matambanadzo,	
2020;	Twala,	2020).

During infectious disease 
pandemics, these populations 
are	also	less	likely	to	
have access to vital social 
networks,	sources	of	
social support and health 
services. Service machinery 
tends to operate in “crisis 
mode” during pandemics, 
meaning that other critical 
services	(especially	those	
required by people who 
have	experienced	GBV)	are	
often	classified	as	non-
essential	(John	et al.,	2020).	

A	key	example	of	this	trend	
was visible during the 
Ebola37 epidemic in West 
Africa, where it became 
clear that “the tyranny of 
the urgent” in pandemic 
responses often neglects 
the impact of underlying 

gender dynamics in societies, 
thereby deprioritising the 
specific	safety	needs	of	
women and LGBTQIA+ 
people	(Smith,	2019).	

As countries in West Africa 
entered	into	lockdown	
conditions during the 
Ebola crisis, there was a 
major surge in cases of 
GBV, including the rape, 
sexual assault, coercion 
and exploitation of women 
and LGBTQIA+ members of 
the population. However, 
reports of this violence were 
largely unrecognised/ignored 
by politicians and local 
governments, who seemed to 
understand increasing GBV 
case numbers as collateral 
damage	(often	framed	as	
something new or as an 
anomaly)	(Harman,	2016).	

The Ebola epidemic thus 
illustrated	that	policymakers	
and	networks	of	pandemic	
response management 
should consider gendered 
patterns of vulnerability 
to violence alongside the 
epidemiological priorities of 
disease transmission and 
susceptibility	(John	et al., 
2020).	The	Ebola	example	
also highlighted that the 
management of pandemics 

tends to be characterised 
by masculinist bias, where 
women and LGBTQIA+ 
members of societies become 
“conspicuously invisible” 
in health governance 
during periods of crisis 
and	instability	(Harman,	
2016;	Smith,	2019).

Early reports during the 
COVID-19	pandemic	
reinforced the evidence for 
links	between	periods	of	
instability and increased 
levels of GBV, indicating that 
there were distinct increases 
in cases of domestic violence 
(amongst	other	GBV-related	
crimes)	across	several	
countries. A police report 
from the Hubei Province of 
China, for example, showed 
that, in February alone, triple 
the usual number of domestic 
violence cases were reported 
to	police,	likely	because	of	the	
strict quarantine measures 
that had been implemented, 
and the fact that women’s 
essential GBV and Sexual and 
Reproductive	Health	(SRH)	
services had been disrupted 
(John	et al.,	2020).	

Similarly, local reports 
showed that in Uganda, 
police had recorded a total 
of	328	cases	of	domestic	
violence	during	the	first	few	
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weeks	of	lockdown	(John	et 
al.,	2020).	Likewise,	a	survey	
conducted	by	Zduńczyk,	
Brown, Gasela, Tyrrell and 
Kimmie (2020)	showed	
that, across all provinces 
in	SA,	54%	of	Community	
Advice	Organisations	(CAOs)	
reported an increase in GBV 
cases	during	local	lockdowns.	
Every CAO respondent from 
the North West reported an 
increase,	as	did	over	80%	
of CAOs in the Free State. 
Despite the recorded increase 
in all provinces, the actual 
number of incidents of GBV 
is	likely	underreported	as	
GBV survivors may also, due 
to restrictions on movement, 
have been prevented from 
leaving their homes to report 
abuse38. Only three quarters 
of CAOs reported some form 
of support services for GBV 
survivors in their community. 
In most communities 
(59%),	these	took	the	form	
of counselling services. 
However, access to shelters 
was extremely limited – 
88%	of	CAOs	reported	no	
shelters for GBV survivors 
in their communities. 
38  These figures reflect the reported cases of GBV. It is well known that many 
incidents of GBV remain unreported (not only during times of crisis, but generally). 
There are several reasons that underpin the phenomenon of under-reporting. 
For detailed information about the under-reporting of GBV cases, refer to Artz & 
Smythe, 2007a; Dartnall & Jewkes, 2013; Jewkes & Abrahams, 2002; Mistry, 1999 
and Moore & Baker, 2016.

These are serious issues, 
as GBV survivors who are 
unable to access shelters 
may be forced to continue 
living with their abusers. For 
women	who	are	confined	to	
their	home	spaces	(under	
lockdown	conditions,	for	
example),	vulnerability	to	
multiple forms of violence 
thus increases, especially 
in situations where men 
(often	regarded	as	the	
providers	of	the	household)	
are	experiencing	financial	
difficulties	and	mounting	
struggles to provide. In 
conditions of quarantine, 
especially, it also becomes 
difficult	–	if	not	impossible	
– for women and LGBTQIA+ 
survivors to escape from 
abusive relationships. 

During	the	COVID-19	
shutdowns that happened 
across the world, many 
people found themselves 
confined	to	abusive	
conditions: “everyone [was] 
being	asked	to	stay	at	home	
and be safe, but one thing 
that everyone [had] forgotten 
[was] that homes are not safe 
for	women”	(Singano	cited	

in	Meyer,	2020).	Moreover,	
the invisibilising of the 
LGBTQIA+ community was 
evident as governments 
across local and international 
regions	instituted	lockdown	
and curfew measures 
(Matambanadzo,	2020).	

Twala	(2020)	further	reports	
that many members of the 
LGBTQIA+ community in SA 
already	faced	pre-existing	
vulnerabilities that rendered 
them especially vulnerable 
during	periods	of	lockdown.	
In Uganda, and across 
other African countries, 
governments were swift to 
offer	solutions	to	increasing	
levels of GBV in the forms of 
harsher rules and regulations, 
and greater military presence.

“Beefing Up” and 
“Locking Down”
Prior to the commencement 
of	“hard”	lockdown	in	SA,	
Bheki	Cele	(2020)	stated,	in	an	
official	address	to	the	nation,	
that “as an extra measure, 
[Government had] plans in 
place to beef up [their] Family 
Violence, Child Protection 
and	Sexual	Offences	Units39 
to deal with [the threat 
of increased GBV]”. 
39  These are units within the SAPS that are mandated to deal with cases of 
violence against women and children.

This statement illustrated 
the default tendency 
of many masculinist 
governments to resort to 
increased securitisation and 
militarisation	–	“beefing	up”	
– in times of crisis, despite 
the fact that this approach 
rarely	offers	support	to	those	
who require it most urgently 
(Smith,	2019).	Despite	(and	
perhaps even partly because 
of)	this	“beefing	up”,	and	the	
militarisation of SA during 
the pandemic, the country 
witnessed considerable 
escalations in GBV case 
numbers during “hard” 
lockdown,	with	at	least	87 000	
cases reported to police as of 
2	April	2020	(Meyer,	2020).

There	are	distinct	links	
between	security-sector	
engagement during disease 
outbreak	responses	and	
increased	levels	of	GBV	(see,	
e.g.	Smith,	2019;	Tripp,	Marx	
Ferree,	&	Ewig,	2013).	When	
security forces become the 
“foot soldiers” of disease 
response management, the 
underlying assumption is that 
the security needs of women 
and LGBTQIA+ people are 
identical to those espoused 
by masculinist regimes. 
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However, “women’s security 
in times of humanitarian 
crises requires a broad 
conception of security that 
encompasses physical, 
social, economic and 
sexual	security”	(Ní	Aoláin	
cited	in	Smith,	2019).	

As detailed in previous 
sections, the security sector 
– including police and the 
army – is shaped by gender 
norms and hierarchies 
that position patriarchal 
hegemonic expressions of 
masculinities at a structural 
advantage, which often 
means that women and 
LGBTQIA+ populations are 
more vulnerable to GBV 
under militarised conditions. 
Feminist	research	(e.g.	
Tripp et al.,	2013)	has	also	
shown that the deployment 
of military forces during 
periods of humanitarian 
crisis corresponds with 
increased levels of GBV, 
and that the security sector 
is thus rarely well suited 
to protecting the health, 
safety and wellbeing of all 
members	(and	their	security	
needs)	within	a	given	society	
or	community	(Clarke,	2008;	
Smith,	2019). 

Masculinist political systems, 
and	their	revertive,	over-
reliance on militarisation as 
a mechanism for safety and 
wellbeing,	are	also	known	for	
their poor handling of GBV 
(Clarke,	2008).	Of	particular	
concern is the insensitive 
and dismissive attitude 
that is often demonstrated 
by	male-dominated	
leadership in relation to 
the phenomenon of GBV 
– during periods of crisis 
and in “normal” conditions. 
Especially during times of 
crisis, GBV cases are even 
more	likely	to	be	dismissed	
because they frequently 
become deprioritised in the 
effort	to	manage	issues	that	
are	deemed	more	urgent	(for	
example, cases of pathogenic 
infection)	(John	et al.,	2020).	

When	asked	about	how	
government would manage 
increases in GBV during 
lockdown	conditions,	
Ugandan President, Yoweri 
Museveni, made the 
following statement when 
addressing the country’s 
people	on	31	March	2020	
(John	et al.,	2020):

The guidelines are simple, you 
either respond to health or 
childbirth, we are not dealing 
with all problems, that some 

are drunk and has beaten his 
wife if you ring me and I am 
on duty, I will say you finish 
that one from there. 

Under military conditions 
in SA, some members 
of local male leadership 
were	also	quick	to	defend	
the security sector after 
accusations emerged that 
women were being raped 
by military personnel. In 
one example, after a police 
officer	was	accused	of	raping	
his	wife,	Cele	(2020)	stated	
the following to local media 
reporters	(Meyer,	2020):

When you report, help us 
to report things accurately. 
Police are monitored by metro 
and the Ombudsman. When 
something happens and it is 
not correct, come and say so 
[…] A story came out about a 
policeman who raped a lady,” 
he said, referring to a matter 
in which a SAPS officer was 
arrested on 3 April [..] 

We discovered that he is 
policeman, but he is the 
husband of the lady — it 
is not the police! […] We 
arrest rapists every day who 
happen to be boyfriends and 
husbands, but we don’t say 
that we have arrested a pilot, 
or a taxi driver […] He was 
not in uniform, it was not 
at the police station. It was 
in the middle of the night. 
Say: ‘The husband raped 
his wife’ — not the police!

Evident in these statements 
is the typically masculinist 
attitude	that	GBV	(such	as	
domestic	violence)	should	be	
deprioritised, with the explicit 
refusal to “deal with all 
problems” related to women 
and women’s security during 
the	COVID-19	pandemic.	
Particularly	in	Cele’s	(2020)	
statement, he did not want 
the profession of the rapist 
to	be	the	central	figuring	
issue.	In	so	doing,	a	kind	of	
disavowal of the severity of 
the sexual assault occurred, 
and	deflected	to	focus	on	the	
semantics of reporting. 

Structurally, the statements 
also	reflect	broader	power	
dynamics that characterise 
masculinist political systems 
and	their	frequent	deflection/
disavowal of systemic issues 
that contribute to GBV. The 
constructions characterising 
the above statements 
must also be connected to 
heteropatriarchal racialised 
nationalism: mobilisations 
of war frames frequently 
reassert the power of the 
nation state and its military 
through its leadership. 
Cele can be viewed as 
embodying	a	particular	kind	
of	masculinist	leadership	(a	
militarised	man	of	action)	that	
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is bolstered and reinserted 
through the framing of the 
pandemic in terms of war. 

In line with our earlier 
discussions about the ways in 
which the war/military frame 
establishes “normal” versus 
“abnormal” circumstances 
that	condone	(and	even	
amplify)	particular	abuses	
against certain groups of 
people, there is also a need 
to discuss the framing of 
GBV	during	COVID-19	as	an	
abnormal/new “scourge” and 
as a “shadow pandemic”. 

We present arguments that 
promote a shift in the ways 
in which GBV is framed 
– within and outside of 
pandemic conditions – so that 
it becomes less about war 
(not	new,	or	anomalous)	and	
concerned more with power 
relations	that	take	root	in	
particular	historical-political	
and social arrangements. 

The Spectacularisation 
of Violence: Gender-
Based Violence as a 
“Shadow Pandemic” 
and a “Scourge”
SA has always been a country 
“at	war”	in	relation	to	GBV;	
however, the “War on GBV” 
frame creates a discourse of 

the spectacular, whereby the 
phenomenon is dislocated 
from	its	historical-political	
and social characteristics, 
and re/presented instead as 
a	“shocking”,	“recent”	and	
“abnormal” phenomenon. 
This framing was prominent 
during the early stages of the 
COVID-19	pandemic,	where	
the	state	(and	media)	began	
talking	about	a	“scourge”	
in “the other/shadow 
pandemic”	(referring	to	GBV). 

Consider, for example, 
the following statements 
featuring in Ramaphosa’s 
(2020f;	2020g)	addresses	
to the South African 
nation during the earlier 
stages of the crisis:

There have been very 
disturbing reports of 
increased levels of GBV since 
the lockdown started. The 
scourge of GBV continues 
to stalk our country as the 
men of our country declared 
war on the women. The 
government has developed 
an emergency pathway for 
survivors to ensure that the 
victims of GBV are assisted. 
One of the interventions the 
government has made is to 
ensure lockdown regulations 
be structured in a manner that 
a woman can leave her home 
to report abuse without the 
fear of a fine, intimidation, 
or further violence. 

As we mobilise our health 
resources to meet the expected 
surge of Coronavirus cases, 
we must make sure that we 
do not create the space for 
the emergence of other health 
crises […] routine health 
services should therefore be 
fully opened and continue 
to provide services with 
attention to […] support 
for survivors of GBV.

In these statements, the “War 
on GBV”	framing	makes	it	
possible – through discourses 
of the spectacular – to 
construct GBV as heinous 
acts that are committed by 
“pathological men”, thereby 
concealing the orders of 
violence that are intrinsic 
across	different	spheres	of	
society: cultural, institutional, 
political,	so-called	“private”	
spaces such as the family, 
and so forth. 

The crafting of GBV as a 
new	“scourge”	makes	the	
problem into something 
that is spectacular, with 
the implication that, as 
“the other pandemic” 
(secondary	to	COVID-19),	
GBV was emerging because 
of	unique,	pandemic-related	
circumstances	(that	GBV	
increases	were	anomalous).	
This	framing	masks	the	
fact that GBV in SA existed 

long before the beginning 
of	the	COVID-19	pandemic,	
and that it continues to 
be a pervasive problem 
not because attention and 
resources are being mobilised 
elsewhere, but because there 
are	several	key	structural	
issues that perpetuate it.

Two	significant	features	
become	evident	here:	firstly,	
the urgency to strengthen 
current theorising on violence 
more broadly in terms of 
both its macro and micro 
features;	secondly,	the	
importance of interrupting 
heteronormativity	as	a	key	
underlying feature for how 
violence in society is read. A 
more critical and historical 
understanding of structural 
and direct violence and 
subjective and interpersonal 
violence enables a more 
layered and nuanced 
reading of GBV that does not 
misrecognise it as a “sudden 
scourge” that is perpetuated 
by “pathological men”. 

Juxtaposed with the dominant 
and heteronormative framing 
of rigid and binary gender/
sex categories, and the 
supposed complementary 
roles that these categories 
are	meant	to	fulfil,	GBV	is	
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often framed as a failure 
on the part of one category 
of	human	being	(read	as	
“biological	male”)	to	fulfil	its	
(patriarchal)	responsibilities	
to protect another category 
of	human	being	(read	as	
“biological	female”).	Such	a	
framing	makes	it	possible	
to read GBV as not only a 
problem of the problematic 
pathological other, but also 
as apolitical and ahistorical 
in	form	and	influence.	

Competing Discourses 
Within the War/
Shadow Frame
After several cases of GBV 
achieved highly publicised 
profiles	in	mainstream	South	
African media, Ramaphosa 
(2020i)	used	his	national	
COVID-19	address	of	17	June	
2020 as a platform to engage 
with the outcries from many 
South African people at 
the violence that had been 
occurring. In his address, 
he established possibilities 
for	counter-discourses	to	be	
levelled against discourses 
of the spectacular, and 
once again challenged the 
values	and	attitudes	(habitus)	
that tend to characterise 
masculinist political regimes 
(particularly	those	“at-war”).	

Consider, for example, the 
following excerpts from his 
speech	(Ramaphosa,	2020i):

It is with the heaviest of 
hearts that I stand before the 
women and girls of SA this 
evening to talk about another 
pandemic that is raging in 
our country – the killing of 
women and children by the 
men of our country […] As a 
country, we find ourselves 
in the midst of not one, but 
two, devastating epidemics. 
Although very different in 
their nature and cause, they 
can both be overcome – if we 
work together, if we each take 
personal responsibility for our 
actions and if we each take 
care of each other.

As a man, as a husband and 
as a father, I am appalled 
at what is no less than a 
war being waged against 
the women and children of 
our country. At a time when 
the pandemic has left us 
all feeling vulnerable and 
uncertain, violence is being 
unleashed on women and 
children with a brutality 
that defies comprehension. 
These rapists and killers walk 
among us. They are in our 
communities. They are our 
fathers, our brothers, our 
sons and our friends; violent 
men with utterly no regard for 
the sanctity of human life. By 
looking away, by discouraging 
victims from laying charges, 
by shaming women for their 

lifestyle choices or their 
style of dress, we become 
complicit in these crimes.

In the above excerpts, 
Ramaphosa’s	(2020i)	
constructions frame GBV as 
a systemic issue that is not 
particularised	to	a	specific	
cohort of “violent men”. The 
speech also refuses the trope 
that trivialises GBV against 
women and LGBTQIA+ 
people: by centring GBV 
within the broader context of 
the	COVID-19	pandemic,	he	is	
refusing	to	side-line	the	issue	
in the ways that President 
Museveni did. This rhetoric 
strategy	is	effective	because	
Ramaphosa essentially 
positions both GBV and 
COVID-19	as	pandemics	and	
both as demanding the same 
level of response. Several 
other discursive strategies 
are evident that help to frame 
GBV and the gendered bodies 
that are implicated in violence 
in particular ways. 

From the onset, Ramaphosa 
(2020i)	establishes	an	
authority	to	speak	on	
this matter through 
simultaneous rhetoric acts 
of	(dis)qualification	that	
present a dual presence 
of Ramaphosa’s body: as 
executive presidential body 

and as a domestic body 
as father and husband. 
By positioning himself as 
a “father and husband 
and man”, he establishes 
an	authority	to	speak	
that is removed from his 
position as a statesman 
and leader of a country. 

Such	a	strategy	is	effective	
in fostering a sense of 
shared anguish that is 
rooted in shared fears and 
anxiety about loved ones. 
In a sense, Ramaphosa is 
addressing the nation not 
as a president, but as an 
ordinary man who also feels 
anxiety about the safety and 
well-being	of	his	loved	ones.	

This recourse to the 
ordinary is a powerful 
rhetoric tool that serves 
to establish credibility in 
what he has to pronounce 
thereafter. Particularly in 
the context of racialised 
and heteropatriarchal 
nationalisms in SA, the 
relationships between 
colonialism, race and gender 
are visibilised “when the 
body	makes	its	appearance	
in public debates” 
(Hassim,	2014,	p.	169).	

In this construction, 
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Ramaphosa	(2020i)	
challenges the social relations 
of gender that are vital to 
the ways in which racial 
heteropatriarchy functions: in 
the	public	arena	of	the	socio-
political, where power is most 
salient,	he	effectively	subverts	
his status as president and 
advocates not only for the 
collapse of normalised 
distinctions between public 
and private spaces, but also 
for legitimate citizenship 
and equal footing for all 
subjects	(Hassim,	2014).	

The discursive rhetoric 
act	of	(dis)qualification	to	
speak	is	further	deployed	
affectively.	Here,	we	turn	to	
Massumi’s	(2002)	notion	of	
affect	to	better	understand	
the	function	that	an	affective	
overlay to discursive rhetoric 
achieves. For Massumi, 
affective	events	may	occur	
via	two	levels	of	affect:	level 
of intensity as well as level of 
qualification. In his appeal 
not to his executive body 
but rather his domestic 
body that encompasses 
the cultural meanings of 
“home”	(father,	husband),	
Ramaphosa directly engages 
a	qualification	to	speak	that	
is	rooted	in	affective	ties	that	
bind us all: concern for loved 

ones. In so doing, he also 
effectively	mobilises	public	
feeling at large – not only 
in a context of a pandemic, 
but also in a context of 
continued violence against 
women and children. 

Other competing discursive 
constructs follow that, in turn, 
position not only GBV but 
also the subjects of violence 
in ways that reinforce 
notions of pathology and the 
ahistorical roots of violence, 
and in ways that challenge 
heteronormative gendered 
assumptions. Discourses of 
ahistoricity are evident in 
the coding of GBV as a social 
phenomenon that is not only 
being “unleashed” in the 
current moment but also with 
a	“brutality”	that	speaks	to	the	
focused energy of patriarchal 
cultures of violence. 

In these descriptions, the 
misrecognitions of GBV 
are worth noting. Firstly, 
framing GBV in terms of a 
temporality that is distinct 
from	the	country’s	historical-
political, material, structural, 
cultural	and	other	influences	
is misguided. In such a 
reading, GBV is a problem 
in “the now”, and must be 
addressed as a phenomenon 

of some toxic men and not as 
a systemic issue. Secondly, 
attending	to	the	so-called	
“brutal” dimensions of 
GBV inadvertently creates 
a hierarchy of violence, 
whereby violence becomes 
worthy of concern relative to 
its brutal enactment. 

This framing, in turn, 
supports a moralising 
economy of violence that 
attends to the more brutal 
(and	perhaps	spectacular)	
enactments, whilst dismissing 
other enactments of 
violence. Implicit in this 
framing of GBV as “defying 
comprehension” is also a 
misrecognition of violence in 
terms of rationality, whereby 
violence against women and 
children is constructed as 
the actions of pathological 
men who fail to act rationally 
as per the dictates of 
community and society. 

GBV is here framed as a social 
phenomenon that is coded 
within acts of irrationality and 
defying any semblance of 
understanding from broader 
(read	“rational”)	society.	
While the political gesture of 
problematising GBV in society 
is noted, the implicit danger 
of such a framing is that we 
inadvertently read violence 

in society as a problem of 
toxic individuals and not as a 
systemic	issue	with	historical-
political and other roots and 
influences.	An	immediate,	
unintended consequence 
of this framing, of course, is 
the absolution of broader 
“rational” society – GBV 
becomes a problem of “other 
men” and not the rest of us 
who remain “appalled” at the 
brutality that we see. 

In further framing the 
subjects of violence as being 
those	that	“walk	among	us”,	
Ramaphosa	(2020i)	highlights	
the commonplace feature 
of GBV: that such acts of 
violence are not committed 
by disembodied and abstract 
beings but by individuals 
who	share	different	forms	of	
living	with	us	(the	collective).	
This construct simultaneously 
works	in	contradictory	
ways that, on the one 
hand,	still	evoke	a	sense	of	
being invaded by abnormal 
pathological embodiments of 
masculinity, yet, on the other 
hand, signify that GBV may be 
perpetuated by any of us. 

This	latter	signification	is	an	
important	one	that	seeks	
to challenge dominant 
understandings of GBV as 
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removed from us and as 
perpetuated by men who 
do not live in community 
with others, and who do 
not occupy similar positions 
of domesticity and care. 
In	effect,	in	this	direct	
juxtaposition of insider–
outside positionality, 
Ramaphosa directly 
challenges the public/
private divide of popular 
gendered violence rhetoric. 

In this, Ramaphosa’s original 
authenticating framing as 
a man, father and husband 
achieves several discursive 
imperatives. On the one 
hand, he is a man, father 
and	husband	speaking	
about other men, fathers 
and husbands who rape and 
kill.	The	latter	category	of	
men, fathers and husbands, 
have “no sanctity for human 
life” – again asserting a 
moral economy of violence 
that reads it as the actions 
of evil men. And yet, on 
the other hand, he is also 
reminding us of the domestic 
(read	“private”)	contexts	of	
GBV as especially violent 
domains of transgression.  

In	the	final	conclusion	of	
his address, Ramaphosa 
engages a discursive 

rhetoric that challenges his 
earlier framing of “other” 
men as perpetrators. In 
this concluding frame, he 
recites	different	enactments	
of patriarchal and toxic 
hegemonic performances of 
masculinity	(“looking	away,	
discouraging victims from 
laying charges, shaming 
women for their lifestyle 
choices or their style of 
dress”)	as	part	of	what	makes	
“us complicit” in violence 
against women. By so doing, 
he	effectively	dismisses	
the earlier distinctions of 
toxic masculinities, instead 
constructing GBV as a 
problem for all of society and 
highlighting the everyday, 
commonplace forms that 
such	violence	may	take.	

Recourse to Law: 
Ambivalence and 
Historic Roots
In the discussions above, we 
explored some of the ways in 
which	intensified	militarism	
featured as a means of 
addressing increasing levels 
of GBV in SA during the 
early	stages	of	the	COVID-19	
pandemic. Aside from military 
tactics, however, the South 
African state also proposed 
recourse to law as a potential 

solution to the issue of 
persistent and pervasive GBV. 

President	Ramaphosa	(2020i),	
for example, constructed 
the following statements 
in relation to possibilities 
for legally informed 
options that survivors of 
GBV may pursue, and as a 
means	of	tackling	the	GBV	
phenomenon more broadly:

I want to commend the SAPS 
for their excellent work in 
arresting almost all of the 
alleged perpetrators. As 
these suspects make bail 
applications this week, I 
have the utmost confidence 
that our courts will send 
the strongest of signals that 
such violence has no place 
in society. At a joint sitting 
of Parliament in September 
last year, I announced an 
Emergency Response Plan to 
combat GBV and femicide 
and that R1.6 billion in 
government funding would 
be reprioritised to support 
its implementation until the 
end of the financial year. 

We now have a National 
Strategic Plan to guide our 
country’s national effort 
against GBV. During the 
lockdown period we have 
ensured that survivors of 
GBV have access to support 
and services, including the 
GBV hotline, shelters and 
centres providing support to 

victims of sexual violence. 

Over the last 18 months, we 
have made demonstrable 
progress in broadening access 
to support for survivors. 
Thirteen regional courts have 
been upgraded into sexual 
offences courts. To support 
the work of law-enforcement, 
7,000 evidence collection kits 
have been distributed regularly 
to every police station in the 
country and there are now 
over 1,000 survivor friendly 
rooms at police stations. 
Many police, prosecutors, 
magistrates and policymakers 
have undergone sensitivity 
and awareness training, 
and over 3,000 government 
employees who work with 
children and mentally disabled 
persons have been checked 
against the National Register 
of Sex Offenders. Legislative 
amendments have been 
prepared around, among 
other things, minimum 
sentencing in cases of GBV, 
bail conditions for suspects, 
and greater protection for 
women who are victims of 
intimate partner violence. 

I urge our lawmakers in 
Parliament to process them 
without delay. Our courts 
have been firm in dealing 
with cases of GBV even 
during the lockdown period, 
handing down life sentences 
and multiple life sentences to 
perpetrators. I want to assure 
the women and children of 
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SA that our criminal justice 
system will remain focused 
on GBV cases and that we 
can expect more arrests 
and more prosecutions 
against perpetrators to 
follow. The perpetrators 
of violence against women 
and children must receive 
sentences that fit the horrific 
crimes they commit. 

In these statements, 
Ramaphosa positions the 
SAPS and other security 
officials	as	the	protectors	and	
defenders of the country’s 
survivors of GBV. He also 
implies that government 
is acting to resolve issues 
relating to gender and GBV 
in SA, listing a long series 
of	legal,	policy	and	financial	
measures that have been 
systematised. In many 
accounts of the synergistic 
potential of law and politics, 
SA is often foregrounded as 
a case that illustrates how 
human rights can be realised 
through the coactions of 
favourable institutional and 
political conditions. Through 
a feminist lens, some of 
these favourable conditions 
include	equality	and	socio-
economic rights in the 
Constitution of the country, 
high	(in	fact,	some	of	the	
highest)	representation	of	

women in parliament and the 
bureaucracy, and a free civil 
society	(Hassim,	2014;	2018).	

Despite this commonplace 
framing of SA as an 
international	landmark	of	
democracy and collaborative 
efforts	on	behalf	of	legal	and	
political	institutions	(see,	
e.g.	Ramaphosa,	2020a),	
it	is	widely	acknowledged	
that the transition from 
authoritarianism to 
democracy witnessed 
the	breakdown	of	these	
institutions	and	a	difficult	
process of redirecting 
institutional	efforts	away	from	
authoritarianism and towards 
the democratic project. 

Contemporarily, there are 
thus major gaps between 
that which is guaranteed 
constitutionally and legally, 
and the de facto experiences 
and realities of people in SA – 
particularly those of women 
and	gender	non-conforming	
people, who continue to 
experience widespread 
oppressions and violences 
that hinge on identity 
discrimination, despite the 
de jure protection of their 
right	to	equal	living	(Dartnall	
&	Jewkes,	2013).	Naturally,	
the country’s Constitution 

and Bill of Human Rights 
have thus also become 
sites of substantive critique 
and theoretical scepticism 
(Hassim,	2018).	

To question and critique 
the law has been 
entirely necessary in 
the postapartheid era, 
particularly given the 
institution’s complicity in 
establishing and bolstering 
the	far-reaching	set	of	laws	
that had major regulatory and 
disciplinary functions during 
apartheid. In order to redeem 
the law from its history of 
racist	and	masculinist	socio-
political control, it had to be 
legitimised as a component 
of broader political projects 
including transformation 
and democratisation. 

In this reading, recourse to 
law has been both vital and 
inevitable in the context of an 
emerging democracy, where 
human	rights	are	firmly	
embedded within various 
strands of legislation. Where 
the rights of women and 
LGBTQIA+ populations are 
concerned, there has been 
extensive scholarly debate 
as to the role and usefulness 
of recourse to law – both 
in shaping public discourse 

and in providing tangible 
and	effective	resolutions	
to social and structural 
problems	(Artz	&	Smythe,	
2007b;	Hassim,	2018).

In particular, feminisms share 
a complicated and ambivalent 
relationship with legal 
institutions	and	frameworks.	
Artz	and	Smythe	(2007b)	note	
that, in the context of SA’s 
transition to democracy, the 
position and use of the law 
in the process of advancing 
women’s rights have been 
called into question. 

On the one hand, legal 
institutions are still 
considered deeply sexist 
and patriarchal, especially 
in relation to cases of rape, 
where the law has been 
critiqued heavily for its 
misogynistic underpinnings, 
mismanagement of 
reported cases and poor 
treatment of survivors 
(Artz	&	Smythe,	2007b).	

Likewise,	where	perpetrators	
of GBV are concerned, 
carceral feminists have 
long argued that the law 
(especially	punitive	and	
retributive	strands	of	justice)	
may be complicit in furthering 
the conditions that contribute 
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to GBV, by continuing 
cycles of intergenerational 
violence, punishment 
and dysfunction. Carceral 
feminists	(e.g.	Kim,	2018)	
have thus made considerable 
strides in advocating for ways 
in	which	the	often-heavy	
reliance on militarisation and 
fighting-violence-with-violence 
discourse	can	be	re-imagined	
through more transformative 
and restorative alternatives. 

On the other hand, the 
law can act as a site of 
transformation and change, 
to the extent that it has 
been instrumental as a site 
of struggle against GBV 
and	identity-based,	or	
intersectional discrimination: 
it is often primarily through 
legal avenues that members 
of marginalised and 
disenfranchised communities 
may	seek	recognition	of	
their humanity, and the right 
to	dignified	and	humane	
treatment	(Artz	&	Smythe,	
2007b;	Judge,	2018).	As	
Judge	(2018,	p.	104)	notes:	
“[the] law is a form of 
knowledge-power	through	
which	LGBTI	(gendered)	
recognition is widely asserted. 
It functions as a master 
frame	for	homophobia-

related violence and GBV to 
be rendered actionable”. 

The journey towards an 
embodied rights discourse 
can	be	traced	back	to	the	
Women’s Charters of the 
anti-apartheid	movement	
(specifically	during	the	1950s	
and	1990s),	which	reflected	a	
conceptualisation of “rights” 
as needing to attend not only 
to structural inequalities, but 
also	to	power	differentials	
and violences caused by 
asymmetries in bodily 
meanings and vulnerabilities. 
The	anti-sexist	discourses	of	
rights	embodiment	that	find	
their	roots	in	black	women’s	
historical movements are 
echoed	in	present-day	
feminist, queer movements 
and organisations such as 
One in Nine and the Forum 
for the Empowerment of 
Women	(FEW)	(Hassim,	2018).	

These discourses and 
organisations explicitly 
challenge the disembodied 
legal language that often 
characterises Western liberal 
rights	frameworks,	offering	
a valuable contribution to a 
growing body of advocacy 
and	academic	work	that	calls	
for	decolonial	re-imaginings	
of legal policies and practices, 

particularly in relation to the 
project of feminism. 

In a decolonial feminist 
reading of the equality clause, 
and a historical approach to 
rights-based	struggles	and	
critiques of the Constitution, 
Hassim	(2018),	for	example,	
shows how rights were 
articulated in local, vernacular 
fashion in SA throughout the 
twentieth	century;	that	the	
movement towards rights 
and democratisation was 
grounded in a collective 
struggle characterised by 
collaborative	co-productions	
of meaning on behalf of 
everyday people, including 
those	involved	in	community-
based	activism	and	black	
women’s movements 
(such	as	those	of	the	1980s	
including the United Women’s 
Organisation, the United 
Women’s Congress, the Port 
Alfred Women’s Organisation 
and the Natal Organisation of 
Women),	specifically.	

These movements advocated 
for women’s rights and 
gave voice to calls for the 
demise of the apartheid 
system in ways that not 
only created a blueprint for 
action on behalf of the United 
Democratic	Front	(UDF)	and	

the ANC, but also centred the 
importance	of	anti-sexism	
as one of the foremost 
values of democracy. 

Referencing an “alternative 
archive of the struggle for 
rights that is not centred 
on the lives and acts of 
men”,	Hassim	(2018,	p.	
348)	illustrates	that	the	
struggle for human rights 
and equalities is located 
firmly	in	the	complex	
realities	of	black	women,	
in their own rights using 
a language that facilitates 
common mobilisation 
against institutionalised 
racism and misogyny in 
a	critical	re-imagining	of	
an improved society. 

Hence, the struggles for 
Constitutional equalities and 
rights can be understood 
as being situated within the 
decolonial project, meaning 
that they are necessarily 
replete with imperfections, 
partialities and ambivalences 
aligning with struggles 
against the exploitative 
and dehumanising realities 
of apartheid SA.

Ramaphosa’s	(2020i)	above	
constructions thus alert us 
to the potential for the law 
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to serve as a site of struggle 
and transformation in 
relation to GBV, in particular. 
However, a more nuanced 
reading	makes	explicit	
some of the underlying 
tensions, ambivalences and 
conflicts	that	characterise	
the relationships between 
legal institutions, GBV and 
broader	efforts	towards	social	
transformation. Whilst it may 
be	ineffective	in	catalysing	
fundamental changes in 
social relations, we still 
require the law to be able to 
make	substantive	gains	for	
women, queer and gender 
non-conforming	people.	

This need has to be 
balanced, however, with 
an understanding of the 
fact that the law “is more 
a mirror than a catalyst”: 
it	reflects	and	traces	the	
dominant values, attitudes 
and discourses circulating 
in a given society, forming 
only one part of broader 
social movements towards 
justice	at	multiple	levels	(Artz	
&	Smythe,	2007b,	p.	17).	

Therefore, it follows that any 
state response to GBV may 
be best positioned to address 
the phenomenon when it 
is holistic and balanced, 

includes critiques of legal and 
military ideologies as social 
institutions themselves, and 
advances	a	multi-pronged	
approach to understanding 
and confronting the crisis. 

We would also argue that 
critical analyses of legal and 
human	rights	frameworks,	
specifically	those	related	
to questions of women 
and queer people’s peace 
and security, should also 
necessitate a process of 
looking	backwards	to	move	
forwards:	taking	seriously	
the struggles for visibility, 
recognition and equality that 
are woven intricately into 
the fabric of SA’s journey 
towards democratisation, 
which has formed the 
bedrock	of	social	movement	
that advocates for decolonial 
re-imaginings	of	law.	

The	work	of	decolonial	
feminism, including its 
complicated relationship 
with legal and rights 
frameworks,	alerts	us	to	the	
notion that SA is a country 
still	moving	(imperfectly)	
towards an envisioned state 
of postcolonial democracy, 
with the enduring struggles 
for intersectional equalities 
and legitimate citizenship 

at the centre of broader 
and	complex	socio-
political arrangements. In 
postapartheid SA, these 
debates are not barriers to 
the “perfect” formation of 
democracy;	rather,	feminist	
approaches	to	thinking	about	

race, gender and power 
remind us that these are 
ever-present	components	of	
all	democracies,	always	in	flux	
and always in conversation 
with questions of valid living 
(Hassim,	2014;	2018).	
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Conclusions
In this monograph, we 
adopted	a	specific	scope	
of	analysis	(SA’s	militarised	
response	to	the	COVID-19	
crisis;	the	state	and	its	
entities),	situated	within	
the connections and 
dialectical relationships 
between military 
ideologies and the broader 
everyday manifestations 
of heteropatriarchy that 
continue to disenfranchise, 
marginalise and injure 
women and LGBTQIA+ 
people in SA and beyond. 

We argued that military 
ideology, with its insistence 
on the performance of 
aggressive and hegemonic 
forms of masculine 
gender identities, can be 
considered as representing 
a	(hyperbolised)	microcosm	
of wider generic gendered 
power relations: the 
gendered architecture of 
militarised	responses	reflects,	
and is informed by, but is 
also informative of, gender 
hierarchies and inequalities 

that extend beyond the 
level of the state. We thus 
worked	to	locate	militarised	
gender discourses within 
the broader systems that 
define	them,	and	vice	versa.

Through our analysis of local, 
militarised responses to the 
COVID-19	pandemic,	and	
of the war/military frame 
specifically,	we	centred	
discussions of gendered 
politics, representation and 
power that are situated 
firmly	within	the	afterlives	
of colonisation and 
apartheid, and which have 
undeniable consequences 
and meanings for modern 
lives, identities, subjectivities, 
and	experiences	(Kessi	
&	Boonzaier,	2018).	The	
commentary in this piece 
thus also surfaced some of 
the ways in which multiple 
strands of violence operate 
to produce pervasive levels 
of GBV in SA, with an explicit 
focus on the military–
gender nexus as a site of 
intertwined nationalist and 

gendered	(heteropatriarchal)	
power relations.

The framing of GBV through 
metaphors	of	war	takes	
place within discursive and 
material contexts that in turn 
(re)produce	heteronormative	
ideologies and relations. 
While	the	COVID-19	pandemic	
has made more visible the 
everyday and normalised 
sites of racial, classed and 
gendered violence in society, 
the current war framing 
has in turn inadvertently 
produced GBV as a distinct 
and recent phenomenon that 
is read almost exclusively 
in context of the pandemic. 
In order to interrupt these 
ideologies and normalization 
of GBV as “abnormal”, recent 
and defying comprehension, 
a more nuanced analysis and 
theorisation of violence is 
needed that attends to the 
historical-political,	material,	
structural, subjective, 
interpersonal	and	affective-
discursive practices and 
dimensions of violence. 

Current framings of GBV 
as a social phenomenon 
perpetuated by a segment 
of society that is inherently 
toxic and pathological denies 
the systemic features and 
structural roots of violence 

in society. Such a framing 
effectively	absolves	society	
and state entities from 
addressing continued and 
normalised cultures of 
violence that are anchored in 
heteropatriarchal notions of 
gender and sexuality. And yet, 
part	of	the	work	of	engaging	
the	historical-political	and	
structural	influences	of	
violence is to recognise the 
intricate and explicit ways 
that the state has been, and 
continues to be, both a site of 
violence and, simultaneously, 
a site through which violence 
may be addressed. 

These dual, and seemingly 
contradictory roles and 
functions of the state cannot 
be minimised. The myriad 
forms of violence that are 
enacted by state entities 
(including	militarisation)	were	
instrumental during apartheid 
in enforcing a violent form 
of governance that included 
the surveillance and policing 
of race, gender and sexuality. 
The	continued	influence	of	
the history in the present is 
thus an important one that 
attests to the intricate ways 
in which state forces are 
functional in the mediation 
of	violence	and	its	effects.	
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The “War against GBV” 
framing further emerges 
within a broader political and 
affective-discursive	moment	
that	re-frames	GBV	as	a	
political state of emergency. 
Against	a	backdrop	of	
increasing statistics of GBV 
and mounting pressure 
from gender activists, state 
response to this violence 
has highlighted some 
unintended consequences 
and limitations of our current 
theorisation of violence and 
of gender and sexuality. 

Caught	within	a	catch-22	
activism that recognises the 
limits and possibilities of law 
in responding to GBV, many 
gender scholars and activists 
continue to struggle against 
a political response that 
suffers	a	lack	of	conceptual	
and theoretical analysis of 
violence and its intersections. 
And so, discursive 
reproductions that function 
to further essentialise 
gendered identities and 
practices remain evident. 

Misrecognitions that function 
to invisibilise further some 
enactments of violence also 
work	to	invisibilise	some	
bodies as unintelligible 
victims of that violence. 

The complex interplay of 
history, social structure, 
spatial geographies and other 
factors is an essential one, 
if	we	are	to	work	towards	
understanding the continued 
misrecognitions that abound 
in dominant representations 
of gendered identities, 
inequalities and violences. 

The incorporation of social 
structure, materialities, 
temporalities and other 
features into subjectivities is 
another	key	site	for	analysing	
violence. This is important if 
we are to avoid tendencies 
toward “naturalising” GBV 
as intrinsic to particular 
types of men and not others. 
Patriarchal	configurations	
in social structures and 
institutions, in masculinities 
and other heteronormative 
relationships and 
identifications	remain	key	
sites for understanding 
violence against women 
and other marginalised 
groups in society. 

The intricate and explicit ways 
in which heteropatriarchy has 
been instrumental, not only 
in the surveillance but also 
in the disciplining of bodies 
in society, must be situated 
and understood in their 

particular	historical-political	
contexts. This will enable 
us to understand GBV’s 
polymorphic nature that 
engages the simultaneous 
presence	of	different	
intersections, including 
race and class. Current 
discursive reproductions that 
locate violence in particular 
contexts and communities, 
and as perpetuated by 
particular	racialised	(and	
classed)	bodies,	dangerously	
adopt essentialising and 
pathologising frames that 
reproduce violence in 
essentialised form. 

Part of such representation 
includes constructs of 
perpetrators as rational 
social actors who maliciously 
choose	to	fly	in	the	face	
of social norms. These 
discursive reproductions 
effectively	reinforce	rigid	
binaries of “us/them” 
that,	in	turn,	do	the	work	
of engaging GBV as an 
individual issue, instead of 
highlighting its systemic 
roots and machinations. 
The	work	of	critical	social	
psychologists should thus 
take	seriously	Butler’s	(2009)	
call	to	“break”	popular	
discursive	frames	(such	as	
that	of	the	war	frame)	if	we	

are to address the patterns 
of violence that are bolstered 
by their repeated use in the 
construction of rapturous 
moments in everyday living. 

In Gender and Germs, we 
have addressed this call by 
building on a growing body of 
work	that	centres	decolonial	
feminist analyses of historical 
and contemporary human 
problems. Throughout this 
work,	the	central	theoretical	
threads	of	psycho-social	and	
post-structural	theories	have	
facilitated a critical reading of 
state	response	to	COVID-19,	
and to increased levels of GBV 
that have been associated 
with the pandemic. 

The analysis has strived to 
offer	a	renewed	perspective	
on ways in which the 
pandemic is imbricated in 
oppressive power relations. 
We have explored the 
contemporary machinations 
of racialised heteropatriarchy, 
bringing to life its discursive 
(re)mobilisations	and	how	
these reiterate prevailing 
racial, gender and sexual 
orders and their inclusionary–
exclusionary	effects.	

The manoeuvres of 
both militarised and 
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authoritarian discourses 
have	been	revealed,	offering	
an elucidation of the 
characteristics of SA’s national 
COVID response within a 
context where historical 
patterns	of	gender-based	
discrimination and violence 
are evidenced in and through 
the war frames of Covid, and 
where particular subjectivities 
and ideological constructs 
are	reiterated	to	work	against	
the transformation of gender 
and racial power relations. 

Simultaneously,	our	work	
also points to discursive 
contradictions in the 
COVID-19	moment,	which,	in	
turn, establish possibilities 
for resistances against the 
dominating practices of 
normative regimes. Herein 

lies the hope of this and 
other decolonial feminist 
texts as critical feminist 
scholarship	that	seeks	to	
interrogate and critique the 
warring of gendered realities 
and	the	historical-political,	
social and cultural contexts 
by which these are both 
produced and sustained.  

By bringing policing and 
militarisation to the fore 
in understanding and 
challenging re/inscriptions 
of violent heterosexuality 
and its gendered binaries, 
Gender and Germs hopes 
to create space for further 
conversations about war 
frames and their gendered 
effects	within	the	realm	
of growing feminist 
theoretico-political	work.	
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Appendix A Appendix B

“Captain Ramaphosa” in full army gear and holding weapons of 
defence and attack.

“Captain Ramaphosa”, clothed in full military uniform, prepares to 
address troops at Doornkop Military Base. 
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